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ABSTRACT 
 

Earnings management (EM) literature examines managers’ use of judgment in 

financial reporting and in structuring transactions to alter financial reports for a 

specific reason. Mainstream EM literature strongly concentrates on statistical 

research methodologies and it is driven by positive accounting theory. Although 

EM occurs in the process of preparing corporate financial reports, that process 

has so far largely remained a “black box” in prior literature. The purpose of this 

study is to analyze what EM is, how and why it unfolds and how it is intertwined 

in the process of preparing corporate financial reports. In order to meet the needs 

of the study, a qualitative case study method will be used. The contribution of 

this study is threefold. First, it indicates that the concept of EM is not as unam-

biguous as the prior literature has assumed. I find that EM is socially constructed 

and more open to interpretation than absolutely dichotomous conception given 

by previous studies. Second, this study contributes to our knowledge of the role 

and the importance of actors involved in conducting EM, indicating that EM is 

much more actor-dependent than the prior literature has assumed. Third, this 

study broadens our knowledge base with regard to the processes and potential for 

EM in academic research.  

 

Keywords: earnings management, corporate financial reporting, IFRS (Interna-

tional Financial Reporting Standards), discretionary accounting items, case study 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation for the study 

Earnings management (EM) literature examines the use of judgment by manag-

ers in financial reporting and in structuring transactions to alter financial reports 

for a specific reason. Mainstream earnings management literature mostly uses 

statistical research methodologies and it is driven by positive accounting theory 

presented by Watts & Zimmerman (1978; 1979). However, this study is a case 

study that will shed light on how earnings management originates and occurs in 

practice in the process of preparing corporate financial reports.  

Despite the large amount of earnings management literature, we have quite a 

limited understanding of the nature, extent and diversity of earnings management 

(see: Jorissen & Otley 2010; Dechow & Skinner 2000; McNichols 2000; Healy 

& Wahlen 1999; Schipper 1989). Dechow and Skinner (2000) state that academ-

ic research has shown limited evidence of earnings management and McNichols 

(2000) argues that there is a gap between our institutional knowledge and the 

actual empirical procedures of earnings management. The main reason for this 

incomplete knowledge is the narrowness and uniformity of the methodology in 

prior earnings management research, which strongly concentrates on statistical 

methods. However, it seems that earnings management is much more complicat-

ed a phenomenon than the statistical models are able to test and capture. For ex-

ample, Dechow and Skinner (2000) criticize commonly used statistical research 

methodologies and argue that because academics wish to make general state-

ments about earnings management they often examine large samples of firms. 

Consequently, they tend to use statistical definitions of earnings management that 

are not very powerful in identifying all aspects of earnings management.  

Fields, Lys and Vincent (2001), in their review of empirical studies of ac-

counting choice, including earnings management, state that the field has become 

too conservative with too many researchers content to justify a methodology be-

cause others have used it. Therefore they put forward the view that greater effort 

ought to be used to employ new methodologies and that the more acceptance of 

new methodologies could advance the field. They believe that it is necessary to 

step back from the current research agenda, and to develop the "infrastructure" 

surrounding the field.  
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Recently, Kaplan (2011) argues that accounting scholars have distanced them-

selves from the accounting process itself and that we are likely encountering di-

minishing returns in several of our research areas.  

 

The increment in our knowledge from the 371st paper on accruals 

versus cash flows, earnings management, or voluntary disclosure is 

undoubtedly much lower than the contribution from the first five to 

ten papers that introduced each topic into the academic accounting 

literature. (Kaplan 2011, p. 369) 

  

Furthermore, Kaplan (2011) criticizes that accounting scholars, like many of 

their academic colleagues, exhibit strong herding effects; they follow where oth-

ers have already gone rather than forging a new path by studying a new issue in 

an innovative way. 

More broadly, Hines (1988; 1991) has criticized mainstream financial ac-

counting research for being based on taken for granted commonsense concep-

tions and assumptions, which mitigate against questioning how social reality 

arises and is maintained, subsequently obscuring the roles that financial account-

ing plays in the creation and maintenance of society. She states that mainstream 

financial accounting research represents a "way of seeing" similar to the com-

monsense "way of seeing", but she also argues that a way of seeing is also a "way 

of not seeing". Hines states that it is necessary to breach a way of seeing or 

worldview, in order to create new ways of seeing. She refers to breaching a 

worldview as "stopping the world" or dissolving our taken for granted conception 

of reality (Hines 1988; 1991). Generally, richer research methods in the area of 

earnings management have been called for (Jorissen & Otley 2010; Beneish 

2001; Fields et al. 2001; Dechow & Skinner 2000; McNichols 2000). 

The vast literature on earnings management analyzes large numbers of finan-

cial statements by using statistical methods in order to make statistical generali-

zations and predictions about earnings management. The objective of that re-

search often focuses on understanding whether earnings are being managed in a 

given context, the type of earnings management and the incentives that shape the 

environment for discretionary behavior. Figure 1 illustrates the basic nature of 

mainstream earnings management research.  
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Figure 1  The basic nature of mainstream earnings management research 

Figure 1 demonstrates that the mainstream earnings management research 

starts its analysis from completed financial statements and first selects large 

numbers of financial statements that have certain common features that are rele-

vant to the research question. Then some testable definition for earnings man-

agement is adopted and some earnings management measurement model, such as 

an aggregate accruals model or specific accruals, is applied in order to mechani-

cally extract earnings management from financial statements. Finally, some sta-

tistical analysis is conducted to generate results that are usually generalizations of 

earnings management in specific contexts (e.g. IPO firms or firms in financial 

difficulty) that show how earnings have been managed, what type of earnings 

management has been conducted (e.g. income increasing, income decreasing, 

income smoothing), or what a manager’s incentives to manage earnings were 

(e.g. bonus plans, political costs and contractual agreements). Although the is-

sues related to earnings management are the focus of a wide area of financial re-

porting research, many literature reviews note that interpretations of the evidence 
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of earnings management are, to some degree, controversial (see: Dechow & 

Skinner 2000; McNichols 2000; Healy & Wahlen 1999; Schipper 1989).  

It is commonly known that earnings management is hard to measure and the 

validity and reliability of earnings management measurement methods have been 

criticized (Ibrahim 2010; Stubben 2010; Leuz, Nanda & Wysocki 2003; Fields et 

al. 2001; Xie 2001; Dechow & Skinner 2000; Peasnell, Pope & Young 2000; 

Thomas & Zhang 2000; Healy & Wahlen 1999; Beneish 1997; 1998; Bernard & 

Skinner 1996; Guay, Kothari & Watts 1996; Wilson 1996; McNichols & Wilson 

1988). Traditionally, earnings management measurement literature has focused 

on analyzing aggregate accruals (Dechow, Sloan & Sweeney 1995; Jones 1991; 

DeAngelo 1986; Healy 1985), specific accruals (Nelson 2000; Petroni, Ryan & 

Wahlen 2000; Beaver & McNichols 1998; Petroni 1992; Moyer 1990; McNich-

ols & Wilson 1988) and the distribution of earnings after management (Jacob & 

Jorgensen 2007; DeGeorge, Patel & Zeckhauser 1999; Burgstahler & Dichev 

1997).  

Although there is an enormous amount of literature on earnings management 

measurement and, although there are number of earnings management models, 

our knowledge about earnings management is limited and contradictory. The 

measurement models have been very imprecise in separating earnings manage-

ment firms from non-EM firms. Another failing is that it is likely that only part 

of earnings management behavior has been detected. To be more specific, while 

definitions of earnings management are structured in terms of management in-

tent, in order to statistically test hypotheses researchers must operationalize these 

definitions and identify what accrual or account is being managed and how, 

which is difficult to do using only attributes of reported earnings (Dechow & 

Skinner 2000). McNichols (2000) states that even with a general characterization 

of how accruals behave in the absence of discretion, there is far more complexity 

in the behavior of accruals than a simple model allows, thus richer research de-

signs are needed. Following this line of argument, Beneish (2001) has called for 

case studies on earnings management.
1
 

A key element of any test of earnings management is a measure of manage-

ment’s discretion over earnings (McNichols 2000). Leuz et al. (2003) state that 

earnings management is difficult to measure, especially as it manifests itself in 

different forms. Because extant models provide imprecise estimates of manageri-

al discretion over earnings, questions have been raised as to whether unobserva-

ble earnings management actions do in fact occur. Therefore, future work needs 

to deal with managerial actions that have previously been unobserved and which 

presumably result in income manipulations (Beneish 2001). Although there are 

some widely used and quite obvious items like inventories, receivables and pro-

                                                 
1
 Case studies on earnings management are discussed in 2.4. 
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visions that can be managed, we are still unaware of the items that actually can 

be and are managed. In addition, if managers have incentives to manage earn-

ings, they are likely to do so in a way that is difficult to detect, thus reducing the 

previously applied models’ ability to detect earnings management (Beneish 

2001). Hence, it would seem fruitful to comprehensively analyze earnings man-

agement potential (i.e. items that can be managed) and items that actually are 

managed.  

More generally, the measurement problem primarily arises because to identify 

whether earnings have been managed, researchers first have to estimate earnings 

before the effect of earnings management – and this is not an easy task (Healy & 

Wahlen 1999). Jacob and Jorgensen (2007) state that perhaps the greatest chal-

lenge confronting researchers testing for earnings management is specifying what 

earnings would fall under the null hypothesis, i.e. in the absence of manipulation. 

Thus the core question is: What kind of managerial discretion should be classi-

fied as earnings management, or, more broadly, how should earnings manage-

ment be measured? Dechow and Skinner (2000) find that certain forms of earn-

ings management are hard to distinguish from appropriate accrual accounting 

choices, and that it is not obvious when managers’ use of accruals becomes earn-

ings management. This highlights the conceptual dilemma of distinguishing be-

tween managed and unmanaged financial statements. Mainstream earnings man-

agement research has adopted a positivistic viewpoint on that dilemma and uses 

commonly used measures, even though their validity and reliability has been 

widely questioned. Thus, there seems to be a need for further discussion of that 

dilemma and a need for bringing that discussion into the analysis of earnings 

management.  

The mainstream earnings management research simply adopts some definition 

for earnings management and then unambiguously divides firms between earn-

ings management firms and non-EM firms. In fact, mainstream earnings man-

agement research is forced to make simple definition for earnings management – 

a definition that can be directly measured from the financial statement. Thus, that 

literature supposes that there is clear distinction or dichotomy between managed 

and unmanaged earnings, and that there are some neutral earnings that are unam-

biguous. Furthermore, it is also assumed that the management of a firm unam-

biguously and unilaterally knows a firm’s unmanaged earnings (see:  Evans & 

Schribar 1996). These assumptions are natural, taking into account the positiv-

istic nature of mainstream earnings management literature. However, the reality 

is not so simple. For example, Giroux (2004) states that the objective of account-

ing information is to describe financial and economic reality and that the chief 

financial officer, in conjunction with other executives and board members, de-

velops a perspective on what this economic reality is and how it should be re-

ported. Thus management takes a relativistic position on accounting issues, based 
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on the perspective it has. Also, Hines (1988, 1991) states that economic reality 

depends on people’s conceptions and therefore there cannot be an unambiguous-

ly true or full picture of it. Hines states that people make the picture and con-

struct reality and that the picture is essentially arbitrary and constructed rather 

than unambiguously true (Hines 1988; 1991).
2
 This suggests that there is a need 

for an analysis of earnings management that is subjectivistic
3
 in nature and takes 

into account the fact that economic reality depends, at least partly, on people’s 

conceptions, while also recognizing that earnings management is a conception 

that can be disputed. However, the point mentioned above cannot be taken into 

account by using the statistical earnings management measurement method, on 

the contrary, it requires a method that analyzes earnings management more com-

prehensively. 

Prior earnings management research has produced evidence of the incentives 

managers have to manage earnings that relate to political costs minimization, 

financing cost minimization and manager wealth maximization. However, 

McNichols (2000) states that there is a need for further research on the factors 

that motivate managers to manage earnings, and for this understanding to be bet-

ter reflected in the empirical methods. A better understanding of why managers 

manipulate earnings will allow researchers to assess the power of alternative 

earnings management tests, and ultimately strengthen our understanding of the 

implications of earnings management (Beneish 2001; McNichols 2000). Thus, it 

would seem fruitful to analyze the incentives more carefully within the context of 

a firm by exploring, for example, what incentives exist for the different actors.  

In the process of preparing corporate financial reports, company management 

uses its inside knowledge of a firm’s current state and business circumstances. 

The preparation of financial statements in accordance with the International Fi-

nancial Reporting Standards (IFRS) compels a company’s management to make 

estimations and assumptions that influence the amount of assets, liabilities, in-

come and expenses recorded in its financial statements. In addition, management 

exercises judgment as it chooses and applies accounting principles, for example, 

in recording, measuring and presenting information and it is clear that earnings 

management can occur in those processes (see figure 1). However, to my 

knowledge, no prior earnings management research has paid serious attention to 

that process.
4
 Thus, it has so far largely remained a “black box”. Mainstream 

earnings management literature starts its analysis from completed annual state-

                                                 
2
 Berger and Luckmann (1966) in their pioneering work define and comprehensively examine the phe-

nomenon of the social construction of reality.  
3
  See Burrell and Morgan´s (1979) subjectivist vs. objectivist continuum for analyzing assumptions about 

the nature of social sciences.  
4
 The exception is Jorissen and Otley (2010) (presented in 2.4.), however, their study is limited to an ex 

post analysis. In addition, to my knowledge, the prior case studies are limited to the ex post analysis of 

earnings management. 
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ments or interim reports and, therefore that literature is limited to the ex post 

analysis of earnings management. Given the obvious limitations of that approach, 

it would seem more fruitful to scrutinize actual earnings management behavior 

and analyze earnings management as it occurs in the process of preparing corpo-

rate financial reports and open the black box.  

To sum up, when taking into account the problems and limitations of prior re-

search on earnings management, it would seem fruitful to shed light on the pro-

cess of preparing corporate financial reports and thus to scrutinize actual earnings 

management behavior.    

1.2 Purpose and methodology of the study   

This study aims at increasing the understanding of earnings management in the 

process of preparing corporate financial reports. The purpose of the study is to 

ascertain what earnings management is, how and why it occurs and how it is in-

tertwined with the process of preparing corporate financial reports. In order to be 

able to achieve these purposes, the following questions are addressed:    

1. How can we identify earnings management and its potential? 

2. How and why does earnings management emerge and what kind of dy-

namics relate to that? 

 

In order to best achieve the aims of this study, a qualitative case-method ap-

proach will be used and a company will be analyzed. Concentrating on one firm 

facilitates the comprehensive understanding of earnings management issues in 

that firm. Using Hines’ (1988) terms, this study is a momentary breach or stop-

ping of the world of mainstream earnings management literature. Furthermore, 

by concentrating on the process of preparing corporate financial reports this 

study expects to open up a “new way of seeing” regarding earnings management. 

Prior mainstream earnings management research is creditable in its own con-

text; however, this study aims to complement that literature. The case study 

method has its own strengths and it has the potential to produce new insights and 

refine perspectives in ways that statistically based mainstream earnings manage-

ment research is not able to do.   

This study has been conducted by using a qualitative case method that is ex-

plorative in nature. Generally, because of their concern with process, qualitative 

case studies are characterized by having the flexibility to respond to new insights 

gained from the field by developing, testing, and discarding or refining suitable 

theories (Ahrens & Chapman 2006).  

Lukka (2005) has developed a framework for differentiating between various 

forms of case research. He suggests a taxonomy that is founded on two analytical 
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dimensions: the strength and nature of a researcher’s empirical intervention and 

the nature of the theory linkages, i.e. the intended theory contribution of the 

study. He distinguishes the nature of empirical intervention between non-

interventionist and interventionist case research and the theory linkage he distin-

guishes between theory discovery, theory illustration, theory refinement, and 

theory testing case research.  

With regard to the dimension of the strength and the nature of a researcher’s 

empirical intervention in Lukka’s (2005) case research classification, I will apply 

a case method that is clearly non-interventionist in nature. Furthermore, with re-

gard to the dimension of theory linkage in Lukka’s classification, this study can 

be classified as mainly being of the theory discovery-oriented type, though this 

research has certain features of theory testing and theory refinement case re-

search. Theory discovery case studies tend to have an emergent, somewhat open-

ended character, and, due to their heuristic nature, they have the potential for 

producing surprising findings (Keating 1995). These studies explicitly aim at 

developing a new theory or theoretical framework, based on in depth empirical 

case work and inductive reasoning (Lukka 2005). Keating (1995) states that ra-

ther than delivering specified comprehensive theories as such, they tend to pro-

duce building blocks for them.  

The theory discovery-oriented feature of this study especially relates to open-

ing the above mentioned black box; the issue that is explorative by nature. The 

theory testing feature relates to, for example, “testing” how earnings manage-

ment is conducted (e.g. what accruals are managed), or discovering the incen-

tives for earnings management. The theory refinement feature generally relates to 

elaborating on prior earnings management findings by making them clearer or 

broadening their scope by, for example, analysing earnings management poten-

tial more comprehensively, or analysing how a firm perceives new possibilities 

for earnings management.  

I will justify the methodological choice based on the motivation and on the 

purpose of the study. The motivation for the study results from the problems that 

mainstream statistical earnings management research faces and because the pro-

cess of preparing financial reports is largely considered a black box in earnings 

management studies. Thus, in the academic research, there is highly limited prior 

knowledge of the forms of occurrence of earnings management in that process. 

This implies the use of an explorative case method will be best suited to the pur-

pose of discovering how earnings management occurs. The purpose of the study 

relates to analysing earnings management behavior during its occurrence. Previ-

ous earnings management literature forms a background to my study; however, it 

will not lead me very far in my analysis of earnings management in the process 

of preparing corporate financial reports. Thus, the case analysis needs to be ex-

plorative in nature.  
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Broadly, in considering the methodological choices I have balanced the re-

quirements of mainstream earnings management research and qualitative case 

studies. In other words, on the one hand, I have considered what the methodolog-

ical requirements and possibilities for a properly conducted case study are. On 

the other, I have considered what mainstream earnings management literature is 

ready to accept, as this study aims to contribute to mainstream earnings manage-

ment literature.  

The case firm is a listed Finnish company. The fieldwork for the study took 

place over two years. The data was collected mainly by interviewing the case 

firm’s key people regarding corporate financial reporting and by an interview 

with the case’s principal auditor
5
 and once observing a board meeting. The pre-

liminary interview was conducted in November 2006 and the last in February 

2009. In addition, I conducted a few interviews with two authorized public ac-

countants (APA), who were not contracted to the case company, in order to get 

expert views from outsiders. The last APA interview took place in November 

2009. Twenty-two semi-structured interviews were conducted with 10 people 

(Appendix). All interviews were conducted in Finnish. All interview guides were 

sent beforehand to the interviewees and they were slightly modified to suit the 

individual. The modifications were dependent on the interviewee’s position and 

on the prevailing essential accounting or business-related issues. The average 

length of the interviews was slightly under two hours. Almost all the interviews
6
 

were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim. 

The case method includes triangulation, which, for this study, means gathering 

data through interviews as well as the careful analysis of the company’s internal 

material and public documents. Generally, the use of multiple data sources is de-

signed to make it possible to provide a more comprehensive and valid portrayal 

of the phenomenon under scrutiny compared to a single source of data (McKin-

non 1988; Yin 1984). In addition, it helps in overcoming the possible distorted 

effects of the researcher’s selective perceptions and interpretations (McKinnon 

1988).  

As already stated, my case analysis is mainly explorative in nature because the 

prior earnings management literature did not take me very far in my attempt to 

open the black box on how earnings management occurs. By concentrating on 

the actual process of preparing corporate financial reports and analysing earnings 

management ex ante, during its making as well as ex post this study is able to 

bring new insights and perspectives to earnings management analysis and identi-

                                                 
5
 The principal auditor, however, refused to specifically comment on the case in particular, and therefore 

he commented issues only on a general level. 
6
 The preliminary interview with the CFO was not tape-recorded. Neither was the interview with the 

company's principal auditor, because he prohibited it.   
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fy discretionary behavior that may not be detected by using only completed fi-

nancial statements.  

This study contributes to our current understanding of earnings management 

by shedding light on earnings management behavior in the process of preparing 

corporate financial reports, in other words, in the context where earnings man-

agement actually takes place. The general contribution of this study is to open the 

black box of earnings management. More specifically the contribution is three-

fold. First, this study indicates that the concept of earnings management is not as 

unambiguous as the prior literature has assumed. I find that earnings manage-

ment is socially constructed and more open to interpretation than the absolutely 

dichotomous conception given by previous studies. Second, this study indicates 

that earnings management is much more actor-dependent than the prior literature 

has assumed. Therefore it is important to identify the key actor and his character-

istics of reasons for conducting earnings management. Third, this study reveals 

some different and previously unexplored processes that occur when making 

earnings management. It also demonstrates that different situations generate al-

ternate and new possibilities for earnings management. Also, new kinds of dis-

cretionary behavior which can also be classified as earnings management have 

been documented.  

This research proceeds as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the relevant earnings 

management literature, especially the conceptual discussion of earnings man-

agement. Chapter 3 is the empirical part of the study that includes stories or nar-

ratives from the field. Those stories are descriptive and in that chapter I let the 

data, or more correctly, the interviewees speak. Chapter 4 discusses the empirical 

results of the study. Chapter 5 concludes and evaluates the study. 
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2 EARNINGS MANAGEMENT: PRIOR LITER-

ATURE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR THIS 

STUDY 

In this chapter I present prior literature that is relevant to this study. In 2.1 the 

corporate financial reporting doctrine is presented in brief. In 2.2 I consider the 

conceptual issues of earnings management. This conceptual discussion of earn-

ings management is important for this study because the main purpose of this 

study includes the question: “What is earnings management?” That discussion 

includes the role of information asymmetry in earnings management, different 

concepts of earnings management, earnings management measurement and the 

methods of earnings management. In 2.3 I present the incentives for earnings 

management that prior literature has analyzed. In 2.4 I present a few case studies 

on earnings management. In 2.5 the chapter is summarized and the implications 

are considered.  

2.1 Corporate financial reporting doctrine 

2.1.1 The criterion of usefulness for accounting information 

Broadly, accounting is about the measurement and communication of economic 

information relevant to decision makers (Watts & Zimmerman 1986). Depending 

on the users of accounting information, accounting is divided into internal
7
 and 

external accounting. External accounting, part of which is financial reporting, 

strives to help stakeholders make decisions concerning their relationship with the 

firm. As set forth by the IASB’s (International Accounting Standard Board) 

framework for the preparation and presentation of financial statements, the objec-

tive of financial reporting is to provide information regarding an entity’s finan-

cial position, performance, and the changes in its financial position to a broad 

spectrum of users in order to enable them to make rational and informed econom-

ic decisions (see: Mackenzie, Coe Tsee, Njikizana, Chamboko & Colyvas 2011; 

Epstein & Jermakowicz 2007).  

                                                 
7
 Internal accounting is used for decision-making inside the firm. 
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Generally, it should produce high quality information that is both useful and 

reliable and that investors, creditors, authorities and other stakeholders can use in 

their firm-related decision-making. To achieve the criterion of usefulness aimed 

for and to support stakeholders’ decision-making the financial reporting infor-

mation needs to be both relevant and reliable. The purpose of the existing ac-

counting regulation, which sets the framework for managers in their financial 

reporting, is to enhance the relevance and reliability of financial reporting. The 

core of the regulation constitutes accounting standards that are established and 

developed by the IASB in the European Union and the FASB (Financial Ac-

counting Standards Board) in the United States. 

Ball and Shivakumar (2005) interpret financial reporting quality as the useful-

ness of financial statements to investors, creditors, managers and all other parties 

contracting with the firm. The usefulness of financial reporting information is 

closely related to earnings quality. Schipper and Vincent (2003) define earnings 

quality as the extent to which reported earnings faithfully represent Hicksian
8
 

income and they state that higher quality earnings are closer to Hicksian income 

than lower quality earnings. Contracting decisions based on low quality earnings 

or defective earnings will induce unintended wealth transfers. From an invest-

ment perspective, low quality earnings are undesirable because they provide a 

defective resource allocation signal and they are inefficient because they reduce 

economic growth by causing capital to be misallocated. Thus, earnings quality, 

and, more broadly, financial reporting quality are of interest to those who use 

financial reports for contracting purposes and for investment decision-making 

(Schipper & Vincent 2003). 

Kothari, Ramanna and Skinner (2010) state that the primary object of the 

GAAP is to facilitate efficient capital allocation in the economy. They find that 

the performance evaluation or the valuation objects as well as the stewardship 

(i.e. efficient contracting) objects of financial reporting emerge as a consequence 

of economic forces shaping a GAAP designed to facilitate capital allocation. In 

addition, many researchers have claimed that an important objective of financial 

reporting information is its predictive ability related to a firms’ future perfor-

mance and, therefore the predictive ability has been used as a purposive criterion 

for evaluating the usefulness of financial reporting information since the late 

1960s (Bernard 1995; Feltham & Ohlson 1995; Ohlson 1995; Beaver, Kennelly 

& Voss 1968
9
; Green & Segal 1966). Furthermore, one of the FASB’s stated ob-

                                                 
8
 The Hicksian income corresponds to the amount that can be consumed or paid out as dividends during a 

period, while leaving the firm equally well off at the beginning and the end of the period (Hicks 1939). 
9
 Beaver et al. (1968) relate the predictive ability to the purpose of accounting data, i.e. the facilitation of 

decision-making. Accounting information is considered useful if it is relevant to a particular decision or 

decision model. If decision-makers can use accounting data to predict an event of interest, then that ac-

counting data is considered relevant and useful to the particular decision.  
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jectives in providing accounting information is to help investors predict future 

operating performance.
10

 Prior research on financial statement analysis shows 

that financial statement items and ratios provide information about the future per-

formance of the firm (Fairfield & Yohn 2001; Abarbanell & Bushee 1997; Ou 

1990; Ou & Penman 1989).   

2.1.2 The IFRS framework 

The mandatory adoption of IFRS for listed companies in the European Union is a 

momentous regulatory change in accounting history. This regulatory change cre-

ates new demands for all concerned with the preparation and analysis of financial 

information and is expected to enhance the comparability of financial reporting, 

to improve corporate transparency and to increase the quality of financial report-

ing (see: EC Regulation No. 1606/2002). The IFRS are considered to require the 

disclosure of more information by companies than they have previously had to 

give. The extra information is expected to reduce information asymmetry be-

tween insiders and outsiders, but recent research has analyzed the impact of IFRS 

on the quality of financial reporting and found the results to be divergent (Callao 

& Jarne 2010).  

In the IASB’s framework the qualitative characteristics of financial statements 

are understandability, relevance, reliability and comparability. Reliability com-

prises representational faithfulness, substance over form, completeness, neutrali-

ty and prudence. It suggests that these are subject to a cost/benefit constraint and 

that in practice there will often be a trade-off between the characteristics (Mac-

kenzie et al. 2011). 

The responsibility for preparing and publishing financial reporting information 

generally lies with a firm’s managers. They are supposed to give a true and fair 

view of the firm’s financial state and performance and they are supposed to use 

their inside knowledge of the firm’s current state and business circumstances in 

order to create that information. Although the IASB’s framework does not spe-

cifically include a “true and fair” requirement, it states that the application of the 

specified qualitative characteristics understandability, relevance, reliability and 

comparability should result in statements that are presented fairly or are true and 

fair (see: Mackenzie et al. 2011; Epstein & Jermakowicz 2007).  

As stated, managers have to use their inside knowledge of the firm’s current 

state and business circumstances while preparing corporate financial reporting. 

For example, the preparation of financial statements in accordance with the IFRS 

                                                 
10

 The FASB further states that financial accounting data fulfill this role because past and future operating 

performance are related. 
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practices compels the company management to make estimates and assumptions 

that influence the amount of assets, liabilities, income and expenses recorded in 

the financial statements, as well as the amount of contingent assets and liabilities 

presented in the notes on the financial statements. Although these estimations are 

based on the management’s best assumptions of the events and measures taken at 

the reporting date, the materialized result may deviate from the original esti-

mates. In addition, management exercises judgment as it chooses and applies 

accounting principles, particularly in cases where the IFRS regulations offer dif-

ferent ways of recording, measuring and presenting data (Case company’s finan-

cial statements).  

2.2 Conceptual discussion of earnings management 

2.2.1 Information asymmetry and earnings management  

Numerous studies suggest that firms adjust
11

 or modify their financial statements 

over time.
12

 In the 1970s and early 1980s, a wide number of studies investigated 

the determinants of accounting choice. These studies provided evidence con-

sistent with incentives for managers to choose beneficial ways of reporting earn-

ings in regulatory and contractual contexts (see reviews: Watts & Zimmerman 

1986; Holthausen & Leftwitch 1983). Since the mid-1980s, studies of managerial 

incentives to alter earnings have focused primarily on accounting accruals, i.e. 

accruals management (Beneish 2001). However, during recent years real activi-

ties management has also gained attention (see, for example: Roychowdhury 

2006).  

Earnings management arises from two closely related issues: firstly, from in-

formation asymmetry
13

 between managers and external information users; sec-

ondly, from the principal agent problem
14

 between managers and a firm’s other 

stakeholders. Information asymmetry between managers and external infor-

mation users makes it possible for managers to use their discretion in preparing 

                                                 
11

 Terms such as manipulation, modification, adjustments, smoothing are usually used.   
12

 There are also examples of the impudent and fraudulent manipulation of financial statements, some of 

which led to the worldwide accounting scandals revealed in the beginning of 2000. The scandals raised 

questions about the reliability and quality of financial statements.  
13

 Information asymmetry occurs when one party to a potential transaction has more information than 

another. The problem was developed in the economics literature by Akerlof 1970, Arrow 1973, Spence 

1973, Stiglitz 1975 and is applicable to accounting information (see, for example: Gonedes, Dopuch & 

Penman 1976; Gonedes 1978). 
14

 The corporate form of business organization usually separates ownership from management that causes 

the principal agent problem. This is due to incongruence between the aims of management and the owners 

of the firm (Jensen & Meckling 1976). 
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and reporting accounting information for their own advantage that is not neces-

sarily in line with the interests of other stakeholders. 

Scott (2009) argues that earnings management is managers taking advantage 

of an asymmetry of information between themselves and the firm’s shareholders. 

Prior literature also demonstrates a relationship between information asymmetry 

and earnings management and analytically shows that the existence of infor-

mation asymmetry between management and shareholders is a necessary condi-

tion for earnings management (Dye 1988; Trueman & Titman 1988). Generally, 

earnings management behavior increases as the level of information asymmetry 

increases (Richardson 2000). Schipper (1989) states that there is information 

asymmetry between managers and other interest groups and that asymmetry can-

not be totally eliminated by changing the contractual agreement. For example, 

Healy and Wahlen (1999) state that because auditing is imperfect, a manage-

ment’s use of judgment creates opportunities for earnings management, in which 

managers choose reporting methods and estimates that do not adequately reflect a 

firm’s underlying economics.  

2.2.2 Concepts of earnings management 

2.2.2.1 Definitions of earnings management  

Central to this study is the definition of earnings management. With regard to 

earnings management there is a wide body of literature but no consensus on the 

definition of earnings management and there are several different definitions 

(Beneish 2001; Healy & Wahlen 1999). For example, Scott (2009, p. 403) states 

that earnings management is the choice of accounting policies, or actions affect-

ing earnings, made so as to achieve specific managerial objectives. Probably the 

most cited definition for earnings management is that made by Healy and Wah-

len:   

 

Earnings management occurs when managers use judgment in fi-

nancial reporting in structuring transactions to alter financial re-

ports, to either mislead some stakeholders about the underlying 

economic performance of the economy, or to influence contractual 

outcomes that depend on reported accounting numbers. (Healy & 

Wahlen 1999, p. 368) 

 

On the other hand, Davidson, Stickney and Weil (1988) define earnings man-

agement as the process of taking deliberate steps within the constraints of gener-
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ally accepted accounting principles to bring about the desired level of reported 

earnings. Watts and Zimmerman (1990) find that earnings management occurs 

when managers exercise their discretion over the accounting numbers with or 

without restrictions, and that such behavior can be either firm value maximizing 

or opportunistic. Schipper (1989) defines managing earnings as a purposeful in-

tervention in the external financial reporting process with the intent of obtaining 

some private gain. A minor extension of this definition would encompass “real” 

earnings management, which is accomplished by timing investment or financing 

decisions to alter reported earnings or some subset of it.  

   

By “earnings management” I really mean “disclosure manage-

ment” in the sense of a purposeful intervention in the external fi-

nancial reporting process, with the intent of obtaining some private 

gain (as opposed to, say merely facilitating the neutral operation of 

the process). (Schipper 1989, p. 92) 

 

Jorissen and Otley (2010) use the broader term financial misrepresentation and 

state that academic research has concentrated almost exclusively on the man-

agement of earnings numbers, with most studies examining the presence of earn-

ings management through the analysis of accrual decisions. They find that finan-

cial misrepresentation is broader than just earnings management and include the 

management of balance sheet numbers and disclosure management among other 

issues.
15

  

Ronen and Yaari (2008) state that earnings management can be loosely de-

fined as a strategy of generating accounting earnings, which, according to 

Philips, Pincus and  Rego (2003), “is accomplished through managerial discre-

tion over accounting choices and operating cash flows”. Ronen and Yaari (2008) 

continue by arguing that earnings management is an umbrella notion for acts that 

affect the reported accounting earnings or their interpretation. This begins from 

production and investment decisions that partly determine the underlying eco-

nomic earnings and moves through the choice of accounting treatment and the 

size of accruals when preparing the periodic reports, and ends in actions that af-

fect the interpretation of the reported earnings, for example, presenting non-

GAAP i.e. pro-forma earnings.
16

 

In general, Beneish (2001) states that a lack of consensus on the definition of 

earnings management implies different interpretations of empirical evidence in 

earnings management studies. 

                                                 
15

 They refer to extreme cases such as Ahold, Parmalat, Enron and Worldcom where the balance sheet 

numbers were also managed. 
16

 See: Butler, Leone and Willenberg (2004). 
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2.2.2.2 Opportunistic vs. informative perspective 

Beneish (2001) states that there are two perspectives
17

 on the incentives for earn-

ings management: the opportunistic perspective that holds that managers seek to 

mislead investors and the information perspective, first enunciated by Holthausen 

and Leftwich (1983), under which managerial discretion is a means for managers 

to reveal to investors their private expectations about a firm’s future cash flows, 

usually referred as signaling. Beneish (2001) states that prior EM research has 

not been able to distinguish whether managers’ exercise of discretion is intended 

to mislead or to inform, and the typical conclusion in contractual studies is that 

incentives result in de-facto opportunistic earnings management. In fact, he con-

tinues that much prior work has predicated its conclusion on an opportunistic 

perspective for earnings management and has not tested the information perspec-

tive (Beneish 2001). A representational comment, which anecdotally illustrates 

the opportunistic viewpoint of earnings management study, is the comment by 

Leuz et al. (2003): “Managers can sometimes use discretionary accruals to in-

crease the informativeness of financial reports.”  

Healy and Wahlen (1999) find that it is obvious that managers can use ac-

counting judgment to make financial reports more informative for users. This can 

arise if certain accounting choices or estimates are perceived to be credible sig-

nals of a firm’s financial performance. They state that if auditing is effective, the 

managers’ estimates of net receivables will be viewed as a credible forecast of 

cash collections. In addition, managers can use reporting judgment to make fi-

nancial reports more informative by overcoming limitations to current accounting 

standards. They find that management’s use of judgment in financial reporting 

has both costs and benefits. The costs are the potential misallocation of resources 

that arise from earnings management. Benefits include potential improvements in 

management’s credible communication of private information to external stake-

holders, thus improving resource allocation decisions. However, Healy and Wah-

len (1999) specify that: “Decisions to use accounting judgment to make financial 

reports more informative for users do not fall within our definition of earnings 

management.” On the other hand, they argue that future research is needed to 

determine the conditions in which discretion in financial reporting is primarily 

used to improve communication vs. manage earnings.  

Ronen and Yaari (2008) take the view that not all earnings management is 

misleading. For example, investors prefer to separate persistent earnings from 

one-time shocks and, in doing so, allow firms that manage earnings in order to 

allow investors to better distinguish between the two components do not distort 

earnings. On the contrary, it could be argued such earnings management enhanc-

                                                 
17

 Scott (2009) views earnings management from a contracting and a financial reporting perspective. 
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es the information value of their reported earnings. They find that when earnings 

management maximizes the firm value it is considered economically efficient, 

and when it does not maximize the firm value it is opportunistic. In addition, they 

find that earnings management is a collection of managerial decisions that result 

in not reporting the true short-term, value maximizing earnings known to man-

agement. Thus earnings management can be beneficial when it signals long-term 

value, pernicious when it conceals short- or long-term value and neutral when it 

reveals short-term performance. The managed earnings result from taking pro-

duction or investment actions before earnings are realized, or making accounting 

choices that affect the earnings numbers and their interpretation after true earn-

ings are realized. Ronen and Yaari (2008) also state that their definition relies on 

the premise that there exists an earnings number (the “short term truth”) that is 

objective, neutral, and value maximizing (for the firm) in the short run. They 

state that the advantage of that premise is twofold. First, it confers the ability to 

distinguish income-increasing earnings management from income-decreasing 

earnings management. Second, it recognizes that the short-term truth may ob-

scure the long-term truth (Ronen & Yaari 2008). 

However, Beneish (2001) points out that signaling can also be seen as mis-

leading, for example if manager understates income by over-providing bad debts, 

obsolescence or loan losses. The usual signaling argument is that manager action 

is informative as it helps investors distinguish between weak and strong firms. 

However, it is also possible that the manager’s action is misleading because the 

manager may be setting aside income for a rainy day (Beneish 2001). 

One of the key issues in studies investigating earnings management has been 

the question of how it affects the information content of earnings. This is due to 

the fact that earnings management may hamper the quality of earnings infor-

mation, which in turn reduces the quality of the financial analyses based on earn-

ings figures. Although there is evidence that both discretionary and non-

discretionary accrual components can predict future firm performance 

(Subramanyam 1996), it is obvious that the use of accruals cannot directly be 

interpreted as earnings management.
18

 For example, Shipper and Vincent (2003) 

state, “Should we conclude that earnings management increases earnings quality 

if the result is to increase the predictive ability of earnings?” If managers are in-

come smoothers, then earnings are more predictable. However, Leuz et al. (2003) 

argue that the resulting smoothed earnings are less informative as a result of the 

noise added by management intervention. To sum up, managerial discretion can 

enhance the informative value of earnings by allowing the communication of 

private information, on the other hand, the misalignment of management’s and 

shareholders’ incentives could induce managers to use the flexibility provided by 

                                                 
18

  Discretionary and non-discretionary accruals are discussed in 2.2.3.1. 
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GAAP to manage income opportunistically, thereby creating distortions in re-

ported earnings (Healy & Palepu 1993; Holthausen 1990; Watts & Zimmerman 

1986). Thus the effect of earnings management on the informativeness of earn-

ings is far from obvious. 

2.2.2.3 Conceptual continuum 

Giroux (2004) argues that there is no agreement on how the term earnings man-

agement should be defined and he finds that earnings management includes the 

following continuum.  

 
Aggressive 

Accounting 

Moderate 

Accounting 

Conservative 

Accounting 

Fraud 

 

Figure 2   Giroux’s (2004) definition of earnings management  

He finds that earnings management includes the whole spectrum from con-

servative accounting to fraud, which is a huge range for accounting judgment, 

given the incentives of management. Thus management takes a relative position 

on accounting issues, based on its perspective. This perspective can be conserva-

tive and result in very few or no nonrecurring or unusual items and complete dis-

closure. The result should be a close approximation of economic reality and sug-

gest high earnings quality. On the other hand, the perspective can be much more 

aggressive or even fraudulent (Giroux 2004).   

Usually conservativeness is considered a virtue, and one major argument for 

conservatism is that it serves the needs of creditors well. However, critics of con-

servatism claim that it facilitates earnings management (see, for example: Jack-

son & Liu 2010; Penman 2001; Levitt 1998; Hendriksen 1982; FASB 1980; 

Devine 1963; AICPA
19

 1939). For example, Levitt (1998) alleges that firms pur-

posely understate assets on the balance sheet and subsequently reverse those un-

derstatements to inflate earnings. In addition, the IASB’s framework of qualita-

tive characteristics of financial statements does not include conservatism. How-

ever, as already stated, neutrality is mentioned as one component of reliability. 

Jackson and Liu (2010) state that although there have been repeated claims 

that conservative accounting facilitates earnings management (and is sometimes 

used to justify information neutrality), there is limited empirical evidence on the 
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 American Institute for Certified Public Accountants 
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matter. Graham, Harvey and Rajgopal (2005) provide evidence, in their widely-

cited survey,
20

 that many managers admit to drawing down reserves to meet earn-

ings target. In addition, Jackson and Liu (2010) explore the interrelation between 

conservatism and earnings management by examining an individual accrual ac-

count on a balance sheet (the allowance for uncollectible accounts) and its coun-

terpart on the income statement (bad debt expense). They provide initial evidence 

about the claimed strategic process whereby firms build up “reserves” on the bal-

ance sheet (i.e. understate net asset values) and subsequently draw down those 

reserves to manage earnings. Their results suggest that firms manage bad debt 

expense to avoid negative earnings surprises by strategically releasing the past 

over-accrual of bad debt expense into current period earnings. They conclude 

that conservatism may facilitate earnings management and that conservatism en-

genders problems that may partially counterbalance some of its claimed benefits. 

Thus the findings of Graham et al. (2005) and Jackson and Liu (2010) provide 

evidence that conservative methods can also include manipulative behavior.  

Dechow and Skinner (2000) have characterized different types of managerial 

choices and distinguish between choices that are fraudulent and those that com-

prise aggressive, but acceptable, ways in which managers can exercise their ac-

counting discretion. Their distinction is presented below in Figure 3.  

 

                                                 
20

 Graham et al. (2005) surveyed and interviewed more than 400 executives to determine the factors that 

drive reported earnings and disclosure decisions. There are also other surveys on earnings management, 

for example Nelson, Elliott and Tarpley (2002; 2003) and Hodge (2003), however they rely on third-party 

perceptions, whereas Graham et al. survey and interview decision makers directly.    
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”Aggressive” 

Accounting 

”Neutral” 

Earnings  

”Conservative” 

Accounting 

”Fraudulent”  

Accounting 

Accounting Choices ”Real” Cash Flow Choices 

Within GAAP 

Violates GAAP 

 Overly aggressive recognition of 

provisions or reserves 

 Overvaluation of acquired in-process 

R&D in purchase acquisitions  

 Overstatement of restructuring 

charges and asset write-offs 

 Earnings that result from a neutral 

operation of the process 

 Understatement of the provision for 

bad debts 

 Drawing down provisions or 

reserves in overly aggressively 

manner 

 Recording sales before they are 

”realizable” 

 Recording fictitious sales 

 Backdating sales invoices 

 Overstating inventory by recording 

fictitious inventory 

 Delaying sales 

 Accelerating R&D or 

advertising expenditures 

 Postponing R&D or 

advertising expenditures 

 Accelerating sales 

 

Figure 3  The distinction between fraud and earnings management (Dechow & 

Skinner 2000) 

Thus, according to Dechow and Skinner (2000), there is a clear conceptual 

distinction between fraudulent accounting practices (that clearly demonstrate in-

tent to deceive) and those judgments and estimates that fall within GAAP and 

which may comprise earnings management depending on managerial intent. 

Nevertheless, in the case of the latter types of choice, it would in many cases 

seem difficult, without some objective evidence of intent, to distinguish earnings 

management from the legitimate exercise of accounting discretion (Dechow & 

Skinner 2000). Ronen and Yaari (2008) refers to the figure by Dechow and Skin-

ner (2000), (i.e. Figure 3) and state that “neutral accounting” (i.e. “neutral” earn-

ings) does not include earnings management and that it generates earnings that 

result from neutral operations. They state that earnings management tactics are 

spread across decisions that yield conservative earnings i.e. earnings that are de-
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flated relative to the truth; decisions that yield aggressive earnings i.e. earnings 

that are inflated; and fraudulent reports that violate the legislation. As already 

stated, neutrality is also mentioned in the IASB’s framework.  

2.2.3 Earnings management measurement 

2.2.3.1 Accruals models 

Major managerial discretion relates to using accounting accruals that aggregate 

into a single measure the net effect of all accounting choices (DeAngelo 1986, 

1988; Liberty & Zimmerman 1986; Healy 1985), in other words, numerous 

recognition and measurement decisions, thereby capturing the portfolio nature of 

income determination (Watts & Zimmerman 1990). Accruals can be defined as 

the difference between earnings and cash flow from operations. Conceptually it 

could further be broken up into non-discretionary and discretionary accruals:  

 

Earnings - Cash flow from operations = Discretionary accruals + Non-discretionary accruals 

 

Thus total accruals can be decomposed into non-discretionary (i.e. expected or 

normal) accruals and discretionary accruals. Non-discretionary accruals are ac-

counting adjustments to a firm’s cash flows mandated by accounting standard-

setting bodies. Discretionary accruals are adjustments to cash flows selected by 

the managers. However, the decomposing of accruals between non-discretionary 

and discretionary accruals is far from obvious and different methods have been 

proposed (see, for example: Dechow et. al. 1995; Jones 1991). Barth, Cram and 

Nelson (2001) disaggregate accruals into following major components: change in 

accounts receivable, change in accounts payable, change in inventory, deprecia-

tion, amortization, and other accruals. Accruals will total zero in the long run 

because the sum of earnings must equal the sum of cash flows over the life of the 

business. Consequently, any higher-than-normal accruals in one period must be 

offset by lower-than-normal accruals in another period.
21

 

Cheng, Liu and Schaefer (1996) and Dechow (1994) state that the main pur-

pose in using accrual accounting is that accrual accounting matches revenues and 

expenses better than pure cash flow accounting. Therefore, the use of accrual 

accounting should improve the assessment of a firm’s current performance as 
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 The question about the quality of accruals was initiated by Sloan (1996) and further modifications have 

been made by Collins and Hribar (2000), DeFond and Park (2001) and Fairfield, Whisenant and Yohn 

(2003). 
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well as improving predictions related to a firm’s future performance and future 

cash flows. Managers have discretion over the recognition of accruals and this 

discretion can be used by management to signal their private information or to 

opportunistically manipulate earnings. Signaling is expected to improve the qual-

ity of earnings to measure a firm’s performance since managers presumably have 

superior information about their firm’s cash generating abilities. However, using 

accruals may reduce the usefulness of a financial statement if accruals are used 

for some opportunistic or manipulative purposes (Dechow 1994). As already 

stated, accruals management involves different accounting choices that try to 

“obscure” or “mask” true economic performance (Dechow & Skinner 2000).  

Generally, previous research has argued that the level of these discretionary 

accruals reported by a company is a reflection of management’s use of the finan-

cial reporting discretion inherent in GAAP to either increase or decrease reported 

earnings (DeFond & Park 2001; Jones 1991; Schipper 1989). Thereby, the most 

common approach to measure earnings management is based on aggregate ac-

crual models. This wide literature attempts to identify discretionary accruals 

based on the relationship between total accruals and hypothesized explanatory 

variables.  

The aggregate accrual models use the magnitude of accruals as a proxy for the 

extent to which insiders exercise discretion in reporting earnings (Leuz et al. 

2003). Aggregate accruals literature began with Healy (1985) and DeAngelo 

(1986) who used total accruals and the change in total accruals, respectively, as 

measures of management's discretion over earnings. The Jones (1991) model and 

its modifications (Dechow et al. 1995) are the most widely used in studies of ag-

gregate accruals. Jones introduced a regression approach to control for non-

discretionary factors influencing accruals, specifying a linear relation between 

total accruals and change in sales and property. More generally, in aggregate ac-

cruals models total accruals are regressed on variables that are proxies for normal 

accruals (or expected accruals), and the unexpected accruals (or abnormal accru-

als) are thus the unexplained (i.e. the residual) components of total accruals.  

McNichols (2000) found that from 1993–1999 more studies used an aggregate 

accruals approach based on the Jones model than any other model.
22

 She con-

cludes that the large number of studies published that use aggregate accruals 

suggest that it is widely accepted as a proper proxy for earnings management. 

Regardless of the popularity of the aggregate accrual approach, it has been ques-

tioned in many studies. For example, the validity and reliability of this discre-

tionary proxy have been criticized (Ibrahim 2010; Stubben 2010; Kothari, Leone 
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 McNichols reviews the following journals: The Accounting Review, Contemporary Accounting Re-

search, Journal of Accounting and Economics, Journal of Accounting, Auditing and Finance, Journal of 

Accounting and Public Policy, Journal of Accounting Research, Journal of Business Finance & Account-

ing, Review of Accounting Studies. 
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& Wasley 2005; Xie 2001; Peasnell et al. 2000; Thomas & Zhang 2000; Beneish 

1997, 1998a; Bernard & Skinner 1996; Guay et al. 1996; Wilson 1996; McNich-

ols & Wilson 1988). McNichols (2000) states that earnings management 

measures based on the Jones model and the modified Jones model approach are 

not sufficiently powerful or reliable to assess earnings management behavior in 

many contexts likely to be of interest to accounting researchers, standard setters 

and analysts, and that the models are potentially misspecified and can result in 

misleading inferences about earnings management behavior. Ibrahim (2010) 

states that prior literature shows that the current estimates of non-discretionary 

accruals are plagued with measurement error (see, for example: Thomas & 

Zhang 2000; Dechow et al. 1995).  

The original Jones model has been modified and improvements have been 

suggested (see, for example: Kothari et al. 2005; Dechow, Richardson & Tuna 

2003; Dechow & Dichev 2002; Bartov, Gul & Tsui 2000; Dechow et al. 1995; 

Kang & Sivaramakrishnan 1995). 

Generally, the models of discretionary accruals include expected and unex-

pected accruals. Therefore, for most earnings management studies, unexpected 

accruals that arise for reasons other than managerial discretion over financial re-

porting represent measurement error in discretionary accruals. Among others, 

Ibrahim (2010) finds that it is very problematic to divide total accruals into the 

two parts: 1) non-discretionary or the expected level of accruals that is assumed 

to be the normal level of accruals required for operations, and 2) the discretion-

ary or unexpected accruals which proxies for the firm’s manipulation behavior. 

She finds that the inherent problem is that the researcher can neither observe the 

true non-discretionary nor the discretionary parts of aggregate accruals. Conse-

quently, a researcher has to make assumptions in order to estimate them. Previ-

ous research shows that tests using the known proxies of discretionary accruals in 

the literature lack power and are misspecified due to the presence of measure-

ment error in these proxies. However, despite the weaknesses, the most common-

ly used approach to test for earnings management is using the total or aggregate 

accruals approach (Ibrahim 2010).  

The alternative to the aggregate accruals models is to focus on some specific 

accrual. The seminal paper in this area is McNichols and Wilson (1988) who ex-

amine the provision for bad debt. Other specific accrual issues have been for ex-

ample, loss reserves (Nelson 2000; Beaver & McNichols 1998; Petroni 1992), 

the allowance of loan losses (Beaver & Engel 1996), different write-offs (Press & 

Dowdell 2004; Bartov, Lindahl & Ricks 1998; Bunsis 1997; Elliot & Hanna 

1996; Francis, Hanna & Vincent 1996; Rees, Gill & Gore 1996; Elliot & Shaw 

1988). These studies often focus on industry settings in which a certain accrual is 

sizeable and requires substantial judgment. Based on these characteristics and 

anecdotal evidence, the researchers have argued that management’s discretion is 
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likely to be reflected in a specific accrual or a set of accruals. The key aspect of 

specific accruals studies is modeling the behavior of each specific accrual to 

identify its discretionary and non-discretionary components (McNichols 2000).   

McNichols (2000) lists some advantages and disadvantages to this specific ac-

cruals approach relative to the aggregate accruals approach. In brief, the major 

advantages are: 1) A researcher can develop intuition for the key factors that in-

fluence the behavior of the accrual, exploiting his knowledge of generally ac-

cepted accounting principles. 2) The approach can be applied in industries whose 

business practices cause the accrual in question to be a material and likely object 

of judgment and discretion. A specific industry setting can also provide insight 

on variables to control and to better identify the discretionary component of a 

given accrual. 3) It is possible to estimate the relationship between the single ac-

crual and explanatory factors directly. 

Among the disadvantages there are three main elements: 1) It is crucial that 

the specific accrual reliably reflects the exercise of discretion, otherwise the 

power of the test for earnings management is reduced. 2) It requires more institu-

tional knowledge and data than aggregate accrual approaches. 3) The number of 

firms may be small relative to the number of firms with aggregate accruals. This 

may limit the generalizability of the findings of special accruals studies, and it 

may preclude the identification of earnings management behavior if specific ac-

cruals are not sufficiently sensitive (McNichols 2000).  

Recently, Ibrahim (2010) found that there still exists model specification for 

aggregate accrual models, and the way to advance is to examine the specific ac-

cruals. One criticism of the papers that have used specific accrual modeling is 

that they tend to focus on one accrual and ignore the rest, thus potentially leading 

to a flawed conclusion about the existence of earnings management. She states 

that prior literature has shown the prevalence of measurement error in models 

used to estimate aggregate discretionary accruals and that in these models the 

incremental information content of the various components of accruals is ig-

nored. Therefore she constructs measures that take into consideration the ex-

pected managerial manipulation behavior (intentional manipulation) of various 

components of accruals simultaneously. That goes one step further than the sim-

ple disaggregation of accruals into their components and modeling them sepa-

rately. She shows that it is useful to separate the aggregate accruals into accounts 

receivable, inventory, accounts payable, other working capital, and depreciation 

components. She also shows that it appears that managers use either one or more 

than one component of accruals simultaneously and consistently to manipulate 

bottom-line earnings in a given direction. She finds evidence that this infor-

mation is incrementally useful in detecting earnings management and therefore 

suggests improvements in the discretionary accruals measure by including con-

sistency information from the components of aggregate accruals. Ibrahim states 
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that when specific accruals are considered separately, the issue arises as to how 

these accruals are manipulated simultaneously. She proposes that managers un-

dertake the manipulation of the various components of accruals simultaneously 

in a consistent manner. Thus, income-increasing manipulation is achieved 

through either positive manipulation in accrual asset accounts and/or negative 

manipulation in accrual liability accounts (and depreciation). This is consistent 

with Plummer and Mest (2001) who assert that, in the sample of firms they be-

lieve were managing earnings upwards, manipulation was achieved through 

managing both sales upwards and managing operating expenses downwards (Ib-

rahim 2010).  

Earlier, Beneish (1997) developed a model based on several specific accruals. 

The model was used to focus on firms from a number of industries and was based 

on a number of financial statement ratios, several of which relate to specific ac-

cruals such as receivables, inventory and accounts payable. In his approach a 

richer information set is utilized to identify variation in the levels of these specif-

ic accruals. McNichols (2000) gives support for Beneish’s model and states that 

if the aim of the research is to identify the magnitude of manipulation on earn-

ings, rather than to test whether it is associated with hypothesized factors, then 

one would require a model for each specific accrual likely to be manipulated by 

management.
23

   

Stubben (2010) concurs with the prior criticism of the different accruals mod-

els and finds that an ideal specific accrual for study is one that is common across 

industries, subject to discretion, and represents a large portion of the earnings 

discretion available to firms. Therefore, based on these criteria, he suggests reve-

nues as a natural candidate for earnings management measurement. The revenue 

model by Stubben (2010) is similar to the existing accrual models (Dechow et al. 

1995; Jones 1991).
24

 Stubben’s findings indicate that the measures of discretion-

ary revenues do produces estimates with substantially less biased and measure-

ment error than those of accrual models. He states that the results indicate that 

discretionary revenues detect not only revenues management, but also earnings 

management via revenues, whereas accrual models do not. He finds that a reve-

nue model is less likely than accrual models to falsely indicate earnings man-

agement, and more likely than accrual models to detect earnings management. 

He concludes that his findings provide support for using measures of discretion-

ary revenues to study earnings management. In addition, his results indicate that 
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 See also Marquardt and Wiedman (2004) who separately model the components of accruals and special 

items. 
24

 Stubben lists three differences: 1) he models receivables accrual, 2) he models the receivables accrual 

as a function of the change in reported revenues, rather than the change in cash revenues, 3) he models the 

change in annual receivables as a linear function of the two components of the change in annual revenues 

that are the change in revenues of the first three quarters, and the change in fourth quarter revenues. 
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the revenue model is less biased and better specified than accrual models, ena-

bling estimates from revenue model to be useful as a measure of revenue man-

agement or as a proxy for earnings management. The revenue management has 

also been studied also by Caylor (2010), Marquardt and Wiedman (2004) and 

Plummer and Mest (2001).  

Stubben (2010) states that despite repeated criticisms of accrual models over 

the past 15 years, many studies have addressed and continue to address earnings 

management using these models, presumably because few viable alternatives 

exist. Stubben points out that during 2005–2008, The Accounting Review, Jour-

nal of Accounting and Economics, and Journal of Accounting published at least 

40 articles that use a measure of discretionary accruals and the most common 

approaches to estimating earnings management use aggregate accruals. That in-

dicates that the method is still very popular in measuring earnings management.  

To sum up, with regard to the accrual models, the core topic is that researchers 

need to understand what to expect of normal accruals in order to identify man-

aged accruals and strengthen the power of their empirical tests of earnings man-

agement (see, for example: Guay et al. 1996; Jiambalvo 1996). As widely 

demonstrated that is not an unambiguous issue. 

2.2.3.2 Earnings distribution models   

One quite popular approach for studying earnings management examines the sta-

tistical properties of earnings to identify behavior that influences earnings, as 

developed by Burgstahler and Dichev (1997) and DeGeorge et al. (1999). They 

investigate discontinuities in the distribution of reported earnings around three 

thresholds: 1) zero earnings, 2) last year’s (or the last quarter’s) earnings, 3) this 

year's (or this quarter’s) analysts’ expectations. They make predictions about the 

behavior of earnings in narrow intervals around these thresholds.  

A prime advantage of the distribution approach of earnings is that it allows the 

researcher to make a strong prediction about the frequency of earnings realiza-

tions, which is unlikely to be due to the nondiscretionary component of earnings. 

However, while examining earnings distributions is informative for indicating 

which firms are likely to have managed earnings, this approach does not reveal 

the form and extent of earnings management (Beneish 2001; McNichols 2000).  

There is much literature that documents the discontinuity around zero earnings 

and last year’s earnings (Jacob & Jorgensen 2007; DeGeorge et al. 1999; 

Burgstahler & Dichev 1997; Hayn 1995) and interprets that as evidence of earn-

ings management by firms to just meet or slightly beat the earnings benchmark.  

These earnings distribution or discontinuities models are, however, quite 

widely criticized (Durtschi & Easton 2009; Beaver, McNichols & Nelson 2007; 
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Durtschi & Easton 2005). There is evidence that the discontinuities are most like-

ly caused by other factors than earnings management. Recently Durtschi and 

Easton (2009) have criticized them by arguing that despite the evidence that the 

discontinuities are likely caused by other factors such as scaling and sample se-

lection, these discontinuities are still widely used in the interpretation of evidence 

of earnings management.  

For example, Durtschi and Easton (2009) criticize the study by Jacob and 

Jorgensen (2007) for claiming to have created a new methodology that may be 

used universally to check for evidence of earnings management. Durtschi and 

Easton (2009) state that the methodology of Jacob and Jorgensen (2007) is 

flawed and that there are more plausible explanations for the earnings distribu-

tions than earnings management such as the use of integral method of account-

ing, sample selection bias, scaling, and averaging. Durtschi and Easton (2009) 

generally conclude that “Rigorous academic research cannot be based on just an 

appeal to the popularity of the notion that the shapes of the earnings distributions 

are evidence of earnings management because: 1) supporting evidence that this is 

so sparse, perhaps even nonexistent and 2) alternative explanations for the shapes 

of the distributions are often very evident.”   

2.2.4 The methods for earnings management   

Generally, earnings management is usually classified into two categories: accru-

als management and real activities management. Traditionally, earnings man-

agement literature is strongly focused on accruals management. However, during 

recent years real activities management has also gained some ground. More spe-

cifically the prior literature has documented that earnings are known to be man-

aged through many different methods (see, for example: Ronen & Yaari 2008; 

Francis 2001; Ayres 1994; Bruns & Merchant 1990). Jorissen and Otley (2010) 

summarize that research and present the following choices (figure 4). 
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Figure 4  Choices in financial misrepresentation (Adopted from Jorissen & Otley 

2010) 

The basic classification is between accounting choices and real choices. Ac-

counting choices are divided into: a) influence accounting numbers that includes 

accounting method choice, accruals choice, the choice to adopt a standard, dis-

closure choices; and b) influence presentation that includes lay out choices, ag-

gregation choices and classification choices. Real choices include the structuring 

of transactions, production decisions and investment decisions.   

 Accounting method choice includes selecting from a menu of treatments that 

are accepted under the prevailing accounting standards. For example, inventory 

valuation (Neil, Pourciau & Schaefer 1995; Hughes, Schwartz & Fellingham 

1988), depreciation (Neil et al. 1995), revenue recognition policy (Bowen, Davis 

& Rajgopal 2002).  Accrual choices are the most studied issues in earnings man-

agement and include judgments and estimates required to implement generally 

accepted accounting rules such as revenue recognition, the estimated service life 

of long-lived assets, depreciations, asset valuations, the allowance of bad debt, 

asset write-offs. Choice to adopt a standard includes for example, the decision 

on the timing of the adoption, i.e. the early or delayed adoption of a required ac-

counting rule when there is flexibility, or the decision not to implement a new 

standard on the ground of immateriality. Disclosure choices include, for exam-

ple, the amount of detail provided in the description of accounting policies.  

Lay out choices generally affect the transparency of the presentation or man-

aging the informativeness of earnings. Aggregation choices include the extent to 

Choices 

(1) Accounting choices 

 (a) Influence accounting numbers 

  - accounting method choice 

  - accruals choices 

  - choice to adopt a standard 

  - disclosure choices 

 (b) Influence presentation 

  - lay out choices 

  - aggregation choices 

  - classification choices 

(2) Real choices 

 - structuring of transactions 

 - production decisions 

 - investment decisions 
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which certain components of, for example, income are displayed as separate line 

items. 

 Classification choices include for example, income statement classifications 

(see: Davis 2002; Givoly, Hayn & D'Souza 1999; Barnea, Ronen & Sadan 1976) 

in which items are classified above or below the line of operating earnings or 

earnings from continuing operations in order to separate persistent earnings from 

transitory earnings, or it may also include for example classifying hybrid securi-

ties as equity versus debt. Unlike accrual management and real activities man-

agement, income classification shifting does not affect reported bottom-line earn-

ings. McVay (2006) finds that classification shifting (i.e. income statement clas-

sification) has been largely ignored.
25

 Generally, several studies document that 

analysts and investors pay more attention to “street” or pro-forma or core earn-

ings as defined by managers and view them as being more value relevant than 

bottom-line earnings (Bhattacharya, Black, Christensen & Mergenthaler 2004; 

Gu & Chen 2004; Bradshaw & Sloan 2002; Kinney & Trezevant 1997). In addi-

tion, core earnings typically receive higher valuation multiples than non-core 

earnings (Lipe 1986). Thus, it is likely that managers take advantage of the mar-

ket’s focus on core earnings instead of on bottom-line earnings to misclassify 

some core expense items in the income statement, i.e. to manage earnings using 

classification shifting. Managers might also shift expenses across segments to 

hide abnormal profits (Botosan & Stanford 2005). McVay (2006) finds evidence 

that managers opportunistically shift expenses from the core expenses (costs of 

goods sold and selling, general, and administrative expenses) to special items. 

This vertical movement of expenses does not change bottom-line earnings, but 

increases core earnings. It seems that managers use this earnings management 

tool to meet analyst forecasts earnings benchmark, as special items tend to be 

excluded from pro-forma and analyst earnings definitions. Recently, Fan, Barua, 

Cready and Thomas (2010) support McVay’s conclusion that managers engage 

in classification shifting. They use quarterly data and find that classification 

shifting is more pronounced in the fourth quarter than in interim quarters. To the 

extent that managers are more constrained in their ability to manage accruals 

(Brown & Pinello 2007), managers may use classification shifting as an alterna-

tive to inflate core earnings (Fan et al. 2010). 

Real choices or real activities management, sometimes referred to as real earn-

ings management, occurs when management undertakes actions that change the 

timing or structuring of an operation, investment, and/or financing transactions in 

an effort to influence the output of the accounting system. Schipper (1989, 29) 

includes real earnings management in her definition of earnings management and 
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 In fact, McVay (2006) considers classification shifting as a third potential tool for earnings manage-

ment in addition to the accrual management and real earnings management. 
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states that real earnings management includes timing investments or financing 

decisions to alter reported earnings or some subset of it. Roychowdhury (2006) 

defines real earnings management as management actions that deviate from nor-

mal business practices, undertaken with the primary objective of meeting certain 

earnings thresholds.  

Gunny (2010) states that traditional earnings management, i.e. accrual man-

agement, is not accomplished by changing the underlying operating activities of 

the firm, but through the choice of accounting methods used to represent those 

activities. In contrast, real activities management involves changing the firm’s 

underlying operations in an effort to boost current-period earnings. Both types of 

earnings management involve attempts by managers to increase or decrease earn-

ings. However, the real earnings management affects operations and the accruals 

management does not affect operating activities (Gunny 2010).  

In the above mentioned classification, real choices are divided into three parts:  

The structuring of transactions involves certain ways to achieve a desired ac-

counting outcome, for example many forms of off-balance sheet financing. Pro-

duction decision and investment decision both relate to real earnings management 

issues, such as reducing expenditures on R&D or advertising.  

Gunny (2010) lists several reasons why managers may prefer real activities 

management to accruals management. First, ex post aggressive accounting choice 

with respect to accruals are at higher risk of being subject to legal scrutiny or 

class action litigation. In fact, through an analytical model Ewert and Wagenho-

fer (2005) demonstrate that real earnings management increases when the tight-

ening of accounting standards makes accruals management more difficult. Se-

cond, a company may have limited flexibility to manage accruals. For example, 

accruals management is constrained by the business operations and accrual man-

agement that took place in prior years (Barton & Simko 2002). In addition, ac-

cruals management must take place at the end of the fiscal year or quarter, and 

managers face uncertainty as to which accounting treatments the auditor will al-

low at that time. The operating decisions are controlled by management, whereas 

accounting choices are subject to auditor scrutiny. On the other hand, manage-

ment may prefer accruals management to real activities management because 

accruals management can take place after the fiscal year end when the need for 

earnings management is most certain, whereas real earnings management related 

decisions must be made prior to the fiscal year end (Gunny 2010). 

Generally, real earnings management is traditionally measured so that a model 

is developed that estimates the expected (i.e. normal) level for the operational 

activities associated with real earnings management (see: Roychowdhury 2006; 

Herrmann, Inoue & Thomas 2003; Berger 1993).  

Probably the first study relating to real earnings management was conducted 

by Lambert (1984) who examines real smoothing and models it as the outcome 
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of the principal-agent relationship between the owners and the manager. Prior 

literature provides evidence of real earnings management, such as overproduc-

tion to decrease the cost of goods sold, cutting desirable R&D investments to 

boost current period earnings (i.e. underinvest in R&D), sales manipulation 

(price discounts), the reduction of discretionary expenditures and overproduction 

(see: Gunny 2010; Oswald & Zarowin 2007; Roychowdhury 2006; Cheng 2004; 

Herrmann et al. 2003; Bens, Nagar & Wong 2002; Thomas & Zhang 2002; 

Bushee 1998; Bartov 1993; Baber, Fairfield & Haggard 1991; Cooper & Selto 

1991; Dechow & Sloan 1991; Trueman &Titman 1988).  

The use of real earnings management is strongly supported by Graham et al. 

2005 in their widely-cited survey. They provide surprising evidence suggesting 

that managers prefer real earnings management activities compared to accrual-

based earnings management and that most earnings management is achieved via 

real actions as opposed to accounting manipulations. This is the case since real 

earnings management activities are less likely to be scrutinized by auditors and 

regulators, and therefore potentially have a greater probability of not being de-

tected, although the consequences of such actions can be economically signifi-

cant to the firm. Managers also candidly admit that they would take real econom-

ic actions, such as delaying maintenance or advertising expenditure, and would 

even give up positive NPV projects to meet short-term earnings benchmarks.  

 

We find strong evidence that managers take real economic actions 

to maintain accounting appearances. In particular, 80% of survey 

participants reports that they would decrease discretionary spend-

ing on R&D, advertising and maintenance to meet an earnings tar-

get. More than half (55.3%) state that they would delay starting a 

new project to meet an earnings target, even if such delay entailed 

a small sacrifice in value. (Graham et al. 2005, p. 32) 

 

Graham et al. (2005) found that such unambiguous managerial intent to burn 

economic value to meet financial reporting goals has not been previously docu-

mented. They find it surprising that managers would rather take economic ac-

tions that could have negative long-term consequences than make within-GAAP 

accounting choices to manage earnings. They consider it disturbing that the ma-

jority of CFOs admit to sacrificing long-term economic value to hit the target or 

to smooth short-term earnings. Such actions suggest a flaw in corporate govern-

ance practices. They find it surprising that executives are more reluctant to em-

ploy within-GAAP accounting discretion, such as accruals management, to meet 

earnings targets, although accruals management is likely cheaper than giving up 

economic value. However, this tendency to substitute real economic actions in 

place of accounting discretion might be a consequence of the stigma attached to 
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accounting fraud in the post-Enron and post-Sarbanes-Oxley world conclude 

Graham et al. (2005).
26

 

2.3 Incentives behind earnings management 

Prior literature has provided an enormous amount of evidence of different incen-

tives behind earnings management. I present the incentive categorization by Hea-

ly and Wahlen (1999) that includes: 1) capital market motivations, 2) contracting 

motivations and, 3) regulatory motivations.
27

 Based on prior research, the first 

two categories are the most important incentives that seem to be driving earnings 

management. The capital market-related studies focus on widely diverse issues, 

whereas earnings management studies on contracting incentives are generally 

focused on debt contracts and management compensation contracts.  

2.3.1 Capital market motivations 

Capital market motivations include incentives that relate to market expectations 

and valuation issues. Healy and Wahlen (1999) state that the widespread use of 

accounting information by investors and financial analysts to value stocks can 

create incentives for managers to manipulate earnings in an attempt to influence 

short-term stock price performance. Typically firms that report earnings greater 

than expected enjoy share price increase and conversely, firms that fail to meet 

expectations suffer a share price decrease (Bartov, Givoly & Hayn  2002; Skin-

ner & Sloan 2002). Therefore, managers have a strong incentive to ensure that 

earnings expectations are met. 

Prior research has documented three important earnings-related thresholds to 

manager earnings: 1) avoiding losses, i.e. reporting positive earnings, 2) earnings 

increase, especially in annual earnings and seasonally adjusted quarterly earn-

ings, and 3) meeting or beating analysts’ expectations for quarterly earnings, i.e. 

positive or zero earnings surprises (see: DeGeorge et al. 1999; Burgstahler & 

Dichev 1997; Hayn 1995). In addition, the market rewards for meeting or beating 

these thresholds and the market penalty for not meeting these thresholds have 

both been documented as being large (Das & Zhang 2003; Bartov et al. 2002, 

Kasznik & McNichols 2002; Lopez & Rees 2002; Skinner & Sloan 2002; Barth, 

Elliot & Finn 1999). 
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 Also Cohen, Dey and Lys (2008) find that managers have shifted away from accrual management to 

real earnings management in the post Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) period. 
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 For example, Fields et al. (2001), present three categories for accounting choice: 1) contractual motiva-

tions, 2) asset pricing motivations, 3) motivations due to the impact on third parties. 
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Scott (2009) finds that the above mentioned incentives are well known among 

investors and managers and this makes meeting expectations all the more im-

portant for managers. If these benchmarks are not met, the market will reason 

that if the manager could not find enough discretional flexibility to avoid the 

shortfall, the firm’s outlook must be bleak indeed, and/or the firm is not well 

managed since it cannot predict its own future. This could explain a more severe 

market penalty for failure to meet expectations, especially if the shortfall is small 

(Scott 2009). He continues by noting that managers who miss earnings expecta-

tions may offer explanations for that. Barton and Mercer (2005) provide evidence 

about analysts’ reaction to managers’ explanation for poor performance. They 

find that if an explanation is plausible, analysts will increase both their earnings 

forecasts and their opinion of the management, but if the explanation is not plau-

sible, earnings forecasts decrease and opinions about the management become 

more critical. Scott (2009) emphasizes that the failure to meet investors’ expecta-

tions has serious consequences. There is a direct effect on a firm’s share price 

and the cost of capital as investors revise their estimations downwards. There can 

also be an indirect effect on a manager’s reputation. Thus, meeting expectations 

and maintaining reputations are powerful earnings management incentives (Scott 

2009). 

Keung, Lin and Shih (2010) find that firms collectively incur a cost for man-

aging earnings and analyst expectations to meet earnings forecasts. They demon-

strate that investors are right to be skeptical about minor positive earnings sur-

prises, i.e. investors’ skepticism toward zero and small positive earnings surpris-

es is justified. Their results are consistent with the Akerlof’s (1970) prediction 

that if the quality of a good is difficult for potential buyers to assess, they will 

pay lower prices, even for units of the good that are of high quality. Keung at al. 

(2010) made the first study to document how firms collectively incur a cost for 

playing the numbers game as a result of a backlash by analysts and investors.   

The capital market motivations also include studies of earnings management 

in periods surrounding capital market transactions, such as equity offers and 

management buyouts. As an example, the findings indicate that firms report in-

come increasing unexpected accruals prior to seasoned equity offers (Teoh et al. 

1998a), initial public offers (Teoh et al. 1998b) and stock-financed acquisitions 

(Erickson & Wang 1999). Perry and Williams (1994) provide evidence of earn-

ings management prior to management buyouts and produce evidence of income 

decreasing unexpected accruals prior to management buyouts.
28

 

This incentive category also includes research investigating whether managers 

use earnings management in an effort to manipulate the stock price to increase 
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their stock based pay
29

 or to benefit from insider trading
30

. Extant literature has 

focused primarily on how CEO equity incentives affect earnings management, 

and prior research. It suggests that CEO equity incentives are associated with 

accruals management (Bergstresser & Philippon 2006) and the possibility to beat 

analysts’ forecasts (Cheng &Warfield 2005).  

Recently, Armstrong, Jagolinzer and Larcker (2010) have examined whether 

CEO equity-based holdings and compensation provide incentives to manipulate 

accounting reports. They refer to 10 recent studies that have examined the same 

relationship.
31

 These studies generally hypothesize that equity based compensa-

tion and holdings provide incentives for managers to manipulate accounting 

numbers. However, Armstrong et al. (2010) state that no conclusive set of results 

has emerged from the literature and that the results of prior studies are incon-

sistent. That highlights the difficulty in drawing general inferences regarding the 

association between equity incentives and accounting irregularities from the prior 

literature. Therefore, they state that there is mixed evidence about the matter and 

consider it an open question. They use a larger sample that is more representative 

of the economy and an econometric approach that better alleviates the bias and 

provides an assessment of hidden bias. They find little evidence of a positive re-

lationship between CEO equity incentives and the incidence of accounting irreg-

ularities, and, in contrast to most prior studies, after matching CEOs to the ob-

servable characteristics of their environments they find no evidence of positive 

association. On the contrary, they find some evidence that accounting irregulari-

ties occur less frequently at firms where CEOs have relatively higher levels of 

equity incentives. They conclude that, if anything, their results suggest that high-

er equity-based compensation and holdings may actually reduce the incidence of 

improper financial reporting (Armstrong et al. 2010). 

Jiang, Petroni and Wang (2010) investigate whether chief financial officer 

(CFO) equity incentives are associated with earnings management and the in-

cremental role of CFO equity incentives in earnings management relative to 

those of the CEOs. They motivate their study by stating that because a CFO’s 

primary responsibility is financial reporting and CFOs can significantly affect 

accounting quality a CFO’s equity incentives should therefore play a stronger 

role than those of the CEO in earnings management. Their evidence suggests that 

the role of the CFO equity incentives is greater than that of the CEO. In addition, 
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 Here I classify as capital market incentives the compensation contracts that directly relate to stock 

price, and I also classify contracting motivations as the compensation contracts that relate to accounting 

figures. 
30

 Beneish and Vargus (2002) state that insiders have an information advantage regarding earnings quali-

ty. They show that the one-year-ahead persistence of income-increasing accruals are significantly corre-

lated with insider trading and state that insider trading appears to have a connection with earnings man-

agement. 
31

 See the studies referred to by Armstrong et al. (2010).  
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the CFO equity incentives play an independent role in companies’ earnings man-

agement activities, even after controlling for CEO equity incentives. However, 

they state that their findings may reflect the impact of other lower-level execu-

tives in the organization, and therefore one should be cautious in attributing their 

findings on the relationship between CFO equity incentives and earnings man-

agement solely to the actions of the CFO (Jiang et al. 2010). 

Graham’s et al. (2005) survey provides much evidence on incentives and es-

pecially relates capital market incentives to earnings management. The two most 

important earnings benchmarks are quarterly earnings for the same quarter last 

year and the analysts’ consensus estimate. Meeting or exceeding benchmarks is 

very important. In fact, managers describe a trade-off between the short-term 

need to “deliver earnings” and the long-term objective of making value-

maximizing investment decisions. Executives believe that hitting earnings 

benchmarks builds credibility with the market and helps to maintain or increase 

their company’s stock price. In addition, the severe reactions to small EPS misses 

can be explained as evidence that the market believes that most firms can “find 

the money” to hit earnings targets. Not being able to find one or two cents to hit 

the targets might be interpreted as evidence of hidden problems in the company 

(Graham et al. 2005).  

Graham’s et al. results indicate that executives have strong preferences for 

smooth earnings, and that an overwhelming majority of CFOs prefer smooth 

earnings to volatile earnings. In addition, regarding holding cash flows constant, 

volatile earnings are thought to be riskier than smooth earnings. Furthermore, it 

is easier for analysts to predict smooth earnings, and the respondents believe that 

smoother earnings improve the predictability of future earnings, which in turn 

increases stock price. Graham et al. state that the predictability of earnings is an 

overarching concern among CFOs and that executives believe that less predicta-

ble earnings – as reflected in a missed earnings target or volatile earnings – 

command a risk premium in the market. The consequences of a failure to smooth 

earnings are perceived to be severe. In fact, a surprising 78% of the surveyed ex-

ecutives would give up economic value for smooth earnings. Most executives 

feel they are making an appropriate choice when sacrificing economic value to 

smooth earnings or to hit a target. That is, the possible turmoil that can result 

from negative earnings surprise can be very costly, at least in the short-run. 

Therefore, many executives find that they are choosing the lesser evil by sacrific-

ing long-term value to avoid short-term turmoil. Graham et al. think that given 

the reality of severe market (over)reactions to earnings misses, executives might 

be making the optimal choice in keeping an existing equilibrium (Graham et al. 

2005).  

Graham et al. find that managers want to meet or beat earnings benchmarks to: 

1) build credibility with the capital mark; 2) maintain or increase the stock price; 
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3) improve the external reputation of the management team; 4) convey future 

growth prospects. Failure to hit earnings benchmarks creates uncertainty about a 

company’s prospects and raises the possibility of hidden, deeper problems in the 

company. They suggest that CFOs manage financial reporting practices to influ-

ence their stock price in general and current stock price in particular. Their analy-

sis indicates that managers worry about short-run stock prices because they be-

lieve that short-run stock price volatility affects a company’s cost of capital, 

CFOs and CEOs are concerned about losing their jobs if the stock price falls, 

managers think that the labor market assesses their skill level based on short-run 

stock prices, managers seek to attract equity analysts to cover their stock and 

they seek to avoid embarrassing questions by stock analysts in conference calls if 

the stock price falls. Graham et al. state that although their study did not find 

strong support for the bonus hypothesis, exercisable stock options held by man-

agers suggest another reason why managers care about short-run stock prices. 

They also provide evidence that voluntary disclosure is an important tool in a 

CFO’s arsenal and that companies make voluntary disclosure for three main rea-

sons: 1) to promote a reputation for transparent reporting; 2) to reduce the infor-

mation risk assigned to the company’s stock; 3) to address to deficiencies of 

mandatory reporting (Graham et al. 2005).  

In general, Graham et al. find that executives often employ simple decision 

rules or heuristics in response to a handful of widely held beliefs about how out-

sider and stakeholders will react. These anticipated reactions are the “rules of the 

game” that dictate the playing field for many earnings management and disclo-

sure decisions. The rules most likely include the following beliefs: 1) the stock 

market values the predictability of earnings because market participants hate the 

uncertainty created by a company failing to hit the earnings benchmark or by 

earnings that are not sufficiently smooth; 2) there is a widely held belief that eve-

ry company manages earnings to hit targets, so if one company does not manage 

and misses a target, it will be punished; 3) because every company manages 

earnings, if a company misses a benchmark it is thought to have revealed previ-

ously hidden problems at the company, worsening the perception of future 

growth prospects; 4) managers try to maximize smoothness in earnings and vola-

tile earnings are bad because they convey higher risk and/or lower growth pro-

spects; 5) firms should voluntarily disclose market-moving information because 

doing so results in lower information risk. They suggest that future research can 

explore why and how these rules are selected and the implications of these rules 

for financial reporting policies in greater depth (Graham et al. 2005).  
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2.3.2 Contracting motivations 

Contracting motivations include incentives that relate to contracts written in 

terms of accounting numbers. A large literature has emerged to test whether in-

centives created by compensations and lending contracts can explain earnings 

management.  

Studies examining the bonus hypotheses provide evidence consistent with 

managers altering reported earnings to increase their compensation (Gaver, 

Gaver & Austin 1995; Holthausen, Larcker & Sloan 1995; Healy 1985). Healy 

and Wahlen (1999) divide the compensation contracts into actual contracts and 

into implicit contracts or relational contracts. Actual compensation contracts are 

accounting number based bonus awards. The implicit compensation contracts 

relate, for example, to situations in which top managers’ job security is threat-

ened or their expected tenure with the firm is short (Healy & Wahlen 1999). 

Bowen, DuCharme and Shores (1995) investigated implicit contracting and ar-

gued that a manager’s implicit contracting reputation can be bolstered by high 

reported profits, which increase stakeholders’ confidence that the manager will 

continue to meet contractual obligations.  

Studies examining lending contracts motivations have examined whether firms 

that are close to lending covenant violation manage earnings. Healy and Palepu 

(1990) and DeAngelo, DeAngelo and Skinner (1994) find only a little evidence 

of earnings management among firms close to their dividend covenant. DeFond 

and Jiambalvo (1994) and Sweeney (1994) investigated a sample of firms that 

actually violated a lending covenant, but found mixed evidence. DeFond and 

Jiambalvo (1994) found income increasing earnings management one year prior 

to the covenant violation. Sweeney (1994) also finds income increasing earnings 

management behavior but such that typically occurs after the covenant violation. 

That indicates that the sample firms did not conduct earnings management in or-

der to avoid violating the lending covenant, although it is possible that the discre-

tion was conducted in order to avoid future covenant violations. There are also 

other studies that document evidence of debt-covenant hypothesis (see, for ex-

ample: Beatty & Weber 2003; Dichev & Skinner 2002; Jaggi & Lee 2000). 

2.3.3 Regulatory motivations 

The third category, the regulatory motivations, includes incentives that relate to 

anti-trust or other government regulation. Generally, it is often alleged that man-

agers of firms vulnerable to an anti-trust investigation or other adverse political 

consequences have incentives to manage earnings to appear less profitable 

(Watts & Zimmerman 1978). Earnings management studies suggest that regula-
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tory considerations induce earnings management (See: Key 1997; Cahan 1992; 

Jones 1991). In particular, banking, insurance and utility industries are more reg-

ulated and it is frequently asserted that regulation in these industries creates in-

centives to manage earnings of interest to regulators. A number of studies pro-

vide evidence consistent with this hypothesis (see, for example: Adiel 1996; 

Beatty, Chamberlain & Magiolo 1995; Petroni 1992; Moyer 1990).  

2.3.4 Other incentive categorizations 

Beneish (2001) has categorized earnings management incentives based on in-

come increasing vs. income decreasing. He lists some incentives for income in-

creasing earnings management as debt contracts, compensation agreements, equi-

ty offerings and insider trading. He also presents incentives for possible income 

decreasing earnings management and includes increase future compensation, ob-

taining import relief, avoidance of wealth transfers and decreasing earnings dur-

ing union negotiations or during periods preceding management buyout. 

As already discussed one important type of earnings management is income 

smoothing in which managers try to generate steady earnings. The motives for 

income smoothing are usually connected to managerial contracting (implicit and 

explicit) and capital market motivations. Trueman and Titman (1988) argue that 

income smoothing lowers a lender’s assessment of the profitability of bankruptcy 

and reduces the cost of borrowing and enhances equity value. Fudenberg and 

Tirole (1995) consider that managers smooth earnings in order to keep their jobs 

and avoid interference. Kirschenheiter and Melumad (2002) state that a company 

receives a higher valuation if a possible positive earnings surprise is dampened 

and spread out over consecutive time periods because investors perceive steadier 

earnings as more permanent. 

In general, Gunny (2010) states that given the inherent difficulty in identifying 

earnings management without knowing the manager’s true intention, one criti-

cism of the literature is that any earnings management identified may result from 

an omitted variable or may be capturing behavior other than intentional manipu-

lation.  

2.4 Case studies on earnings management  

As already stated, earnings management literature concentrates on statistical re-

search based on large-scale analyses. There are a few exceptions and here my 

focus is on case studies. There are some case studies on earnings management 

that usually relate to extremely fraudulent earnings management, such as Enron 
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etc. (see, for example: Jorissen & Otley 2010; de Jong, DeJong, Mertens & Ros-

enboom 2007; Arnold & de Lange 2004; Hayes 2004; Benston & Hartgraves 

2002; Lev 2002; Baker & Lys & Vincent 1995). Generally, these studies demon-

strate that both earnings numbers and balance sheet numbers were manipulated. 

The above mentioned studies are also based only on publicly available data. 

However, the case study by Jorissen and Otley (2010) used both public as well 

as internal company data.
32

 They analyze financial misrepresentation
33

 in two 

connected major European airlines, Swissair and the Belgian flag carrier Sabena, 

which both filed for bankruptcy in 2001. Moreover, an investigation report, un-

dertaken at the request of the administration of the SAirgroup, points to the pres-

ence of the unfaithful representation of economic performance in the accounting 

figures. Therefore, their case is an example of fraudulent and extreme earnings 

management, or financial misrepresentation. Jorissen and Otley (2010) seek to 

analyze and explain how such misstatements came about. Their data consists of 

archival data and several interviews with some of the ex-management team of 

both airlines. Compared to this study, their analysis is based only on ex post 

analysis. However, their study has relevant implications for this study.  

Jorissen and Otley (2010) state that financial misrepresentation has usually 

been analyzed using large-scale empirical research and that the generality gained 

from such an approach is at the cost of understanding the rich and complex na-

ture of financial misrepresentation in real organizations. Thus, they adopted a 

case study approach to gain more insight into the incentives embedded in con-

tracts which trigger decisions to engage in financial misrepresentation and the 

underlying elements of discretion in those processes. They find that these rela-

tionships are a black box in most financial misrepresentation studies. In addition, 

all definitions of financial misrepresentation (including earnings management) 

point to the central role of top management in such decisions. However, account-

ing literature has not taken into account heterogeneity among top managers and 

its possible impact on financial misrepresentation. Therefore they examined the 

process of financial misrepresentation from an integrated (multiple incentives 

and multiple methods) and a dynamic perspective. The multi-theory perspective 

explicitly considers the central role of top management in choosing to engage in 

accounting numbers management. They analyze the case data in two phases. In 

phase one they analyze the data through an accounting literature perspective. 

However, not all the observations of the first phase can be explained by the ac-

counting literature. Therefore in the second phase they examine the data through 
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 The case study by Wilson and Shailer (2007) is based also on internal company data but the empirical 

period was 1910–1965. 
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 As already stated, they use the term financial misrepresentation, since they find that it is broader than 

earnings management.     
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the management theory perspective in order to generate additional explanations 

(Jorissen & Otley 2010).   

Their findings demonstrate that in order to understand the decision processes 

of managers it is necessary to distinguish between the negotiable and non-

negotiable contracts of the firm. They observe that the discretion of the causation 

assumed in the agency framework (i.e. contracts influence behavior) is often re-

versed in the negotiable contracts (i.e. managers influence contracts). Their find-

ings also provide insights into a number of additional variables which enlarge the 

discretion of a senior manager to engage in financial misrepresentation. The ma-

nipulation of accounting figures can be achieved by many mechanisms which 

traditional methods based on accruals would not detect. They demonstrate that 

financial misrepresentation or earnings management can involve decisions in all 

management areas including financial statements, narratives in the annual report, 

the composition of the top team, decisions about organizational structure, divi-

sion responsibilities, the management control systems, investment decisions and 

operating decisions. Jorissen and Otley find that current accounting research has 

overlooked perspectives important for a better understanding and explanation of 

managerial incentives for engaging in earnings management and the underlying 

processes triggered by this decision. In general, they provide evidence that a 

deeper knowledge of the characteristics of the CEO and of the factors that deter-

mine the distribution of power among corporate managers is required to advance 

knowledge of financial misrepresentation or earnings management (Jorissen & 

Otley 2010).  

2.5 Summary and implications for this study 

As it is presented, there are different definitions for earnings management in the 

literature. The differences especially relate to the perspectives and the scope of 

the earnings management definition used. With regard to perspectives, some 

studies see earnings management mainly as fraudulent behavior that violates ac-

counting standards, whereas some studies consider earnings management to in-

clude the use of the flexibilities that accounting standards allow. In addition, 

some find that earnings management behavior can even be informative.  

With regard to the scope of earnings management, prior literature has strongly 

focused on accruals management. Earnings management measurement literature 

is still strongly focused on different accruals models, although their reliability 

and validity is widely questioned. In those studies earnings management is con-

sidered a straightforwardly measurable concept, which is usually similar to the 

conceptions used in earlier studies using similar models. However, I find that the 

use of such models demonstrates how unilaterally earnings management is con-
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sidered. In addition, there appears to be a wide variety of different methods for 

earnings management. I think that this variety should be more properly taken into 

account in earnings management literature and thus a more comprehensive anal-

ysis of earnings management is needed.  

This short consideration leads me to the main purpose of this study: "What is 

earnings management?" Broadly it seems that mainstream earnings management 

literature supposes that earnings management is concept that can be directly 

measured from financial statements. Furthermore it seems to assume that there is 

a clear distinction between managed and unmanaged earnings and that there are 

some neutral earnings that are unambiguous (e.g. Ronen & Yaari 2008; Dechow 

& Skinner 2000). In addition, it is straightforwardly assumed that the managers 

unilaterally and unambiguously know their firms’ unmanaged earnings (see, for 

example: Evans & Shidhar 1996). These assumptions are inherent for the positiv-

istic nature of mainstream earnings management literature that requires that earn-

ings management is unambiguously measurable based on financial statements.  

However, according to Hines (1988; 1991) economic reality depends, at least 

to some extent, on people’s conceptions, in other words, the economic reality that 

people construct. Furthermore, the picture is essentially much more arbitrary than 

has previously been stated and the figures in the financial statements are not un-

ambiguously true. This suggests that there is a need for a more subjectivistic 

analysis of earnings management. Therefore, in line with Hines (1988; 1991), 

this study takes into account the fact that economic reality depends, to some de-

gree, on people’s conceptions of reality. In addition, it further develops the idea 

that earnings management is a concept that is more open to dispute than prior 

literature has assumed. This requires a method that analyzes earnings manage-

ment comprehensively in a firm-context and therefore this study is a case study. 

I adopt a broad view of earnings management in the sense that it includes large 

amounts of different methods (see: Ronen & Yaari 2008; Francis 2001). That 

broad view could be seen also in Jorissen and Otley (2010), although they talk 

about earnings misrepresentation. However, I find that earnings management 

includes balance sheet management and disclosure management as well, which 

means that financial misrepresentation can be seen as part of earnings manage-

ment. In general, earnings management has a negative tone and sometimes it is 

referred to as extremely fraudulent behavior. I argue that directly violating the 

accounting legislation is an extreme case of earnings management and that earn-

ings management is also practical behavior in which managers make different 

decisions and use their discretion and interpretation within the limits of the ac-

counting legislation to achieve one or more objectives. In that sense, my point of 

view is similar to Graham et al. (2005) who state that many executives are not 

talking about violating the GAAP or committing fraud, but "running the game", 

in a manner to produce smooth, attainable earnings from year to year. Generally, 
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I agree with the popular and widely used definitions for earnings management 

presented by Healy and Wahlen (1999) and Schipper (1989).  

Also Jorissen and Otley (2010) have adopted a broad view and demonstrate 

different methods for earnings management in their case study. My study contin-

ues on the path laid by Jorissen and Otley (2010) by using a methodology that 

diverges radically from the mainstream. Similarly to Jorissen and Otley (2010), I 

also use a case method, have internal archives and conduct interviews. However, 

there are a few substantial differences in my analysis compared to their study. 

Jorissen and Otley (2010) have an ex post analysis of earnings management or 

financial misrepresentation focusing on an extreme case in which illegal and 

fraudulent actions were conducted and in which even bankruptcy was an issue. 

Thus, their starting point, including the selection of the case study company, was 

that a clearly extreme earnings management would be analyzed. In contrast, my 

study concentrates on the actual process of preparing corporate financial reports 

by analyzing earnings management ex ante, during its making and ex post. In 

addition, my case selection is neither based on any earlier extreme earnings man-

agement behavior nor is such behavior a prerequisite for my case analysis. Thus, 

compared to Jorissen and Otley (2010) this study is expected to be able to pro-

duce new insights and perspectives as well as reveal processes behind earnings 

management that have not been studied before.    
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3 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 Introduction to the empirical section 

3.1.1 Structure of the empirical section and presentation of the case compa-

ny 

The structure of the empirical part of the study is as follows. The introduction of 

the empirical part includes the presentation of the case company, a list of the ma-

jor and most relevant discretionary accounting items of the case company, a 

presentation of how the discretionary issues are generally handled in the compa-

ny and a description of certain disclosure issues in the company. The main em-

pirical part itself consists of five different illustrative stories that demonstrate 

discretionary behavior. Partly the subjects for the stories emerged from the initial 

careful analysis of the company’s internal propriety data and public financial re-

porting data that I acquired when I was becoming acquainted with the case in 

order to understand its key discretionary issues. Partly the stories emerged from 

the interviews as well as those times when the company faced new situations, for 

example, difficulties related to business activities or overall market conditions. 

These stories appeared to be very relevant and they include different situations in 

which substantial discretion and interpretation by the management was required 

and in which also the potential for earnings management issues could be seen.
34

  

The story of adopting conservative accounting methods (3.2) describes how 

and why the company adopted conservative accounting methods. The story of 

constructing financial reports (3.3) presents considerations of how the financial 

reports are constructed and what kind of earnings management issues arise. This 

also includes the kind of effects public investor guidance and incentive schemes 

have on constructing financial statements. The story of an R&D expense activa-

tion (3.4) presents how the company decided to conduct an R&D expense activa-

tion and what kind of implications that had. The story of acquisitions (3.5) is a 

presentation of discretionary allocation issues and earn-out issues that were con-

sidered when the case made acquisitions. The story of goodwill impairment test-

ing (3.6) relates to discretionary issues in goodwill impairment testing. That in-
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  Numerical information about the case company will not be presented. 
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cludes many types of discretionary behavior and issues such as the levels and the 

parameters for test.  

The above mentioned stories are not all-inclusive, in other words, they neither 

include all kinds of discretion in the company nor are they presented chronologi-

cally from quarter to quarter. In addition, the point of the stories is not to present 

a large list of factors that affect or may affect discretionary behavior. The point 

of the stories is to demonstrate and highlight different situations and "hot pota-

toes" in which managerial discretion is present and in which earning management 

may occur in different forms, while supporting the purpose and the research 

questions of this study. I have tried to keep the stories rather short and simple and 

focus specifically on the core issues of this research. The stories are descriptive 

and I have let the data and the interviewees talk. The findings are discussed in 

relation to prior earnings management literature and reflected on in chapter 4.   

The case company is a Finnish public company that is listed on the OMX 

Nordic Exchange, Helsinki. The consolidated financial statements of the compa-

ny have been prepared in accordance with IFRS, and they follow the applicable 

IAS and IFRS standards, as well as SIC
35

 and IFRIC
36

 interpretations. The notes 

of the consolidated financial statements have also been prepared in accordance 

with Finnish accounting legislation and corporate legislation, which comple-

ments IFRS regulation. 

Initially, at the beginning of the empirical scrutiny I conducted, the case com-

pany (referred as the group, company or firm) had experienced very rapid growth 

both organically and through substantial acquisitions, and the growth was ex-

pected to continue into the future. In addition, effort was expected to be placed 

on growth and further development of the business was expected to occur in the 

future. Such strong growth entails challenges to any company’s administration 

and especially to its financial administration. For example, many new accounting 

methods had been adopted due to the development and expansion of the business 

of the case company. The consideration of implementing new accounting meth-

ods and refining existing accounting methods thus requires substantial considera-

tion from management and that has implications for earnings management issues. 

There were also some clear incentives for earnings management, for example, 

incentive schemes and public investor guidance issues, which, in the prior litera-

ture, have been found to be important motives behind earnings management be-

havior. In the initial interview, the CFO stated that the flexibilities that the IFRS 

offer are and should be used. He found using them a natural and practical thing 

and admitted that he quite actively used to use managerial discretion as laid down 
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according to the IFRS, in order to meet some thresholds. To sum up, the case 

company seemed very fruitful for this research. 

In the middle of my two years of empirical analysis the company changed its 

CFO. I refer to the initial CFO as the previous CFO or as the CFO(p). The cur-

rent CFO and the CFO(c) are used synonymously. The previous CFO was also 

interviewed after his resignation. 

3.1.2 Discretionary issues in the case company 

3.1.2.1 Major discretionary accounting items   

Based on my analysis, the major accounting related discretionary items relate to:  

 Recognizing income from constructing contracts (i.e. stage of completion 

method)  

 Provisions for employee bonuses  

 Provisions for guarantee work  

 Activation of R&D expenses in the balance sheet   

 Extraordinary items    

 Allocation of acquisition costs  

 Goodwill impairment testing  

The potential for earnings management relating to these items includes reve-

nue recognition, timing issues, accruals choice, accounting method choice, 

choosing to adopt a certain standard, allocation issues, aggregation choices and 

classification choices. In addition, disclosure issues including, for example the 

amount of detail provided in the description of the accounting items is inter-

twined with these discretionary items.  

3.1.2.2 Actors 

The CFO is the key person for considering discretionary accounting choices and 

executing them. The financial manager
37

 operates according to the CFO’s guid-

ance and does not take his own view on issues related to major discretionary 

choices. However, he has a good knowledge of the figures and where they come 

from. Unit controllers are responsible for certain provisions and they discuss with 

the CFO and with the respective unit managers, although they do not make any 
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  During the first year of my empirical year the financial manager also acted as a controller for business 

unit A. 
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substantial accounting choices. The CFO also discusses the choices and methods 

adopted with the unit managers. The management team that comprises of the 

CEO, the CFO, unit managers and a few other key managers also discusses some 

general level accounting choices. The CEO’s role is quite distant from that of the 

CFO’s. Both CFOs stated that the CEO concentrates on operational issues but 

that economic issues are clearly their responsibility. In addition, during the em-

pirical analysis it appeared that neither the audit committee of the board nor the 

board itself could really challenge the discretionary issues that the management 

had command of, which is something that was also strongly emphasized by the 

interviewees. Thus, with respect to accounting discretion, the roles of the audit 

committee of the board and the board appear formal. 

In practice, the CFO, especially the previous CFO, highlights the discretionary 

issues and discusses them mainly with the controllers and financial manager and 

sometimes with unit managers. If the CFO finds that the auditors’ opinion is 

needed, he will ask for it. Discussions with the CEO are mainly relevant when 

new accounting methods are adopted or some guideline changes are conducted. 

The previous CFO discussed such adoptions more with the CEO than the current 

CFO has. That is probably because there were larger guideline setting issues dur-

ing the previous CFO’s time and therefore he needed to seek the CEO’s approv-

al. The current CFO has quite rarely discussed accounting related issues with the 

CEO. However, both CFOs emphasize that when they discuss an issue with the 

CEO they already have a ready proposal and opinion on how the issue should be 

handled. Thus they mainly try to convince and give arguments to the CEO as to 

why and how discretion should be conducted or how a certain accounting method 

should be used or adopted. The CFO(p) states that he can demonstrate, for exam-

ple, what earnings are generated with and without managerial discretion.  In ad-

dition, the CFO(p) states that the CEO has to be aware of the discretionary ac-

counting decisions that have been taken and especially how to answer any ques-

tions asked about the accounting choices made. The CFO(c) emphasizes that his 

job is to take care that they will not be in trouble as a result of some discretion 

decision. The CFO(p) also argues that it is important how the decision is com-

municated to the audit committee and to the board. Above all, the managerial 

discretion has to be justified to the auditor; every interim report is scrutinized by 

the auditor in the so called interim report inspection.  

The CFO(p) openly states that he quite actively uses discretion and the flexi-

bilities that the IFRS allow. He undertook to achieve some margin, or as he refers 

to it, “the CFO’s back pocket,” in order to use managerial discretion over earn-

ings and to keep the result close to the target budgeted for. Here it should be em-

phasized that nothing was done to break any rule in the IFRS.  
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There are legal methods for that. The target is to be able to manage 

one or two quarters to some desired level and then hope that the 

business will have normalized. (the previous CFO) 

 

He states that the discretion should be conducted carefully so that investors 

will not perceive it. The CFO(p) also has experience of earnings management 

behavior, according to IFRS, from his prior job in which an older executive had 

taught him how to create a buffer for maneuver. He refers, for example, to the 

stage of completions that were discussed several times with project managers, the 

provisions for bad debts that sometimes were made on slightly stricter and some-

times looser criteria and “big bath behavior”, which occurred when everything 

went wrong in the business and he wrote off anything from the balance sheet that 

was possible to write off.   

The CEO’s attitude appears to have been strictly against flexibilities and he 

emphasizes that everything always has to be conducted according to the pre-

determined principles that have been accepted by the company and that they can-

not deviate from them. Discretion is used but it has to be based on the best esti-

mates and it has to be in accordance with pre-determined principles. In addition, 

he finds that there is not much discretion available. Generally, compared to the 

previous CFO, the current CFO is more conservative and careful. He does not 

use flexibility as actively as the previous CFO and he finds that flexibilities 

should not be used for such intentional earnings adjustments.   

3.1.2.3 Disclosure issues 

Public investor guidance has been much discussed by the case firm. Initially pub-

lic investor guidance consisted of non-numerical estimates about the growth in 

turnover and the operating profit. However, although the company considered 

that it had given very positive and strong estimates of the future in the annual 

financial statement, that positive estimate was not reflected in analysts’ esti-

mates. The analysts’ estimates were poor and pessimistic compared to the com-

pany’s own estimates. The analysts’ ability to value the case was widely criti-

cized inside the company and management considered that the analysts had con-

ducted very poor work despite the public guidance of the company. The CFO(p) 

has also commented on the analysts’ reports in order to correct the analysts’ clear 

errors.   

The CFO(p) found that the company was systemically and substantially un-

dervalued in the stock market compared with the company’s own estimates and 

compared with the valuation of the company’s rivals that used numerical public 

guidance. The rivals were valued according to their numerical public guidance. 
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The case company was valued according to much lower growth expectations in 

the analysts’ calculations. However, the company had experienced strong organic 

growth and also the case company had given guidance that the growth was ex-

pected to continue strongly. Thus the CFO(p) concluded that the large infor-

mation asymmetry between the company and the markets was a severe problem 

and he especially found that the company was considered too risky. He conclud-

ed that the only way to diminish the gap was to start issuing numerical public 

guidance. At first the CEO was reluctant to approve the idea, however the 

CFO(p) convinced him. The company’s board was strongly against numerical 

public guidance. The reason for the board’s resistance was that the board was 

afraid that numerical public guidance would lead to profit warnings.  

 

We really hate giving profit warnings, especially negative ones. 

(The chairman of the board, in a board meeting)   

 

The CFO(p) demonstrated to the board that a much higher valuation level 

would result if company’s internal business estimations were taken into account 

and those numbers transferred to the analysts’ estimates. 

  

For some reason the board have wanted the company to be very 

imperceptible and for some reason we have only focused on our 

customers and we have believed that if we do good business then 

the investors will realize that. Now that road has ended and we 

have an interest to be correctly valued in the market. (the previous 

CFO)  

 

The CFO(p) states that in order to avoid profit warnings the company had pre-

viously given only vague estimates, but that had led to a situation in which the 

analysts’ estimates are poor and the risk premiums high. He emphasizes that de-

spite the vague public guidance the company had earlier announced profit warn-

ings, for example, a year earlier it gave one negative and one positive profit 

warning.   

 

…the company is able to produce good estimates. However, if some 

surprises occur, they cannot be foreseen and then the profit warn-

ing has to be given whether or not numerical public guidance is 

given… Therefore, some vague verbal public guidance will not pre-

vent the board from being forced to give a profit warning if some 

radical surprises happen. (the previous CFO)  
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Eventually, the board agreed that numerical public guidance was necessary, 

and it decided that the company would start numerical public guidance at the be-

ginning of that financial year. They announced numerical turnover and profit es-

timates for the quarter and for the year. After the numerical guidance was pub-

lished, the analysts reviewed and corrected their estimates.   

The CFO(p) states that regarding interim reports they always tend to discuss 

whether or not to give profit warning with the board and the numerical guidance 

increased that discussion intensity. The CFO(p) always tried to explain to the 

board that he has already calculated the figures and that there is no need for a 

profit warning. He criticizes the board for wanting to publish more conservative 

and vaguer public guidance in order to avoid negative profit warnings. In fact, in 

some cases they have modified their estimates in order to officially achieve the 

public guidance estimate that the board made. The board is said to loathe nega-

tive profit warnings and said they should never be announced, but the board finds 

that a positive profit warning is a good thing. The previous CFO finds that the 

board does not understand that the positive profit warnings is also a profit warn-

ing and it does not give a good picture of the company for the markets if positive 

profit warnings are the rule.    

In general, management has considered widening disclosure politics further in 

order to diminish the company’s risk premium on the market.  

 

It is good to inform more, but sometimes I think that are we trying 

to be number one in reporting … our auditor wants more and more 

information, because some other firm has also reported more. (the 

previous CFO) 

 

The CFO(p) considers reporting to be sometimes more a choice of words, in 

other words, what is told and especially what is not told. Some information, such 

as some liquidity problems that are not very flattering, will probably not be pub-

lished in their original form. He also strongly emphasizes the importance of good 

internal estimates in order to produce proper numerical public guidance. Previ-

ously the internal estimations were quite poor, and no special effort was put into 

them. However, currently the business unit managers have put special effort into 

making their estimates correct and not systematically pessimistic nor optimistic. 

The previous CFO underlines that internal estimation affects big decisions, such 

as large investment decisions, and asked if the company is willing to make some 

investment when its effect on the bottom-line result in the short-run is negative. 

However, at the beginning of the next accounting year the CFO(p) left the 

company and the company abandoned its numerical public guidance and reverted 

to non-numerical based public guidance. The initiative came from the CEO and 

the reason was that market visibility was weak due to large uncertainty in the 
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markets and because the company was about to experience organizational change 

and the changing of its reporting segments. Hence, forecasting would have be-

come too difficult.    

  

That was CEO’s initiative and it is easy to believe that the board 

clapped their hands and agreed with him. (the previous CFO) 

 

The segment reporting issues have also been intensively considered in the 

company and they were changes twice during this study. Originally, in the be-

ginning of the empirical period, there were two segments. However, in principle 

they internally followed three segments and the auditor commented on that, 

which meant that in the following year they had to change the segments. The 

CFO(p) had a large disagreement with the CEO about what the new segments 

were and how they could be justified to the auditor. The CFO(p) states that the 

new segments were very artificial and the official reason was related to the “in-

come generating mechanism”. However, unofficially the company wanted to ob-

scure certain customer and profitability related information. That segment parti-

tion was widely criticized inside the company as it did not represent the true 

segments that are internally followed. Therefore, after one year they again 

changed their reporting segments under the current CFO, who also criticized the 

previous year’s segments for being “virtual segments”.    

3.2 Adopting and using conservative accounting methods 

The company had some problematic construction contracts which meant that 

profitability plunged and some became loss-making. Management pondered what 

could be done about the problem from the point of financial administration. The 

CFO(p) suggested adopting a new kind of stage of completion method in recog-

nizing turnover from construction projects
38

 and a totally new provision i.e. a 

provision for guarantee work.   

The stage of completion method is based on estimates of a project’s income 

and expenses, and on the determination of completion progress. However, initial-

ly the method was quite aggressive and the income was recognized linearly in 

proportion to the completed working hours. Therefore, if faced with a problemat-

ic project, they would have been forced to conduct some dramatic loss record-

                                                 
38

 The stage completion for a specific contract is defined as the percentage of completed working hours at 

the time of review in proportion to the estimated total working hours, and as the share of the costs due to 

work completed at the time of review in proportion to the estimated total costs for the project (Company’s 

financial statement).    
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ings.
39

 In fact, the auditor had remarked about that because he thought the in-

come was being recognized too aggressively. 

The CFO(p) suggested adopting a very conservative stage of completion 

method in which only small part of the total income of the project is recorded as 

income at the beginning of a project. Thus the greatest share of the income would 

be recorded at the end of the project and using that method would create a buffer 

against project delays etc. The management team discussed the percentages of 

the stage of completion and there were different interpretations about the correct 

level. Initially the CFO(p) proposed an even more conservative method, howev-

er, the business units resisted that because that would have caused a substantial 

temporary deterioration in their profitability. According to unit manager B: 

 

 [The stage of completion method.] It was just adopted. First an 

even more conservative method was proposed but I said that was 

not ok. And then it was changed. Now we have some method… that 

we have all accepted but it is totally based on our interpretation 

and it does not have any factual justification. The original proposal 

was too conservative, but we had no historical information about 

what the correct level should be. However, we should not be too 

conservative. …What is the background for this [method]… Well, I 

don’t know…, I don’t know… I actually don’t know. The model was 

implemented by the CFO. I don’t think that it is bad, but it tempo-

rarily distorts our figures… I suppose that the principle of conserv-

ativeness is the main reason.  (unit manager B) 

 

Thus the correct level for income recognition appeared to be highly interpreta-

tive and dependent on an actor’s conceptions. The eventual method was then ap-

proved by the auditor who considered it reasonable. 

The initiative for adopting a provision for guarantee work was also taken by 

the previous CFO. It appeared that the company had no prior experience of guar-

antee work and initially the people in the business units stated that no guarantee 

work is conducted at all. The CFO(p) finds that the reason for that initial denying 

of having any guarantee work at all is a misconception of what is actually includ-

ed in guarantee work. In addition, people usually want to underestimate the 

amount of guarantee work, because guarantee work has the connotation of cor-

recting your own mistakes. Later on, the field line managers and unit managers 

estimated (based on experience) that the correct amount for guarantee work is 

some 0.1–0.5 percent of the total invoicing. Despite the estimates from the field, 

                                                 
39

 If the total costs of a project are likely to exceed its total income, the expected loss is immediately ex-

pensed (Company’s financial statement). 
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it was decided that the amount of the provision for guarantee work should be set 

to 4–5 percent and that in very risky projects it could be even more. The percent-

ages can then be lowered if the original appears to be too high.  

The main reason for starting to implement these very conservative methods is 

that the company wants to secure the situation in which some projects would fail 

and avoid the dramatic loss recordings that ensued from the aggressive revenue 

recognition. Thus the company wants to create a buffer against bad realizations. 

However, the CFO(p) states that he has intentionally adopted new accounting 

methods that are very conservative, but also very discretionary, in order to enable 

management’s discretion over earnings and to create a CFO’s back pocket.  

 

 ...as projects proceed the provision for guarantee work can be low-

ered or, regarding to the stage completion method, the working 

hour estimations altered… and then the percentages or estimations 

can be changed if needed or if the situation changes. (the previous 

CFO)  

 

Thus the conservativeness creates a buffer and extends the CFO’s back pocket. 

Naturally, all managerial discretion or methods have to be justifiable to the audi-

tor.   

  

We can always discuss how much we can recognize turnover or 

what is the correct level for some provision etc… Using our calcu-

lations we can always justify the changes to our auditors. It is al-

ways easier to start very conservatively and then change the per-

centages or estimations if needed. The conservativeness creates a 

buffer that can be used very easily if necessary. The auditor ap-

proves conservative methods very easily. Everybody is happy if we 

are conservative and everything goes fine and if no guarantee work 

is realized. For example, if we have made a four percent provision 

and in the end it appears that the guarantee work is zero.  That is 

the point of being conservative. (the previous CFO) 

 

 The amount of projects that are at the stage of completion is increasing and 

the company is learning how to handle such projects. The previous CFO’s idea 

was that conservative methods are used, especially in this early phase. When they 

have learned the issue and when they have a lot of projects they then can change 

the method to one that is not so conservative. Currently the system is constructed 

so that each project is self-sustaining, in other words, if the project is going to be 

drawn out, the highly conservative income recognition and large guarantee work 
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will offset that. The CFO(p) emphasizes that this is totally his construction and 

his idea.  

 

No, the board has no part in that. They do not understand these is-

sues, ha ha! When we discussed that in the management team, the 

CEO did not speak out. So it is between me and the business units. 

Now, if we have to manage our earnings up or down, I can discuss 

whether the estimated working hour estimations are correct. When 

the estimated completion rate is increased that will generate more 

income and that also works in the other direction. It should be not-

ed that all the estimations are just as correct as the others and they 

are only one person’s views about what is right. We can also 

change the provision for guarantee work, which will be a very in-

teresting issue in the future. (the previous CFO)  

 

In some projects they have different percentages and they are set case by 

case.
40

 Afterwards the CFO(p) stated these project management issues were his 

construction and a totally new system. 

 

Probably that had the largest monetary value and was the easiest 

instrument to use. I had access to them because I had developed 

them and discussed them. (the previous CFO) 

 

After his resignation the previous CFO emphasizes that when the new meth-

ods are used the discussion concentrates on whether some particular provision 

rate, or something else, could be changed. He demonstrates that, if there is need 

for some discretion in company level, he can discuss with unit controllers as to 

whether there are some projects in which the estimations are probably too high or 

low. Then the controller checks the projects and he may respond that there, in 

fact, are some projects, in which the percentages are too high or low and then 

they are modified. The unit controller may also contact the CFO(p) and state that 

in some projects the percentages are quite large, even too large and ask if they 

could be changed.   

 

                                                 
40

 After about a year, the company again changed the systems for the stage of completions and for the 

guarantee works provisions. The instructions became more detailed and the projects were more systemi-

cally analyzed because they had become more common. Generally, the methods became even more con-

servative than earlier because there were certain large loss-making projects, therefore they wanted to 

create a buffer against bad realizations.  
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Then I ask what is the value in money? Or can you divide it and 

take half now and the other half in the next quarter? Or I make 

some other suggestion. (the previous CFO) 

 

Controller B states that he had decided to ask for guidance from the CFO(p) 

regarding stage completions and guarantee work because the CFO(p) developed 

the methods and gave the instructions. The CFO(p) emphasizes that the financial 

management will not interfere with the units’ provisions or projects’ estimated 

working hours, rather these changes are always discussed with project managers 

and with unit managers because they have the best estimates of their own pro-

jects. However, he has in certain large projects given directions to slightly de-

crease the estimation of total working hours, in order to reach the higher income 

recognition level. The change in the working hour estimation is trivial, although 

it may generate substantially more income. And obviously, if some changes are 

conducted, they have to be prepared to explain the changes to the auditor. How-

ever, the auditor does not have as good information about the projects as the 

company and its business units have. And that’s why the auditor is often of the 

same opinion as the company – if the explanations are good.  

Broadly speaking, the change of the stage of completion method and the im-

plementation of the guarantee work provision are considered to be substantial 

changes in the company, and they were strongly promoted by the previous CFO. 

The financial manager states that there have seldom been such large guideline 

settings.  

The method for provision for employee bonuses is also purposefully conserva-

tive in order to avoid unpleasant surprises. The CFO(p) finds that the provisions 

for employee bonuses are almost totally discretionary within the quarters, but 

adds that they should reflect the expected realization of bonus measures. Hard 

figures can easily be put into the bonus measurement model, but there are quali-

tative bonus meters, and thus the management’s estimation of the correct provi-

sion level is far from obvious. In consequence, there is a lot of flexibility to be 

used.  

 

And, in the end, to some degree, it is total elastic band what is put 

in the bonus provisions, because we can interfere with the provi-

sions of some unit, certain personnel, business unit, or the all per-

sonnel. For example, we can increase those people’s bonus provi-

sion from 5 [%] to 6 [%] and generate this kind of additional ex-

pense, or then we select those people and lower their bonus provi-

sion from 7 [%] to 6 [%] and thus increase our profit this much, 

and so on. So, we can choose an amount and then decide whose 

bonus provisions are changed. (the previous CFO) 
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The above quote shows that the bonus provisions are very important and even 

minor changes may have a substantial effect on earnings and on the profitability 

percentage of the company in a quarter. However, the bonus provisions can only 

be managed quarterly.   

The CFO(c) says that he himself does not use the flexibilities so actively and 

instead uses conservative methods only in order to avoid negative surprises i.e. 

he uses risk management. The conservative methods accumulate buffer, but that 

relates to uncertainty about the projects and, although it would be possible to en-

ter the buffer as income, he will not do that. Thus, he does not prefer to use the 

buffer as a leeway. The CEO also regards conservativeness as a risk management 

tool. 

To sum up, this story has highlighted how certain conservative accounting 

methods are adopted and used. The methods are actively discussed as all the ac-

tors can have different incentives to prefer certain methods. This story also 

demonstrates how conservative methods create potential for earnings manage-

ment. However, the use of that potential is highly dependent on the actors and 

their attitudes to using accounting discretion. In addition, it widely highlights the 

interpretative nature of the relevant estimates that are needed when using ac-

counting methods. It was demonstrated that the estimations are actor-dependent 

and that correct estimates are not unambiguous.   

3.3 Constructing financial reports  

3.3.1 Actors’ views  

Generally, the CFO(p) has outlined the process of constructing the profit and loss 

account and the balance sheet so that so-called natural profit is first calculated. 

The natural profit is a first draft in which no managerial discretion is conducted. 

Second, he analyzes what the market expectations are, what the public guidance 

is and what is required, for example, what are the target turnover and target earn-

ings. Third, he analyzes what tools are available for managerial discretion and 

what kind of flexibility or “CFO’s back pocket” is available according to IFRS 

rules. Then he analyzes the tools for managerial discretion and their effect on 

turnover, costs and earnings. Then he tries to operate in an optimal manner in 

order to achieve the desired target. 

 

What do we want our turnover to be? Ok, we want a bit more turn-

over. Ok. By managing that and that we can increase our turnover 
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a bit and our result is changed by that much. But we do not want 

more result. Ok, then we conduct this, this and that and our result 

stays there. So, in a manner of speaking, after the natural result, we 

construct the result. Of course, there are certain limits and we have 

to have justifications. (the previous CFO) 

 

 Thus after the calculation of so-called natural profit, the profit and loss ac-

count and the balance sheet is constructed, according to the IFRS. Also the finan-

cial manager states that they will first produce the draft version or the so-called 

version 1.0 of the interim report or the annual financial statement. That is 

checked analytically to see if all the figures and ratios are at the right level. If 

there appears to be something unusual or some figures differ substantially from 

what was expected they then analyze it and try to find the reason for that. When 

that analysis is completed and if they realize that the profitability is weaker than 

expected, they then check to see if there are any possibilities to improve it.   

  

Naturally the classic question that the CEO asks of the CFO is: 

“What is our result?” And the CFO asks: “What would you like it 

to be?” If version 1 of the interim report is ready and we realize 

that it is too good or too bad, we consider how to make the result 

better or worse. Then, of course, the first thing to consider is the 

provision for employee bonuses, which is the natural solution. Or if 

the profitability is better, we then check if we can invent some costs 

or transfer some costs or revenues. Of course such issues are pon-

dered in a certain manner, such as: “Are all the entries made cor-

rectly?” But I consider it to be more about finding errors and ex-

ceptions to explain the figure, rather than to trying to find possibili-

ties to change the figure. We have double-checked certain issues 

and made sure that the calculations will end up balanced and that 

everything is correctly entered, and correctly valued. Thus in some 

cases we do more checks and make sure that everything actually is 

correct and in line [with the IFRS]. (the financial manager) 

  

The financial manager states that there are always situations that include dis-

cretionary calculations that are analyzed and double-checked. If they are incor-

rect, they will be corrected.  

The current CFO does not use the available flexibilities as actively or purpose-

fully, rather he tends to operate quite straightforward and if the calculated result 

does not match the estimate, he will try to find the reason for that. He argues that 

if they are talking about true and fair view being communicated to the market, it 

has to be conducted straightforwardly. He does not give support to the construc-
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tion of the CFO’s back pocket and he does not want to construct any leeway, be-

cause then he would be reporting too low a result. He thinks that is a question, 

about how straightforward you want to conduct and present your results and that 

it can be CFO-dependent. Nevertheless, he regards CFOs as being on thin ice if 

they believe a buffer would be a useful.  

 

 Because I am in charge of that, how the result is measured… I 

don’t want to alter the measurement system so that I could keep the 

temperature at 37 Celsius if needed, even though there is a fever. 

That is quite short road – in the end; I don’t think that it is sensible. 

…So it is a personal choice and related to the preferences of each 

CFO as to how much you allow yourself to alter the result. (the cur-

rent CFO) 

 

The CEO finds that the possibilities for constructing the result are limited, if 

they want to operate according to the pre-determined principles. All discretional 

items have to reflect the best estimations made at the time of the review and all 

have to fit into the pre-determined principles that are open and that can be fol-

lowed retrospectively. And if some discretional item is changed there has to be a 

justification for that and the justification has to be in accordance with the pre-

determined principles.  

   

I would say that our financial administration produces the result 

and the turnover by pressing a button. After that… we make sure 

that it is accordance with our principles. Then we may consider 

whether there is some discretion or game zone inside which the re-

sult can be modified, so that the result is in accordance with our 

principles and consistent with our previous methods. Next we check 

to see if that result is accordance with our public guidance. If it is 

that is good, if it is not then we have to announce a correction to 

our guidance. (the CEO) 

 

The CEO argues that only real operational activities are possible and accepta-

ble when dealing the accounting figures, and that the normal management of the 

result entails business-related activities. For example, such activities include 

making the business activities more effective by increasing sales. However, when 

using such actions the current CFO states that the result cannot be influenced in 

the short-term because, for example, if a R&D project is not started or it is shut 

down, they would still have the same people working in the firm and thus the 

costs cannot be influenced in the short-term. 
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The CFO(p) confirms that the CEO seems to think that the result is improved 

by increasing turnover. However, with regard to managing business related activ-

ities, the CFO(p) considers the issue more pragmatic and finds that there are 

more efficient methods for increasing profitability by decreasing costs and leav-

ing turnover unmanaged. The previous CFO believes that neither the CEO nor 

the business unit managers have understood or interiorized the idea that the costs 

can also been managed. In fact he has suggested it. He finds that they understand 

the turnover and its effect on the result, but they do not understand that there are 

much larger, quicker and more effective ways to increase the result by reducing 

costs in order to increase the profitability percentage.  

The CFO(p) states that especially during this particular year (i.e. the first year 

of the empirical period) the discretion over costs is more relevant because turno-

ver is above the public guidance, but there are profitability pressures. Thus in the 

fall their attention was drawn to some larger costs and this delayed some projects 

that were transferred for the following year. He refers to a very large internaliza-

tion project that they delayed because they thought they had no resources to do it. 

He states that the internal estimation indeed had an effect on that, and he calcu-

lated different investment scenarios and demonstrated how their profit would 

look under these scenarios. They decided that there was no point in investing due 

to the profitability problems and then the CEO proposed that the management 

team should not propose that investment to the board.   

3.3.2 The concept of the CFO’s back pocket 

As stated the CFO(p) has tried to map different alternatives to use managerial 

discretion and to increase the possibilities to use managerial discretion, or as the 

CFO(p) states, “to create the CFO’s back pocket”. However, he is convinced that 

the CFO’s back pocket can function properly and that managerial discretion can 

be used efficiently only when all the modifiable items which can affect the firm’s 

results are known. Therefore, the CFO(p) emphasizes that it is important to un-

derstand all the items influencing the profit and loss account and the balance 

sheet. However, the business units are mostly familiar with their own provisions 

and estimates, and therefore this is a big challenge, because the financial admin-

istration is not familiar with all the modifiable items and other important items 

that affect the company’s earnings, especially in the business units and in the ac-

quired companies. The CFO(p) in reference to Q4 argues that currently too many 

surprises arise because he is not aware of all the items in the business units, such 

as provisions or issues in the acquired firms. 
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[If there are hidden items in acquired firms or in business units] 

then we will experience such surprises and I don’t like that at all. I 

think we should be familiar with all the modifiable items etc. I 

should have all modifiable items known and all possible discretion-

al items on the table. These are all the possible items, these have 

been already entered, these are probably not entered but they may 

have to be entered in the future, these we may have to cancel, these 

make our profit better, these decrease our profit, in other words, 

this is the whole bundle that we play with. Then the CFO’s back 

pocket comes into operation when all the modifiable items are 

known. (the previous CFO) 

 

The CFO(p) emphasizes that they should not go too far with earnings man-

agement and believe that the future will always be successful as that might lead 

to the temptation to do things that are not right. He argues that those involved in 

financial management are mainly responsible for earnings management issues, 

but that some issues have to be discussed with the CEO. However, if he is going 

to make interpretations about their guidelines or some changes for provisions, 

they do not specifically talk about that. Rather the CFO(p) may state that he has 

certain possibilities for managerial discretion and that he can generate a better 

result if that is preferred.  

 

 I can visualize the result to show that if it [the item] is entered into 

this quarter, the result is better and looks like this. If it is entered 

into next quarter, the result looks like this and it is good for open-

ing the next quarter. (the previous CFO) 

 

The CFO(p) also refers to the treatment of extraordinary costs that the compa-

ny had in Q1, in the beginning of the empirical period of this study. The compa-

ny announced in advance the estimation of a substantial amount of extraordinary 

costs that would be realized in relation to a certain process and that those costs 

would be allocated to Q1. They further classified some of the previous year’s 

extraordinary costs as Q1 costs, thus increasing the Q4 result. Also some Q2 ex-

traordinary costs were moved to Q1 because they were easy to justify and be-

cause large extraordinary costs were expected in Q1. Generally, the company 

does not report minor extraordinary costs, but they are reported as normal busi-

ness related costs. However, if the “account is open” due to some substantial ex-

traordinary items, as was the case in Q1, then some minor extraordinary costs are 

also classified as extraordinary costs and all such costs are allocated to that par-
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ticular quarter. If the account is not open, then the minors are considered as nor-

mal business expenses.
41

 The CEO states that all the extraordinary costs that 

were allocated to Q1 were related to the initial large process and he did not want 

them to be allocated to Q2. The financial manager states that they estimated the 

amount of the substantial extraordinary cost to be bigger rather than smaller be-

cause they do not want to publically estimate too small a cost. This conservative 

estimate made it possible to transfer some additional extraordinary cost from Q2 

to Q1. Naturally this allocation and collecting of extraordinary costs also made 

the operative figures look better. 

3.3.3 The importance of meeting the public guidance 

The CFO(p) regards public estimates as very important and says it is crucial to 

meet the turnover and profit targets. The most important issue is that turnover 

and earnings are in line with the public guidance and that if the company is fall-

ing behind with its public estimates, “they will leave no stone unturned”. In such 

situations managerial discretion should be used in order to meet the targets. 

However, it is also important that the guidance is steady when compared with 

quarters in the previous year and that there should not be large fluctuations so 

that a certain quarter is much better than the previous year’s corresponding quar-

ter, which is then followed by a quarter which is much worse than the previous 

year. Hence, the former CFO, taking into account normal fluctuations between 

quarters, argues that the company strives for certain turnover growth in compara-

ble quarters from year to year and believes the guidance should also demonstrate 

that.    

 

Our guideline is that we prefer stability in our financial numbers 

relating to sales and profit. No doubt, our quarters are very differ-

ent to each other and thus our financial figures vary a lot. But, tak-

ing into account this normal variation, we want to be stable. We 

always consider what the implications for the next quarter are 

when we give figures out in the current quarter. We really want to 

give public guidance, and particularly give guidance that we are 

able to meet and if we are not able to meet our guidance, we have 

to have a very good reason for that. (the previous CFO)  

 

The CFO(p) states that the accounting discretion is indeed used in order for 

the company to be able to meet its public guidance, i.e. to avoid profit warnings. 

                                                 
41

  Later, during the empirical period the company did not report any extraordinary costs. 
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For example, a controller may ask about when or how certain discretionary item 

should be entered, and then the CFO(p) carefully checks the guidance and ana-

lyzes what the alternatives exist. However, the CEO states that the income state-

ment and balance sheet are what they are, and states that at the end of a month or 

quarter they can no longer be altered. He considers all kind of purposeful ac-

counting discretion very unpleasant and unnecessary. Profit warnings are given if 

the realizations are not in line with the estimations because they can do nothing 

about that.  

 

The CFO presents his proposal but if someone would propose to me 

that we should change the bonus provisions, my first question 

would be: “Why?” And if somebody would answer that we need a 

0.5 % better result that would be the wrong justification. (the CEO) 

 

The CEO emphasizes that public guidance has nothing to do with the account-

ing procedures of the operations inside the game zone and that they do not modi-

fy the result in order to meet targets. The IFRS guides all reporting and they have 

not discussed whether the results should be steady or whether it is bad that it 

fluctuates monthly, quarterly or annually and how that would affect financial 

administration. He finds that they cannot manipulate the turnover, because it is 

based on invoicing, which is based on the working hours conducted and costs, 

which are what they are. He finds that the only possibility is to make decisions 

that affect real activities, and after the accounting period is over nothing can be 

done.  

The unit B controller states that numerical public guidance causes substantial 

pressure for the estimates to be correct also inside the business units and that the 

unit managers have put serious effort into that. For example, certain provisions in 

business units are conducted more accurately and the amount of errors allowed 

has been emphasized. When one month’s turnover was estimated too high it was 

“tracked with dogs” to find out why it had been so poorly estimated and whose 

error it was. Also the financial manager states that numerical public guidance 

causes a lot of pressure and that there has been some unfortunate manipulation in 

the estimation processes when the estimates has been slightly above or under the 

public guidance, because the numerical guidance leaves no room for interpreta-

tion.     

   The new CFO finds that it is naturally important to meet the public guidance 

but not by creative fair means or foul. If the result seems to be below the public 

guidance, they go through all the provisions, stage completions, and so on, and 

the CFO sends an email to all the relevant people to check that everything is cor-

rectly conducted and on the correct level.   
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And by using them we can in the short-term affect the result. (the 

new CFO)  

 

The financial manager believes that for the CFO(p) it was more important to 

meet the public guidance than it is for the current CFO.  

 

…if some goals are not met [the name of the current CFO] would 

just realize that and try to find the reason for why the goals were 

not met, but [the name of the previous CFO] would probably have 

tried different ways to meet the goals. So there is a difference in 

approach… (the financial manager)  

 

After his resignation the CFO(p) reveals that when he was initially preparing 

the annual report figures there were discussions about whether to publish a nega-

tive profit warnings due to the poor profitability. However, he suggested that no 

profit warning should be published because there were many possibilities for 

flexibility. 

Later, in the middle of the latter year of my empirical period the company 

published a nominal positive profit warning due to the fact that they were per-

forming a bit better than announced earlier. The CFO(c) states that they dis-

cussed with the board if would it be possible to avoid that. They considered the 

possibility of decreasing the profit. 

 

…have certain items been calculated correctly and is there some-

thing that is missing that could be taken into account …or I mean is 

there something that should be taken into account? (the current 

CFO) 

 

The financial manager states that certain issues were checked more carefully, 

and some minor modifications were conducted. They double-checked all the pro-

visions and made sure the income recognitions were correct. Eventually they 

changed the management’s bonus provision, which was increased. Thus they 

lowered the result. That was simple to justify because of the better performance.  

 

…when we realized the situation, we started to analyze issues that 

were reasonable and that related to the reporting period,… the 

substantial conservatism principle. But not in the way that we 

would have started changing the rules of the game in order to de-

crease our profit. (the financial manager)  
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The current CFO also states that they considered writing off certain R&D acti-

vation from the balance sheet, however they did not conduct that.   

 

The next question would have been: “Why in hell is that whole 

amount not impaired, if we see that it has no revenue expectation?” 

I promise in every interim report and in the annual statement that - 

unless we especially state otherwise - we consistently follow our 

reporting principles. And if we have concluded in the annual finan-

cial statement that the project can be activated in the balance sheet, 

and we have not reacted to that at the beginning of the year, and 

now suddenly announce that its value is not that but some [other 

lower amount], then the question will arise: “How can we justify 

the rest of the activation value?” (the current CFO)  

 

He states that naturally it would have been possible to decrease the profit even 

more, for example, to conduct a much larger bonus provision or write off the 

whole R&D activation, if they had wanted. However, there were no proper justi-

fications for such adjustments. He finds that there is a difference if they meddle 

in the accounting principles that they use from year to year, unless they especial-

ly inform otherwise. He argues that they cannot change the rules of the game in 

the middle of the game, because that would be unfair to all investors and other 

parties. 

  

…if not others, but at least we inside the company would know that 

we have published an incorrect result.  (the current CFO) 

3.3.4 The influence of bonus incentives and decreasing profitability  

3.3.4.1 Annual financial statement 

The latter half of the first year of my empirical period culminated in weakening 

profitability and it was intensively discussed what the profitability percentage 

was going to be with and without depreciation from acquisitions. The profitabil-

ity pressure resulted from the extraordinary items, the low profitability of the 

acquired companies, and the depreciation of intangibles from the acquired com-

panies. It seemed that the bonuses were not going to be realized because the prof-

itability percentages were going to be too low. However, the CFO(p) mapped his 
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“CFO’s back pocket” and realized that there was the potential to increase earn-

ings. In particular, there was potential to conduct R&D expense activations,
42

 

affect the stage of completion of certain projects and to substantially reduce the 

percentage of a provision for guarantee work of one major project. The amount 

of the discretions considered was substantial and each would have increased the 

yearly profitability percentage by a few to several decimal points. However, be-

fore any decision was made, the CFO(p) resigned. In the end, the R&D activation 

was conducted, however the suggested change in the particular guarantee work 

provision did not occur and only some of the stage completion issues were con-

ducted.  

 

At the end of the year there were substantial bonus incentives. But 

the financial manager constructed the result and he had no such 

bonuses. I would have calculated the result more carefully… some 

income recognition etc… and then I would have realized that “by 

chance” we just achieved the certain earnings target limit, ha ha! 

(the previous CFO, after his resignation) 

 

The financial manager, who acted as the CFO during the construction of the 

annual financial statement, states that they discussed the guarantee work provi-

sion, but they decided to stay with the original percentage and that some bonuses 

were not earned because of that entry. 

 

If a large bonus is realizable when profitability is 10 [%] instead of 

9 [%], there are of course differences [in the accounting practices.]  

But if there is not such incentive, I would rather make my life easier 

and conduct everything as straightforward as possible. So, I want 

to keep the balance sheet as clean as possible and if something is 

activated in the balance sheet, we have to have a good justification 

for that – we should not begin to start manipulate. And if I am in 

charge of financial accounting and somebody starts pushing or di-

recting some entries saying “let’s enter this…” and the only pur-

pose is to make the profit to look better. Then we have to discuss 

that for a long time before will I accept that, because, in the end, I 

am the one who discusses it with the auditor.  All exceptions always 

give rise to the question “Why?” “Why did you do this?” It is al-

ways bad when some bonuses are close to being earned – then 

there will be some incentives to use some gimmickry because it is 

about a large amount of money. But when we deviate from the orig-
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 The R&D expense activation is discussed in 3.4. 
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inal method it is always questionable and it is a bad thing. But, sure 

we can always justify it to the auditor. (the financial manager) 

 

The CFO(p) states that they froze large investments and some minor projects 

were not conducted. He also presented the discretion issues to the financial man-

ager who continued constructing Q4. In addition there were some items that were 

entered in Q4, although the previous CFO thought they should be entered in Q1.  

 

These were also such items that would have made it easier to in-

crease earnings and meet the targets. I would have used them to in-

crease earnings. (the previous CFO, after his resignation) 

 

Thus it is evident that the CFO(p) would have conducted the annual financial 

statement differently and reported a better result. There were certain modification 

possibilities and it appears that not all the modifications agreed with the business 

unit managers were used.  

 

It is possible that when they realized that the goals were not 

achieved they blew for full-time and the modifications were trans-

ferred to the new accounting period. (the previous CFO, after his 

resignation) 

 

If the above mentioned discretional issues had been conducted, the manage-

ment would have received substantial bonuses. Now their bonuses were much 

smaller.  

3.3.4.2 Bonus discussion 

There was a long-lasting, intensive discussion about group managers’ bonuses. 

Already in the fall the CFO(p) noticed that the bonuses were not going to be real-

ized due to profitability problems43. Hence, the group managers and particularly 

the CFO(p) proposed to the board that extraordinary items and depreciation from 

intangible assets should not be taken into account when calculating the earnings 

that the bonus is based on. It was thought that if the above mentioned items were 

not included, the operational profitability would be very good and the company 

would substantially outperform the profitability level and the group managers 

would receive full bonuses. However, if the above mentioned items are included, 
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 The bonuses were tight to the turnover level that was easily achievable; and to the profitability that they 

were not going to achieve.  
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the company would not meet the profitability target meaning that only small bo-

nuses would be paid out to the group managers, including the CFO(p) and the 

CEO.  

 

On the concern level, let’s say, I would have increased our profita-

bility percentage by a few decimal points and then we would have 

got more bonuses and the board would have had no reason to inter-

fere regarding how the bonuses are paid. So, I wish I had conduct-

ed the annual financial statement. Now it will depend on the 

board’s benevolence. (the previous CFO, after his resignation) 

  

The CEO is aware that the ground for managers’ bonuses is not optimal; how-

ever, they do not consider their bonuses during the accounting period.  

 

…it has been realized that in our company management works first 

and after that considers its bonuses. (the CEO)  

 

However, it was apparent, already in the autumn that the business unit people 

including unit managers were going to receive substantial bonuses, because the 

above mentioned items were not allocated to business units. The previous CFO 

states that the items should be allocated to the business units because they receive 

the benefit from them. However, the CEO wanted to consider all such costs as 

company overheads and therefore the business units seemed to generate an out-

standing result. After the CFO(p) had resigned, the bonus case remained unre-

solved.  

 

This bonus case has been extremely difficult for the board and for 

the CEO and it has been discussed since autumn and nobody wants 

to commit oneself on the matter. Everybody says “let’s see”. So, 

first we will see want happens and then it is decided and I think that 

is a bad method. The bonus plan itself does not commit itself to that 

and sometimes not all factors can be included beforehand. (the pre-

vious CFO, after his resignation) 

 

He refers especially to the allocation of acquisition costs and that he was di-

rected to minimize the increase of goodwill by allocating as much as possible to 

depreciable items, which he did. This method naturally decreased earnings due to 

larger depreciations. However, one criterion for the group managers’ bonuses is 

profitability. Therefore there seems to be an incentive for managers to conduct 

their estimates regarding the allocation of acquisition costs, so that they would 
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increase goodwill and not increase depreciation and thereby increase profitability 

in the short-term.    

In the end, the board rejected that proposal and therefore the group managers’ 

bonuses were quite low. The CEO finds that the board correctly stated that the 

management conducted the decision regarding the extraordinary items and pro-

posed acquisitions, and the management has been very well aware of what kind 

of implications these decisions will have. He also states that it was an operational 

management decision to minimize the goodwill in the acquisitions and that there 

was no disagreement about that, despite the fact some other companies have tak-

en a looser view, i.e. recognized less tangible and intangible assets, which has 

resulted in less depreciation.  

In general, compared to the CFO(p), the CFO(c) is not that aggressive in using 

accounting discretion in order to maximize his bonuses. He states that in such a 

case he would know that he has stolen from the company, however, he considers 

that a personal issue.   

3.3.4.3 Decreasing profitability in unit B 

In the autumn of the first year of my empirical period, there were substantial 

profitability problems in sight for business unit B. The controller of business unit 

B noticed income smoothing being used in the business unit.  

 

 Some income smoothing is clearly pursued – within IFRS limits. 

Or let's say we want to be prepared for the rest of the year so that 

everything is conducted correctly… I have to calm the situation and 

state what is not allowed. In our business unit we have discussed 

how we can prepare and make Q4 seem not as bad it appears. Is 

there anything we can do? (the controller of business unit B) 

 

They received a government grant for their R&D project in Q3 and the unit’s 

managers pondered whether it would be possible to start its revenue recognition  

in Q4. However, the controller found that it belonged in Q3.  

Also the CFO(p) noticed that the unit clearly aspired to increase its Q4 profit 

already in Q3 because their Q4 seemed to be very poor. The unit suggested trans-

ferring personnel costs from Q4 to Q3 using a certain provision for future holi-

days. However, the CFO(p) did not find that a good idea and it was not possible 

to do. The controller states that he inquired about the allocation possibility from 

the CFO who confirmed that it was not possible.   
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They considered if there were any costs that could be allocated al-

ready to Q3, for example, some provision so that Q4 would be bet-

ter. It was nothing illegal, but some… some seeking for leeway… 

But nothing was done…(the controller of business unit B)   

  

The CFO(p) states that partly the suggestion arose because people in the unit  

did not remember how the provision system works. However, he will very care-

fully analyze the provisions in Q4 in order to improve the profit. He states that 

the unit also proposed a large provision for employee bonuses in Q3. However, 

the company-level performance in Q3 was already quite poor and there was not 

sufficient leeway to make such transfers. If the company’s profit would have 

been above the public guidance given and if there had not been profitability prob-

lems, then they could have considered making the suggested provision.   

The controller argues that the reason for these above mentioned proposals was 

that it appeared that Q4 was going to be bad and therefore the business unit 

sought some flexibility. However, he points out that the unit managers are not 

always aware of what is possible or allowable, so they ask about that.   

 

 That is not pressure but inquiries about the possibilities, from my 

point of view. (the controller of business unit B) 

 

The controller argues that it is common that they try to achieve steady results. 

However, he has quite a narrow point of view, because the major discretionary 

entries are conducted by the CFO and the controller is not aware of those.
44

   

To sum up, this story broadly demonstrates discretionary issues in construct-

ing financial reports. It especially highlights the actors’ views, the point of view 

for their different conceptions and how they regard the public guidance and bo-

nus schemes. This story demonstrated that there are large differences between 

actors in how they consider and use the accounting discretion the IFRS allows. 

Furthermore, it shows the effect of public guidance and bonus schemes on actors’ 

behavior when they construct financial statements. In certain situations, rather 

intense discussions and interplay between the financial management and the 

business units take place with respect to how accounting discretion is to be used. 

This story demonstrates that accounting discretion and how actively and purpose-

fully it is used is highly actor-dependent.    

                                                 
44

  Eventually unit B conducted the particular R&D expense activation discussed in 3.4. 
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3.4 R&D expense activation 

Initially the company did not conduct any R&D expense activations of its pro-

jects. However, during the first year of my empirical analysis the company de-

cided to conduct such activations in late spring when business unit A started a 

certain project which was immediately activated in the balance sheet. The finan-

cial manager states that this accounting method change was substantial and that 

such changes are quite rare.
45

 However, there is no mention about that activation 

in the interim reports; the total amount of the activations can only be seen in the 

next annual financial statement.  

3.4.1 The delayed timing of the activation 

In Q4 there were discussions about an R&D project for business unit B and the 

possibility to activate it on the balance sheet. The project was started during Q2, 

although it was not activated at that time. The CFO(p) states that the R&D acti-

vation was one of the items that would have increased the profit quite a lot.   

 

It was one of the items that could have been modified if we had 

wanted our result to look different. It was on that list. (the previous 

CFO, after his resignation) 

 

The CFO(p) admits that he does not really know whether or not the project is 

really an R&D project that fulfills the IFRS requirements for activation. The big-

gest question is why it was not activated earlier and why it was activated when it 

was, in other words just in the annual financial statement.   

 

The project was launched at the end of Q2, so it should have been 

activated already in Q3. However, the activation started late in Q4. 

It was discussed a lot: “Can the activation be conducted? What are 

the justifications for the activation and how is the activation to be 

conducted?” Especially the justifications for the activation had to 

be presented to the auditor, as is usual. (the previous CFO, after his 

resignation) 

 

The financial manager had a very skeptical attitude towards that activation:  

 

                                                 
45

 Another large guideline setting was the adopting of the new stage completion method and the provision 

for guarantee work.   
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This R&D activation in Q4 was not a good thing. However, it got 

the go-ahead. I said, “Ok, but you who are ordering me to do that 

activation, you are going to go through it with the auditor. I don’t 

want to have anything to do with this” They said ‘ok,’ and then it 

went ahead. (the financial manager) 

 

The financial manager compares the activation in business unit B to the activa-

tion that was conducted earlier in business unit A. In business unit A it was im-

mediately and initially discussed and decided with the auditor that the project 

was going to be activated in the balance sheet because it fulfilled the activation 

requirements.
46

 However, the R&D project that was launched in Q2 in business 

unit B was not initially even considered for activation.
47

   

 

It was later in Q4, in December or even January when they in busi-

ness unit B had an insight and realized that business unit A was 

conducting activations of its own project. Then they thought ‘We 

have this kind of project, why are we not activating it?’ (the finan-

cial manager) 

 

It was widely discussed with the business unit whether there were justifica-

tions for the activation and how it should be conducted and how the activated 

costs were determined. Initially, the CFO(p) proposed an even larger amount be 

activated in the balance sheet, resulting in much disagreement. However, eventu-

ally they agreed on the principles for conducting it.  

 

 Of course the activation percentage could be 75 or 100 but we de-

cided that it is 75, because we do not want too much activation on 

our balance sheet… Of course some could have thought it different-

ly. Naturally the auditor has to approve it and he is naturally an 

important framework setter. Normally we first ask for guidance 

from the auditor and then he tells us the method that he will accept.  

(the financial manager) 

 

The financial manager emphasizes that there are clear rules in the company on 

how to handle the activation of R&D projects. However the discussion concerned 

the fact that this activation was conveniently discovered in late Q4.  

 

                                                 
46

  As already stated the financial manager also acted as a controller for business unit A. 
47

  They received government grants for both projects. 
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The auditor was naturally quite skeptical about the activation and 

the first question he presented was naturally: “Do you have some 

other grounds for this activation except for trying to increase your 

earnings?” (the financial manager) 

 

The financial manager states that they constructed the activation justifications, 

in other words, the calculations and the management’s view that is always based 

its estimates. They presented them to the auditor, the auditor considered that they 

fulfilled the IFRS criteria and then the activation was conducted.   

 

The issue is will the project generate profit in the future in order to 

compensate for the allocated cost. But no way can the auditor say 

whether or not there is demand for some product in two years. And 

when the management states that there is demand for the product, 

then the activation is conducted. (the financial manager) 

 

The previous CFO emphasizes that it is important to prepare and to be pre-

pared to present official justifications to the auditor for discretionary items, alt-

hough the unofficial, i.e. the real reason, is known inside the company.  

 

The auditor can sometimes see the real reason, but if the justifica-

tions are ok, then the discretion is ok. (The previous CFO) 

 

The activation increased the yearly operating profitability percentage by sev-

eral decimal points, and thus the amount was very substantial. It naturally in-

creased the bonuses for managers, especially in business unit B. The decision to 

conduct the activation was made by the management team and it was approved 

by the board. The CEO finds that the reason for the sudden activation was that 

the nature of the project was altered to become a real R&D project.  

 

Well, when the nature of the R&D changes from the common de-

velopment work that is normally conducted together with customer 

work to a specifically definable development project that has its 

own team, time schedule, own plan, expected results and budget, 

and even outsider financing, then the project is activated in the 

balance sheet in accordance with the rules. (the CEO)  

 

The financial manager considers this R&D activation to be a very exceptional 

entry, though it was accepted and retrospectively conducted. He considers the 

justifications for the activation, as follows:   
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Well, it was… well, there is probably the unofficial and the official 

version. The unofficial is that we increased our earnings by [the 

money value]. The official version, that is at least partially true – 

ha, is that we had two quite separate business units. One of which 

was already conducting an activation, although the other was not, 

and it was almost not aware that such an activation could be 

made… but we should use similar methods in our business units. 

Well, let’s say that, at least partly, the reason was that there was 

this profitability pressure and we actively explored issues that 

would have been entered wrongly or double-entered and all provi-

sions were quite carefully analyzed… Some issues we found and 

this was one of the biggest. The auditor accepted it and then we en-

tered it. (the financial manager) 

 

Earlier in the same year, before there were any profitability pressures, the unit 

B manager stated:  

 

There are a lot of interpretative issues. For example, we have not 

conducted any R&D activations in our business unit. In the other 

business unit there are and will be such activations. But we in our 

business unit have not discussed activating anything and we have 

no need for that, but the other business unit has conducted some ac-

tivations, and that is okay because they have these new projects. 

But we don’t have any, especially because we don’t have any prof-

itability pressure in our business unit, so why would we conduct 

some activation? If some profitability problems would arise, then 

we have to consider that because that is one device. But…is it self-

deceiving or the truth? Probably, if there were some temporal prof-

itability problems that could be used… Currently, we have a sub-

stantial R&D project on the go and we expect big business from 

that. And if some surprise occurs and our profitability suddenly 

temporally falls, then we should, at least, seriously consider con-

ducting an R&D activation. (the unit manager B) 

3.4.2 Ex-post analysis of the activation and the continuation project 

Already in Q1, almost immediately after the activation in unit B, they started 

pondering whether or not the R&D activation was going to generate the income 

that corresponded to the activation. They considered writing off at least part of 

that activation. The reason was that they received contradicting information from 
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the field about that project. The people who were conducting that project said 

that it is fine, but sales and others were doubtful. The management decided to 

believe the people who were most familiar with the project, i.e. the people who 

were conducting it. Thus normal activations were conducted in Q1, but after that 

they decided that the development phase was over and they stopped increasing 

the activation and the activation will be depreciated normally. They concluded 

that further development would not be useful. The financial manager states that 

they did not want to take the risk that after some year or two they would realize 

that the project was unsuccessful, despite their plans, and that they would have 

seemingly dug their own grave and improved the result, only to then have to 

conduct a dramatic write off.   

 

We decided to stop this so called gimmickry… And I think it would 

be extremely stupid to construct a bomb in the balance sheet by sys-

tematically activating, when we know that the activation will be 

written off at some stage. (the financial manager) 

 

Afterwards, the current CFO criticizes the activation and states that in future 

the R&D projects will be more carefully analyzed, though he states that he does 

not know what kind of process was ongoing last year. 

 

 Hmmm…well I do not know what the view was last year. But most 

likely if I had made the decision last year the project would not 

have been activated in the balance sheet. Fortunately, the R&D ac-

tivation is an item that will disappear bit by bit. (the current CFO) 

 

He believed already in the spring that the activation was questionable. Howev-

er, currently in summer it seems that there are future profit expectations. Thus, it 

has not been written off nor have the depreciations been accelerated, but it has 

been normally depreciated according to the depreciation plan.  

Later, in the summer the prospects of the original project recovered and the 

company decided to start a continuation project. However, when the continuation 

project was initially prepared and analyzed the CFO(c) informed the business 

unit that the project will be recorded as an expense as long as the business unit 

can demonstrate a plan that demonstrates that development work does have ex-

pected future financial benefits. The current CFO argues that it appears that the 

earlier balance sheet activations were also conducted in projects that ultimately 

only aim to develop know-how. However, he will not accept such projects being 

activated in the balance sheet, unless there is clear view that the outcome is ex-

pected to bring future financial benefits.     
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…I did not say to them that we do not make such activations. I said 

that I want to see the plan according to which the activations are 

conducted… against which the future revenues are generated, or 

the future revenues that are now activated. But I did not receive 

such a plan and so we did not make any activation, ha ha! So, no 

activations if I don’t receive justifications for that activation. I want 

that plan before I agree to put a project on the balance sheet. I just 

want the justifications, because they are probably the most prob-

lematic issue on the balance sheet and there are substantial IFRS 

factors relating to them. (the current CFO) 

 

In the end he did not receive any suggestions from the business unit to start ac-

tivating the continuation project. They will apply for a government grant for the 

continuation project, but the current CFO states that that is not a good enough 

justification for activation. He argues that the government grant received for the 

original project last year was clearly an indication for the starting of the R&D 

activation discussion. However, he emphasizes that the business units always 

have the best information about their projects, even compared to the CFO who 

decides the activation.  

In general, the CFO(c) states that there are differences in opinions about how 

the activation issues should be handled. He argues that they have to have quite a 

good plan about how the know-how will be turned into profit and says they must 

have good justifications in order to put something on the balance sheet.   

 

It is a similar problem when we were discussing whether to allocate 

into goodwill a lot or a few... So, there is a risk that we are con-

structing a bomb in our balance sheet. Generally, I know that I 

have to discuss the activations with the auditor. Therefore, I de-

mand groundwork and justifications from the business units…But 

mainly that is case by case. Typically, R&D projects are such that 

it is difficult to state exactly what type of project can be activated in 

the balance sheet, because the projects have different goals. But 

that is why we are more careful in analyzing them. (the current 

CFO) 

 

The financial manager points out that although the original R&D expense ac-

tivation in unit B was questionable; such issues are always quite interpretative.   

 

 …I think that if we would get together with some other people we 

would get different views about it. Some would argue that the acti-

vations are correct and others not. But it is about which side you 
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believe. Well, we have decided that we believe people who are most 

familiar with the projects and who know the project best and they 

had the most confidence in the projects. (financial manager) 

 

The CFO(c) states that if he accepts the activation for that continuation pro-

ject, then the auditor will also most likely accept it. However, the activation is-

sues are not obvious because they depend on the outcome of the project and the 

purpose of the project, and if the purpose is to purely develop some know-how, 

then everything has to be recorded as expense. But if they are developing some 

product platform that can be sold or that can clearly be used in making the pro-

duction more efficient and it decreases the costs, then it can be activated. He re-

quires a real development plan and a productization plan, i.e. the expected in-

come that corresponds to the activation should be recorded on the balance sheet. 

 

But it is quite clear that I have a stricter view than [the name of the 

previous CFO] regarding R&D project activation… We have to 

have a real plan and it is not a good enough argument that Tekes
48

 

will pay for part of the project. (the new CFO) 

 

He states that all R&D projects are carefully followed and discussed with the 

units. He refers to the previous year and states that he does not want a situation, 

in which a bomb is being built in the balance sheet.  

 

…my view is stricter than [the name of the previous  CFO], so, 

well, well… last year they entered the activation into Q4 and well, 

well…The question is whether it was conducted in order to receive 

bonuses or what…well…well…Ha ha! There are different stories 

about that. (the new CFO) 

 

The CFO(c) argues that the right answer is personal with respect to what he al-

lows to be activated in the balance sheet and what the previous CFO allowed. He 

emphasizes the importance of the process that has to be gone through first. He 

considers himself relatively careful regarding activating something intangible in 

the balance sheet as he requires really good justifications for that. The financial 

manager verifies that:  

 

The current CFO is more careful about what is activated in the 

balance sheet than the previous one... I think the last thing that the 
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 Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation 
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CFO [refers to the current CFO] wants is to create some bomb in 

our balance sheet.  (the financial manager) 

 

The financial manager and both CFOs emphasize that it is the CFO who de-

cides what is activated in the balance sheet and that if the CFO decides that 

something will be activated, the justifications for the auditor are created. Howev-

er, if the CFO decides that something shall not be activated in the balance sheet, 

it is not activated.  

 

Absolutely, the CFO decides what is activated in the balance sheet, 

in the end. (the financial manager) 

 

Both CFOs and financial manager state that they can always produce appro-

priate justifications for the auditor in order to activate some project in the balance 

sheet etc.  

 

We discuss with the auditor about the methods, how something is 

and will be conducted, and what methods we agree to use. Broadly, 

we know the justifications that have to be presented… How some-

thing should be justified in order to use discretion or flexibilities… 

Well, the auditor has no reason to interfere in that if he receives in-

formation from the business units and from the managers that the 

case is okay. So, it is hard for the auditor to say that it is not okay. 

(the previous CFO) 

 

 At least we can present the calculations and make sure that certain 

criteria are fulfilled… here are the expected future returns and we 

have no doubt about their success. … The most important thing for 

the auditor is that he will get the documented justifications and then 

he is happy… if the justifications are ok. (the financial manager) 

 

The financial manager regards the auditor as being quite strict and that he de-

mands justifications. However, if the auditor discusses something with the com-

pany’s technology expert, who can present, explain and argue the issue convinc-

ingly, then the auditor cannot say that anything is wrong. Nevertheless, after half 

a year or a year the auditor may ask about the situation of the project and if the 

situation is not acceptable, it has to written off.    

The CFO(c) considers such actions to be matters of personal choice, however, 

he himself is rather conservative, or somewhere between neutral and conserva-

tive regarding accounting issues in order to avoid negative surprises. He finds 

that in the end the CFO indeed decides the perspective on accounting issues, such 
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as what is to be activated in the balance sheet. The board does not consider these 

issues. He underlines that it is his responsibility to take care of the balance sheet.  

 

 And in the end it is me who discusses with the auditor about these 

issues, i.e. what is activated in the balance sheet and on what justi-

fications. People, who do not professionally deal with financial is-

sues, do, to some degree, understand the income and loss state-

ment, but not fully. For example, depreciations are almost always 

too difficult. But the balance sheet is absolutely too difficult, for ex-

ample how the income and loss statement and balance sheet are 

linked to each other. So the circle of people who can accurately 

consider these issues cannot be very wide. It is the CFO indeed, 

who determines where we are in that continuum. (the current CFO) 

 

The financial manager finds that the current CFO is stricter on such issues 

than the previous one and that the current CFO wants to conduct things in a more 

straightforward manner.   

 

…well I had an impression that [the name of the previous CFO] 

considered it a personal victory if the company result was good, ha 

ha! (the financial manager)   

   

At the end of the empirical period the R&D activations were still on the bal-

ance sheet and normal depreciations were conducted, and no new activations 

were conducted by the CFO(c). The current CFO emphasizes that if some activa-

tion were to be conducted, it would be the CFO himself who would decide it and 

it would not be discussed with the audit committee. Thus it is about what the 

CFO accepts or does not accept, which he then discusses with the auditor. He 

finds that although the business units participate in these issues, the CFO takes 

care of them. He points out that they are very difficult issues and that some unit 

managers do not fully understand them because they have not been forced to 

consider such issues. He argues that it is very important that there is someone 

who knows and understands what there is on the balance sheet, and what the jus-

tifications for those things being there are; and the CFO is that person. Someone 

in the business units may consider that activations can be conducted in order to 

make the profit look good, but that there has to be someone who makes sure that 

it is conducted properly. However, he states that there are differences between 

CFOs. In addition, he stated that they would conduct the annual financial state-

ment in a more straightforward manner than they had under the previous CFO.  

To sum up, this story demonstrates discretionary behavior that relates to an 

R&D expense activation. The story highlights how the company ended up con-
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ducting an R&D activation with a delayed timing and what kind of discussions 

and arguments were related to that. The actors’ conception about the justification 

of the activation varied greatly. It appears that there were different arguments for 

the delayed timing of the activation, including both official arguments and unof-

ficial arguments. The official justifications for the activation were created to ful-

fill the IFRS requirements so that the auditor could accept the activation. It was 

widely demonstrated that because the company has an information advantage 

over to the auditor, it can always construct justifications for the activation that 

are very hard for the auditor to disagree with. The story clearly demonstrated that 

there are different conceptions between the actors with regard to R&D activa-

tions. Especially, it appears that the two CFOs have differences of opinion about 

what kind of a project can be activated and what kind of justifications are needed. 

It also appears that the previous CFO was active in creating justifications for the 

activation, whereas the current CFO requested the justifications from the busi-

ness unit involved. However, the story indicates that the CFO is the key player in 

deciding how these issues are eventually handled. Furthermore, the findings indi-

cate that the issues are highly actor-dependent and open to interpretation.     

3.5 Acquisitions 

3.5.1 Allocation of acquisition costs 

The company conducted two large acquisitions in the first year of my empirical 

analysis. Both acquisitions include large amounts of intangible assets and espe-

cially goodwill and only very small amounts of tangible assets.
49

 The allocations 

are therefore considered very challenging, in fact, the previous CFO considers 

the acquisition cost calculations the major discretionary accounting choice.  

 

The whole allocation of the acquisition cost is based on discretion. 

(the previous CFO) 

 

It is challenging to identify the intangible rights and to allocate 

value to them, because they are not very concrete…for example 

some competition restriction agreements. (the financial manager)  

 

                                                 
49

  The determination of the fair value of intangible assets is based on the estimates of cash flow related to 

the assets, because no information related to the trade of the corresponding assets has been available on 

the markets. Intangible assets acquired through merging business operations are activated in the balance 

sheet at their fair value and at the time of the acquisition (Company's financial statement). 
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The company has used the services of an external advisor in determining the 

fair values of tangible and intangible assets in all business combinations.
50

 How-

ever, the previous CFO emphasizes that the discretion and the input used in these 

calculations is produced by the management of both the acquirer (i.e. the compa-

ny) and the acquired company. In this case, the CFO(p) and unit managers main-

ly produce the relevant estimations that are used in the calculations. Based on the 

discussions the external advisor gave its proposal, which was discussed and mod-

ified several times. The CFO(p) emphasizes that the best understanding and best 

information is in the companies.  

In the opinion of the manager of unit B the IFRS has not brought any transpar-

ency to company acquisitions. He also doubts whether it helps investors to better 

estimate a firm’s success. He also finds that it questionable that the acquisitions 

currently have such a large effect on the balance sheet and the profit and loss ac-

count.    

 

When an acquisition is conducted according to IFRS the valuation 

of the company is an interpretation that depends on peoples’ con-

ceptions. (the unit manager B) 

 

The company conducted acquisitions in previous years and the amount of 

goodwill was already very substantial and that was considered a risk factor. The 

management discussed with the board and they decided that calculations for the 

acquisitions should be conducted so that goodwill would increase as little as pos-

sible. Therefore, the previous CFO and the unit managers explicitly made their 

relevant estimates on the basis of the calculations of the acquisition costs, allow-

ing as many tangible and intangible assets to be placed on the balance sheet as 

possible, thus minimizing the goodwill. The relevant estimates included many 

intangible assets. However, the new acquisitions also included substantial 

amounts of goodwill, since there were only a few tangible and intangible proper-

ties that could be allocated to the balance sheet according to IFRS rules. In fact 

the company became one of the highest firms on the Helsinki Stock exchange 

measured by the percentage of goodwill to total assets. 

 

Currently the amount of goodwill is very large despite this alloca-

tion method of ours. Our starting point was to identify assets we 

could allocate. (the previous CFO) 

 

However, goodwill would have grown much more if they had considered the 

allocation differently. For example, they could have determined the length of the 
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 The researcher has the company calculations of the allocation of the purchasing price.  
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customer relationship so that it was shorter, such as from ten to four years. That 

would have decreased the amount of intangible assets and increased the good-

will. Thereby, the depreciations would have decreased and their profit would 

have increased.  

 

[Such action] would have increased our goodwill and therefore im-

proved our result. However, we thought that we would rather ac-

cept the hit to our result than increase the value of our goodwill, as 

our goodwill level was high, even before these acquisitions. If we 

had increased our goodwill as much was possible, we would be in 

top three of all listed firms in OMX. (the previous  CFO) 

 

The CEO illustrates the discretionary and the challenge in deciding the length 

of the customer relationship:   

 

…we can illustrate with our records that this particular customer 

used to make deals that are 1.5 or 2 years. But we can also illus-

trate that the work that we do for the customer is such that it will 

continue in the future. Thus we can expect that the customer rela-

tionship will continue in the future if we don’t mess it up. …we re-

ally have to think about how long the customership has continued, 

what is the volume, how long the contracts are and what is the or-

der book. Well, it is hard to make the kind of decision that the cus-

tomership would continue forever to the end of world. Therefore, 

we have to end it at some point. And that naturally has an effect on 

the depreciation time and we have to find some balance. (the CEO) 

 

The CFO(p) has a broader view of the amount of goodwill that is discretional. 

  

And the amount of goodwill is such an issue that can very easily be 

set on a very large scale on a certain level, in other words, how 

much is the goodwill and how much is the amortizable intangible 

rights? Mainly it depends on what is wanted and we have decided 

to adopt a policy in which we try to get as much as possible for the 

amortizable intangible rights and thus as few as possible for the 

goodwill. Our competitors have not necessarily adopted a similar 

policy… (the previous CFO) 

 

The current CFO has good knowledge of the IFRS with regard to acquisitions 

because in his prior job he had to handle several acquisitions. He argues that the 
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IFRS have entailed good methods for dealing with acquisitions, although the dis-

cretionary element is substantial. 

 

In these big issues the discretionary element is much larger and on 

a different level than earlier. The IFRS have very good guidelines 

for handling acquisitions, because the goodwill has to be separated 

from the other intangible rights, and so on. Therefore, in the acqui-

sitions processes, what is bought is more carefully considered… 

However, the practices in these valuations [refers to the external 

advisor] are short and there are no established methods for evalu-

ating the effect of different factors. (the current CFO) 

3.5.2 Earnings management behavior in acquisitions    

Generally, the CFO(p) argues that when acquisitions are made, it is important to 

optimize the balance sheet of the combined businesses so that it maximizes the 

result of the acquirer. The profit of the acquired company, prior to the combining 

date, should be managed down. Thus they explicitly used modification possibili-

ties and transferred all the costs that were possible to consider as belonging to the 

period before the acquisition to that period, and all the income that was possible 

to transfer to the period after the acquisition to that period. For the CFO(p) this is 

a natural and easy operation. This "big bath" also produced gains for the owners 

of the acquired companies, because the earn-out system was used. The earn-out 

period started after the acquisition and during that period the potential additional 

acquisition price was determined based on the performance of the acquired firm. 

As the result of the acquired company was managed down before the financial 

statements were unified, the acquired company was expected to generate better 

profit during the earn-out period. Thus, this method potentially increases the ad-

ditional purchase price paid to the owners of the acquired company. This method 

can also be considered positive for the reputation of the company managers of 

the acquirer since it increases the possibility that the acquisition initially per-

forms well, making it appear to be a good one, at least in the short run.   

However, the pre-determined earn-out period may cause earnings management 

behavior in the acquired company after the date of acquisition. The case compa-

ny acquired a firm in October, but the earn-out period was said to start in Janu-

ary. Thus there appears to be a clear incentive for the acquired company to man-

age earnings down from October to December. In fact, the profitability of the 

acquisition fell after the acquisition, and therefore the company paid special at-

tention to this point. The CEO states that there has been speculation about the 

matter, but he finds that the acquired company has no possibilities for income 
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decreasing earnings management. That is because the acquirer takes immediate 

control of the acquired company, and thus it would be detected if someone would 

try to transfer some contracts to the earn-out period. 

The performance of the latter acquisition (i.e. the acquisition in which earn-out 

began in January) was very poor in Q4. It experienced some major negative sur-

prises and its result dropped substantially and was far below what the acquisi-

tion’s CFO expected. They missed the estimated turnover by some 20 %, alt-

hough the profitability percentage was only a bit weaker. The CFO(p) believes 

that there are issues that are clearly not in order in that acquisition, that they did 

not fully understand its business and he also points out that there was no other 

information source than the owners of the acquired company.    

 

In January I raised a point that the beginning of the year has to be 

checked very carefully because the earn-out will start on the first of 

January. So, if there were some project delays in order to maximize 

the additional purchasing price. (the previous CFO, after his resig-

nation) 

 

He argues that there is a high risk for such manipulative behavior and it would 

be clearly worthwhile for the acquired company. He thinks that the CEO proba-

bly thought that a lag of 3 months is so short a period that nothing can be manip-

ulated. The original information received from the latter acquisition was criti-

cized and, in fact, the CFO of the latter acquisition had to answer to the board of 

the acquirer (i.e. the company) as to why the performance was so poor and why it 

did not meet the estimates it had given. He indicated that they had missed some 

deals and some projects were delayed and it could not be proved that intentional 

manipulation had taken place.    

 

The result was quite steady in the beginning of the year compared 

to the end of last year, although that was bad. They had budgeted 

some projects to the end period of last year, but then they did not 

win those cases or the cases were transferred or delayed…  After 

January-February their operations have improved and grown as 

the companies expected. And now they are at that level they were 

talking about… But no, no special issue has arisen that would indi-

cate some intentional project delay or something of that sort. That 

idea had been proposed in different forums, but based on the fig-

ures nothing indicates such behavior. (the financial manager)   

 

There are also clear incentives for an acquired company to conduct earnings 

management during the earn-out period, thus increasing the additional purchas-
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ing price. In fact, the former acquisition’s result was substantially better than ex-

pected in the last month of the earn-out period and it clearly conducted income 

increasing earnings management.  

 

…Well, then we analyzed and “cleaned” it [i.e. the financial state-

ment of the acquired company] carefully and there were some items 

that were taken out of their result… and we made corrections… We 

then reduced some of their income recognitions and increased some 

costs that should have been there. They have clearly increased their 

profit… (the financial manager)   

 

The CFO(c) confirms that they went through the report very carefully because 

the earn-out was ending. The company agreed with the acquired company that 

certain items should be canceled out and the original result was decreased by 

some 20 %. Despite the corrections the acquisition’s result was very good in that 

particular month, yet the following month was again at its normal level.   

To sum up, this story demonstrates discretionary accounting issues that relate 

to acquisitions. The story of allocating the acquisition costs into tangible assets, 

intangible assets and goodwill appears to be highly discretionary and has sub-

stantial and long-term implications for accounting figures. The management’s 

role, their interpretations and expertise in these calculations cannot be overstated. 

Thus the allocation is highly actor-dependent and the correct allocation is far 

from straightforward. In contrast, the allocations are discussed between the com-

panies and inside the acquirer. For example, the acquirer considers the tradeoff as 

to whether to maximize or minimize goodwill. Maximizing goodwill clearly min-

imizes the amount of yearly depreciation but increases the risk for goodwill im-

pairment. On the other hand, by minimizing goodwill the company clearly in-

creases the intangible assets and therefore increases the amount of yearly depre-

ciation. However, minimizing goodwill lessens the risk of goodwill impairment. 

Thus, in considering the allocations, the acquirer takes into account what kind of 

balance sheet structure it prefers, and tries to optimize that. Broadly speaking, it 

appears that the potential for earnings management in these calculations is enor-

mous. In addition, the story of the earnings management behavior that occurred 

during the acquisitions demonstrates that earnings management could be con-

ducted by the acquirer when merging. Also the acquired company could have 

high incentives for conducting earnings management in order to maximize the 

total purchasing price, i.e. the wealth of the owners of the company being ac-

quired.   
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3.6 Goodwill impairment testing 

3.6.1 Background 

Before the two large acquisitions goodwill impairment testing has not been a 

special issue in the case firm because the company had no problems with it. The 

testing result had always been much bigger than the balance sheet values. In the 

summer of the first year of my empirical period, the financial manager considers 

the goodwill impairment testing as follows:   

 

…it is a funny calculation because we know the result that we 

should at least get out of it and I think it is quite an artificial calcu-

lation… There are several parameters, for example interest rate, 

turnover growth level, and we can modify these parameters forever 

in order to achieve the preferred result. …we see what the calcula-

tions produce and what we want and so we can modify, for exam-

ple, the growth rate from 5 % to 5.5 %... I think that it [the good-

will impairment testing] is only an obligatory work-out for us and 

we can conduct it so that we will get the results we want. The limits 

[for impairment] have never been even close for us and I think that 

that risk won’t exist in the future either – if our estimates and 

growth rates are realized as expected. We have no problem with it. 

It is only a calculation that has modifiable parameters that we can 

manage in order to get the result that we want. (the financial man-

ager)   

 

The goodwill impairment testing can be conducted in the right 

manner so that it will not result in impairment loss recognition, but 

that is a controlling calculus. There is discretion, but naturally 

some framework…It is not so that this number has to be 5, but it 

can be 5, or 4 or 3, or 6 or 7, but not necessarily 12. So it is a con-

trolling calculation that does not influence our company, unless we 

are doing worse than expected, which is very unlikely. (the finan-

cial manager) 

 

However, the large acquisitions increased the goodwill substantially and the 

goodwill vs. equity ratio was about 100%. During the annual goodwill impair-

ment testing, the impairments were not close in unit B, even with the higher dis-

counting rate and lower growth estimations. In contrast, in unit A the testing was 
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a hot potato because both acquisitions were allocated to it and the performance of 

the acquisitions was significantly worse than expected.  

 

In Q4 the hot potato was the acquisitions conducted in [the year of 

the acquisition] and the impairment testing and the calculus relat-

ing to the acquisitions. The auditor and the audit committee paid 

special attention to that. (the financial manager) 

 

Those issues were much discussed with the auditor and with the management 

of the acquired firms starting from the original purchasing price calculation, in 

other words how they ended up with those calculations and what are the current 

estimates. In the end there was not much latitude when they modified the acquisi-

tion prices according to the new budgets. It was also discussed with the auditor 

whether there was a need to re-estimate the allocation of intangibles. However 

they decided not to interfere with those, but the auditor requested that the im-

pairment testing should be conducted in every quarter.  

3.6.2 The levels for the tests in the annual financial statement 

At the end of the first year of my empirical year there was intense debate about 

how the goodwill impairment testing should be conducted. Previously the good-

will impairment testing was conducted only on a business unit level. Now there 

was discussion as to whether the impairment testing should be conducted on a 

more precise level, in other words, should the recently acquired companies be 

tested separately because they are monitored separately. The acquisitions are part 

of unit A and the financial manager originally conducted the testing of unit A as 

a single entity. However, the auditor insisted that the testing in unit A should be 

divided into three parts since the previous year’s acquisitions were followed sep-

arately and because their performance was poor. Then the financial manager 

conducted three separate tests in unit A.  

The goodwill impairment test did not indicate any goodwill write-down. How-

ever, in the annual financial statement they presented a sensitivity analysis which 

indicated a write-down in unit A if the parameters (e.g. the discount rate or 

growth estimates) were changed slightly. They analyzed it very carefully with the 

auditor, who approved it but insisted that the sensitivity analysis has to be dis-

closed as the write-down limit was close to being exceeded.  

 

…if the discounting rate was a bit higher, or the future growth es-

timations that were used in the cash flow estimations were a bit 

lower…more pessimistic, we would have been forced to conduct 
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impairment loss recognition. So, we were very close to being forced 

to make impairment loss recognition.  (the financial manager) 

 

However, in the annual financial statements the separate tests of the acquired 

companies are not mentioned, rather they mention that testing was conducted on 

unit A and unit B. 

 

These separate tests are not presented in the financial statement, 

but they were conducted internally. They were not published, but 

the reporting was based on a segment level.  (the financial manag-

er)  

 

Thus, for an investor, it appears that the acquisitions are combined into unit A. 

The original unit A has done quite well and its cash flow was very positive.  

However, the auditor stated that the original part of business unit A is ineligible 

to compensate for the possible impairment of the previous year’s acquisitions, 

regardless of its positive figures, although they were in the same segment at that 

time. Thus, the potential impairment loss from that year’s acquisitions would be 

recognized fully on auditor’s request, regardless of the fact that the rest of the 

business unit could compensate for it.
51

 The auditor thought that they fulfilled the 

criteria and were separate CGUs i.e. cash generating units.
52

 

The financial manager states that if some impairment loss would have been 

recognized, they would have reported the levels for the tests more specifically 

and indicated where the impairment loss came from. But he felt there was now 

no need for that. 

The CFO(p) left the company before the eventual goodwill impairment testing 

was conducted. Due to his resignation, he is not aware of how the testing was 

conducted and the separate tests were not presented in financial statements. He 

states that initially they were going to test the previous year’s acquisitions sepa-

rately, but when they were constructing the budgets for upcoming year the busi-

ness unit manager reduced the budgets and estimates. In particular, the latter ac-

quisition produced such a bad result in the late autumn that the respective unit 

manager sketched its future so badly that it demonstrated a loss-making and zero 

profit for five years and would only generate profit after that. If they had tested 

the goodwill against those budgets, they should have conducted huge write offs 

                                                 
51

 The CEO and the CFO(c) are aware of the separate tests in the annual financial statements. However, 

they have the impression that if some impairment loss was recognized from some acquisition, the rest of 

the respective business unit (i.e. the unit A) could compensate for that. They believe the acquisitions 

should not be considered as CGUs. The CFO(c) was not in the company yet so he does not know what the 

company agreed with the auditor.   
52

 The company also made the first segment change at the end of first year, and therefore there were addi-

tional discussions of the CGUs. 
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from the previous acquisitions and the whole company’s annual result would 

have become substantially negative.   

 

…And we did not want to do that. …when the goodwill is tested ac-

cording to such estimations it seems that the goodwill in the bal-

ance sheet has no justification. Therefore it has to be written off. 

(the previous CFO, after his resignation)  

 

The CFO(p) states that there was major disagreement about that and that the 

CEO and the respective unit managers put forward the view that the goodwill 

tests and budgets are separate issues and are not linked to each other. However, 

the CFO(p) thought that goodwill cannot be tested against anything other than 

the budget of the company. 

 

…of course we have to believe the numbers that we have in our 

budgets and also those numbers have to be used in the goodwill 

testing…(the previous CFO, after his resignation)  

 

The financial manager confirms that the testing is based on the budgets and 

the estimates for future periods and, as already stated, that the testing is conduct-

ed separately from the acquisitions. Thus the CFO(p) speculates: 

 

I don’t know how they have conducted it. They may have conducted 

it on a specific level, but they may have used numbers that are not 

coherent with our budget. Of course we can always show different 

numbers… but what is then explained to the auditor when he sees 

the budgets? Well, probably the budgets are not presented to the 

auditor, or only a higher level aggregate budget, i.e. a business unit 

level budget is shown, because, on that level, these acquisitions are 

not separate but inside the business unit. (the previous CFO, after 

his resignation) 

 

He states that now it appears that the goodwill was tested on a much larger 

scale and consequently there is a not a problem. Thus it is an interesting matter of 

interpretation what is and should be the specification level in goodwill impair-

ment testing.
53

    

                                                 
53

 In fact, it remained a bit unclear for the researcher what parameters were eventually used in the testing, 

in order not to conduct impairment recognition. It is possible that the testing parameters have been 

changed and that they may not have used the unit manager’s very pessimistic “revamped” parameters but 

the better original parameters that the acquired firm estimated. 
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3.6.3 Avoiding the impairment loss recognition   

In Q1 the goodwill impairment testing was still a hot potato due to the quite poor 

performance of the acquisitions, however, no impairment loss was entered. The 

current CFO states that impairment loss recognition is very close and that even 

the numbers might indicate a need for a write off. However, he believes that im-

pairment loss recognition decisions should not be made too hastily.    

 

We should not be hasty in making decisions about impairment loss-

es and we have to consider any corrective actions we might have to 

take. (the current CFO) 

 

He also refers to the impairment testing in the annual financial statement and 

to the revamped (i.e. the reduced) estimates.   

 

We have to remember that impairment testing is conducted against 

the future and future cash flows. For example [the name of the lat-

ter acquisition] budgets were decreased by the company [the ac-

quirer, i.e. the case company], in other words, the company [the ac-

quirer, i.e. the case company] did not believe, based on last autumn, 

that they [the acquisition] would succeed so well, but they did what 

they expected.  (the current CFO) 

  

He finds that it would be against the spirit of the IFRS to immediately conduct 

an impairment loss recognition because it is irreversible.  

 

This [refers to the substantial risk for impairment] should indicate 

that we need immediate improvement and corrective actions: cor-

rective actions… a new plan, a new estimate after the corrective 

actions, then monitoring and then the potential impairment recog-

nition.  (the current CFO) 

 

In fact, during the spring the company started negotiations with unions about 

lay-offs and the CFO(c) states that they were corrective actions.   

 

And then we conduct a new estimation and monitor it and if we are 

not going in the right direction, we have to consider the impairment 

loss recognition. Thus we should not make an impairment loss 

recognition decision too quickly, because the situation can also im-

prove and then the impairment loss recognition would have been 

unnecessary. (the current CFO) 
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The success of the acquisitions recovered during late spring and there were no 

more appreciable risks for impairment when the financial manager conducted the 

controlling calculations for Q2. 

 

So, it now seems that the impairments will not necessarily occur, 

but that is the risk item in our balance sheet. If the limits would 

have been closer, we would have conducted more specific tests and 

then discussed the matter with the board in the interim report meet-

ing. (the current CFO) 

 

Generally, the CFO(c) believed that there was no point in doing separate test-

ing on the previous year’s acquisitions because they were quite deeply integrated 

into the company and the company’s intention was to totally integrate those ac-

quisitions and not keep them separate. They were acquired to support business 

unit A and were not seen as being an independent entity. However, due to the 

earn-out period, they were still followed separately. The CFO(c), in fact, tried to 

convince the auditor that the separate tests cannot be conducted because the ac-

quisitions are integrated and the cash flows cannot be allocated on that specific 

level anymore. In addition, they were once again considering a new segment re-

porting structure and therefore they were also considering new testable units, i.e. 

the CGUs.   

3.6.4 The parameters for the tests 

The CFO(c) states that there are substantial discretion possibilities in determining 

the parameters for goodwill impairment testing. In particular, the discounting 

factor (i.e. the WACC) and the growth expectations are discretionary factors that 

have a significant influence on unit valuation in goodwill impairment testing. He 

emphasizes that he decides how the discounting rate is determined, what kind of 

external factors are taken into account and what the growth expectations in the 

calculations are.  

 

In WACC the issue is: what is the required return on equity? Re-

garding that anything is possible; I use management discretion for 

that, in other words, I may correct it. (the current CFO) 

 

The financial manager also ponders whether there are differences between au-

dit firms regarding, among other things, the discounting rate that should be used.  
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The point for the company is to be able to convince its own auditor 

where the parameters come from and that is interesting. (the finan-

cial manager) 

 

The CFO(c) discusses the WACC with the auditor in order to keep it at the 

right level and states that the analysts’ estimates lay the ground for that. Howev-

er, he may correct it and then he has to present good documented arguments. It is 

challenging to estimate the beta for the company’s stock, because, due to thin 

trading, it is statistically only some 0.5 that does not correspond to the risk of the 

stock, states the current CFO.  

 

Usually we add some risk premiums to our equity in our WACC 

calculations in order to get some reasonable result. (the current 

CFO) 

 

He states that in these big issues the discretion used is much larger and on a 

different level than earlier.  

 

Using the IFRS entails discretion. That opened up a whole new 

world of discretion. We can discuss different WACC levels for many 

hours and you would not get me caught for using the wrong WACC 

level, because there is no right answer. It is my own view of the 

WACC which is correct. (the current CFO) 

 

He also finds that they can change future GDP growth from 0 to 1.5 % and 

they will be on a totally different level regarding both the company’s value and 

whether or not to conduct impairment loss recognition.   

 

In big questions there is discretion but the minor details are set 

quite precisely in the IFRS. I define how we operate and the lower 

level is never allowed to change it. But on the management level it 

is totally different. For example, the percentages in our stage com-

pletion methods are almost totally discretionary. (the current CFO) 

3.6.5 The tests during the financial crisis 

At the end of my empirical period the financial crisis had begun. The CFO(c) 

states that the current market situation is interesting with respect to goodwill im-

pairment testing, because the auditor will argue that the balance sheet value 

should have a connection to the market value. However, the market value has 
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crashed but the company’s realistic internal cash flow estimations demonstrate 

values that are over two times higher. The CFO(c) states that the cash flow val-

ues correspond to the market value if the discounting rate is set to 25% or if the 

growth estimations are set negatively for a long time.  

 

This is the issue that has been discussed with the auditor. Is there, 

in such a market situation, any sense to take into account the mar-

ket values? (the current CFO) 

 

Naturally, he argues that there is the chance to make a very large impairment 

loss recognition without considering the cash flow estimates. However, he finds 

that the situation is absurd because nothing in the business units indicates that 

any impairment should be conducted. Instead he believes that it is about the 

question; are the markets always right? If they think that the markets are right, 

they have to conduct that very large impairment. He, in fact, conducted different 

internal valuations and none of those different methods demonstrated an impair-

ment loss. He did not find any explanatory factors but discovered that all market 

values are down and the future is discounted according to a very large discount 

factor in every company. Therefore, they eventually decided to conduct the 

goodwill impairment testing against internal budgets. Consequently, there was no 

need for impairment loss recognition. The auditor accepted that because the situ-

ation was similar in many companies. 

 

The impairment loss issue is difficult because we have not yet gone 

through any stagnation during the IFRS. If stagnation does occur, 

we may find some common practices developing if many companies 

have to consider such issues. (the current CFO) 

 

He also discussed face to face with the chairman of the Board about the 

amount of goodwill and the IFRS statements about impairment. The chairman of 

the board was worried about the amount of goodwill because it was stated as a 

risk factor in a financial statement. He asked if the company can do something 

about that risk and how much it can be impaired if the situation demands it. The 

CFO(c) also revealed what kind of effect the allocation of intangibles will have 

on it.  

 

But he asked what we can do about that risk and the answer was: 

nothing, we cannot do anything and we cannot reduce that risk… 

(the current CFO)  
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The CFO(c) explained the goodwill issues to the chairman of the board, for 

example that the goodwill will disappear only if the company experiences some 

problems, and then the goodwill impairment will even increase the loss. The 

CFO(c) states that it is obvious that the board will completely rely on the man-

agement’s view about goodwill issues and approve the calculus that the man-

agement presents. Generally, he finds that the IFRS is still quite new and the reg-

ulation changes and especially different auditing offices have different views 

about the issues and how IFRS should be adapted. That illustrates the substantial 

differences in these practices between firms. There are many such issues and it is 

difficult for outsiders to follow. 

To sum up, the story of the goodwill impairment testing highlights the enor-

mous amount of discretion that management has to use when considering the is-

sue. The story highlighted that the potential and discretional behavior in goodwill 

impairment testing related not only to the testing of parameters, but also to the 

consideration of the testing units’ issues and avoiding the potential impairment 

loss recognition. Furthermore, in IFRS the testing of goodwill is still rather new 

and therefore the testing methods are not deeply established, increasing the po-

tential for discretional behavior. In particular, new situations, such as the finan-

cial crisis will require substantial discretion from the management as to whether 

or not to conduct goodwill impairment. Broadly speaking, the conceptions inside 

the case company varied a lot between the actors and it appears that the actors’ 

interpretations and their expertise will play a substantial role in considering the 

goodwill testing issues.  
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4 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I discuss the empirical findings. As we recall, the general purpose 

of this study is to open the black box of earnings management, and more specifi-

cally to analyze what earnings management is as well as how and why it unfolds 

and how it is intertwined with the process of preparing corporate financial re-

ports. The following questions were addressed: 1) How can we identify earnings 

management and its potential; 2) How and why does earnings management 

emerge and what kind of dynamics relate to that?  

Using a case analysis in which the empirical part was a key element, the focus 

of the research was placed on earnings management and its occurrence in the 

process of preparing corporate financial reports. I analyzed managers’ use of dis-

cretion in different situations in which earnings management could occur. The 

stories from the field offered a considerable amount of different dimensions on 

earnings management issues. Based on these stories the findings are presented 

and discussed according to the purposes of this study. In 4.2 I discuss the results 

related to the methods of earnings management and earnings management poten-

tial, including a discussion of the extent and the diversity of the methods and the 

potential for earnings management; new situations and new kinds of potential for 

earnings management; the use and the change of earnings management potential 

and issues related to the interplay of conservatism and earnings management. In 

4.3 I present the dynamics or the processes related to earnings management. In 

4.4 I discuss the role of actors’ and their incentives in conducting earnings man-

agement. Some of the issues I discuss have not received much attention in prior 

earnings management research, especially in the mainstream literature.    

4.2 The methods and the potential for earnings management 

4.2.1 The extent and the diversity of the methods and the potential for earn-

ings management 

This study comprehensively analyzes earnings management and the potential for 

earnings management in the case company. In line with prior literature (e.g. 
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Jorissen & Otley 2010; Ronen & Yaari 2008), this study demonstrates that earn-

ings management includes an extensive variety of accounting and business ac-

tivity related issues and that there are numerous possibilities for earnings man-

agement as well as different kinds of earnings management potential inside a 

company. As Francis (2001) and Jorissen and Otley (2010) imply, there are nu-

merous choices that can be used to manage earnings, and generally the choices 

are divided into the accounting choices and into the real choices. As stated in 

chapter 2, the accounting choices are divided into 1) influencing the accounting 

figures: accounting method choice, accruals choice, choice to adopt a standard, 

disclosure choices; and 2) influencing the presentation of accounting figures: lay 

out choices, aggregation choices, classification choices. The real choices are di-

vided into the structuring of transactions, production decisions and investment 

decisions. In general, my case analysis demonstrates most of these choices, i.e. 

both accounting choices and real choices.  

First, with regard to accounting choices, during the empirical period of my re-

search, the case company adopted many new accounting methods such as guar-

antee work provision and R&D expense activation, and refined certain account-

ing methods such as the stage of completion method for construction contracts. 

These adoptions, as well as refinements were the subject of intense discussion 

between the actors about what kinds of methods could be implemented and dif-

ferent arguments about the level of conservatism of the methods were presented. 

Essentially, these new accounting methods included substantial potential for 

earnings management, especially relating to the choice of accruals. The stage of 

completion method and the guarantee work provision were set very conservative-

ly (i.e. reserves were constructed) and thus they offered earnings management 

potential that could be used afterwards to increase the profit (by releasing the 

reserves). Thus earnings management potential in these two issues especially 

related to revenue recognition. With regard to the stage of completion by affect-

ing the internal hour estimation (i.e. the completion stage) of the project – even 

trivially – it was possible to achieve the next level for income recognition that 

allowed the recognizing of substantially more income. Furthermore, the provi-

sion for guarantee work offered room for interpretation to afterwards diminish 

the amount of provision and thus to recognize more income. Both the issues were 

considered highly interpretative and dependent on the actor’s concept of them. In 

relation to the R&D activation the discussions concentrated on what projects 

should be activated (classification), the timing of the activation and also the 

amount of the activation (accrual choices). After the activation the discussions 

concentrated on whether or not to increase the activation, write-off issues – such 

as the timing of the write-off, evaluating the justification avoiding the write-off, 

whether to accelerate the depreciations or not, and whether to activate the contin-

uation project. Thus the R&D project activation required a large amount of dis-
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cretion and interpretation from the management, offering much potential for 

earnings management.  

 Further, with regard to accounting choices, the provision for employee bonus-

es appeared to offer substantial potential for earnings management by changing 

the management’s estimate about the correct provision level. There were differ-

ent bonus provisions for different employees and the qualitative factors made it 

possible to use more managers’ discretion in the estimations. These estimations 

about the correct level of provision were considered almost totally discretionary 

and interpretative – an elastic band, as the previous CFO stated. Earnings man-

agement relating to extraordinary items focused on classification issues, in other 

words, what items are classified as extraordinary costs. If the account for ex-

traordinary items was "open", there was potential to use the income statement 

classification shifting as well as timing, i.e. the ability to transfer small extraordi-

nary costs to a particular quarter.  

The allocation of acquisition costs was highly interpretative (not even arbi-

trary), and required substantial discretion from the management in deciding the 

amount of tangibles, intangibles and goodwill. Furthermore, goodwill impair-

ment testing offered a large variety of earnings management issues starting from 

the testing levels, i.e. the aggregation level for testing units. The parameters for 

the tests were also a hot potato, as was the tests during the financial crisis.
54

 

In general, all the above mentioned issues require and also offer substantial 

discretion possibilities for the management leading to rather intense negotiations 

between the actors. Giroux (2004) argues that the management of a company 

adopts a certain perspective on accounting issues and that that perspective can be 

conservative, neutral, aggressive, or even fraudulent, and that earnings manage-

ment includes accounting treatments from the whole spectrum. I broadly agree 

with Giroux (2004) but I would specify that it appears that the starting point for 

some accounting methods and accounting issues could be conservative, whereas 

some could be thought to be rather aggressive. Furthermore, discretion includes 

many accounting choices from the list presented by Francis (2001). I find that 

these accounting choices are intertwined with each other. For example the disclo-

sure choices are deeply intertwined with the other choices since they are very 

relevant regarding the amount of details provided in the description of accounting 

policies or methods.  

Second, with regard to real business activities related choices, I find real earn-

ings management related behavior. Certain costs were decreased in order to meet 

the targets and certain investments were not conducted in a specific year. The 

previous CFO conducted the investment calculations and convinced the CEO 

                                                 
54

 Acquisition related issues, such as allocation of acquisition costs, and goodwill issues are discussed 

further in 4.2.2. 
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about not to conduct the investment. These issues are highly interpretative and 

they can also be classified as normal business related activities because they were 

justifiable. Nevertheless, it appeared that managers’ incentives were intertwined 

with these actions, to some degree.  

Broadly my findings suggest that if a company engages in earning manage-

ment it will most likely use a variety of different methods, and therefore my find-

ings support the statement by Jorissen and Otley (2010) and Cohen and Zarowin 

(2010) that management uses many methods in conducting earnings manage-

ment, including accrual-based earnings management as well as real earnings 

management. I agree also with Gunny (2010) that if a company engages in real 

earnings management, it might engage in one or more types of real earnings 

management simultaneously. In general, my findings are in line with prior litera-

ture that suggests that future research should focus on real activities as well as 

accrual-based manipulation (Cohen & Zarowin 2010; Gunny 2010; Jorissen & 

Otley 2010; Roychowdhury 2006).  

The observations above demonstrate the extent and the diversity of earnings 

management methods and potential in the case company. In order to develop fur-

ther insight on the issue I more deeply examine the handling of R&D related 

earnings management topics; an issue that has been much analyzed in prior earn-

ings management literature.  

The activation of an R&D expense in the balance sheet naturally increases 

earnings and prior literature on accrual management has analyzed that. The prior 

literature also relates R&D issues to real earnings management and most of that 

research provides evidence of the opportunistic reduction of R&D expenditures 

to reduce reported expenses (Roychowdhury 2006). However, Seybert (2010) 

suggests that the capitalization of R&D expenditures could lead to real earnings 

management in the form of overinvestment rather than underinvestment. For ex-

ample, a manager who is a responsible for continuing an R&D project would pre-

fer to overinvest and capitalize – due to personal reputation concerns – if the re-

porting regime would otherwise necessitate asset impairment. Seybert (2010) 

asserts that the overinvestment is partially attributable to non-conscious process-

es. One such example would be the desire to avoid abandoning suboptimal R&D 

projects as that would reflect poorly on managers. Hence, they may unknowingly 

engage in motivated reasoning to conclude that their project will be successful 

(Tayler 2010; Bloomfield & Luft 2006; Russo, Medvec & Meloy 1996). Seybert 

(2010) finds that this is in line with concerns that corporate cultures increasingly 

focus managers on the external reporting consequences of their decisions (Jack-

son 2008; Duncan 2001; Jensen 2001), and that managers may be hesitant to im-

pair intangibles (Hatfield 2002). Managers who are experienced in dealing with 

R&D capitalization may be more careful about the projects they select, preferring 

to avoid future impairment decisions entirely (Entwistle 1999). Managers may 
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also be able to negotiate with auditors or exercise their discretion in avoiding 

impairments without investing additional funds in failing projects (Landry & 

Callimaci 2003). Prior literature suggests that the market may react negatively to 

R&D capitalization when managers can choose between capitalizing and expens-

ing (Cazavan-Jeny & Jeanjean 2006). Thus, if given a choice, managers may pre-

fer to opt for expensing and avoid overinvestment and impairment problems al-

together. However, currently, both IFRS and GAAP require consistent treatment 

of R&D expenditures and do not allow the manager an explicit choice between 

expensing and capitalization (Seybert 2010). 

Generally, the broad prior literature has provided extensive evidence of earn-

ings management related behavior related to R&D issues, and this study also 

produces support for the prior literature. For example, it clearly appeared that 

profitability pressure in business unit B was the impulse for considering the R&D 

expense activation in that business unit in order to increase earnings. In addition, 

when discussing whether to write-off the activation, it appeared that the people, 

who were directly responsible for the R&D project were those most unwilling to 

accept the possible write-off and different justifications were presented in order 

to avoid that write-off.   

However, this study indicates that R&D expense activation depends on the ac-

tors who participate in activation negotiations, the key actors and their concep-

tions of the issue are especially crucial. This study clearly demonstrates that dif-

ferent concepts about the issues raised are held by those inside the company. Fur-

thermore, there can be different views, even between two people holding the 

same job, as was shown by the differences between the two CFOs. For example, 

when the current CFO started in the company, it was decided not to continue in-

creasing the R&D activation discussed above. Later the current CFO also decid-

ed that the continuation project will not be activated at all unless the business 

unit can present proper justifications. It was widely demonstrated that the current 

CFO’s view on R&D activation was substantially stricter than the view of the 

previous CFO. In addition, the current CFO argued that it is always a case by 

case analysis – regarding a project – as to whether or not it will be activated and 

that it is the CFO who decides that. This indicates that, regardless of the IFRS 

requirements, substantial interpretation is used in considering whether an activa-

tion is to be conducted or not, which reveals that these interpretations are strong-

ly actor-dependent. All this indicates that the handling of such R&D expense ac-

tivations is far from obvious.  

Furthermore, the case company had not conducted R&D expense activations 

in its prior years and did not publish any information that they were planning to 

conduct R&D activations. In addition, the interim reports during the accounting 

period do not reveal how activations are conducted, thus an investor will not no-

tice the activations until they are in the annual financial statements. As we recall, 
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there were two R&D activations during the first year of the empirical period of 

this study: in unit A starting in Q2, which appeared to be handled and activated 

appropriately; and another in unit B starting in Q4, which has been widely dis-

cussed. In the annual financial statements it was briefly stated that the two differ-

ent projects were started and activated, however, only the aggregate amounts of 

the yearly R&D expenditures – the R&D costs included in the financial period 

and R&D expense activations – were presented in the annual financial state-

ments. It is worth emphasising that the activations are not mentioned in the inter-

im reports.  

Hence, in this case, I would argue that if the published financial statements, 

and interim reports were the only evidence available, then one would only be 

able to speculate as to whether or not the activations could be considered a ma-

nipulated entry and what the unmanaged, neutral amount of the activation would 

be. A more broad ranging observation is that this study indicates that if the analy-

sis is based only on published financial statements, including annual financial 

statements as well as interim reports, there is considerable risk of drawing mis-

leading conclusions about the occurrence of earnings management, especially on 

the company level. Furthermore, the findings of this study indicate that if an 

analysis is only based on public financial statements, then only cases of extreme 

overcapitalization can reasonably be challenged. By conducting an analysis 

based on a large number of completed financial statements and by determining 

some “normal” level for R&D activations and interpreting that variations from 

that normal level indicate earnings management, it is then obviously possible to 

speculate and draw conclusions that, on average, for example, R&D expense ac-

tivations are used for earnings management purposes. However, this study indi-

cates that such a method is to some extent questionable, and on a company level 

such a method could lead to random and misleading conclusions about earnings 

management.   

In addition, it would be useful to consider what behavior, with regard to the 

R&D activation in the case, should be considered earnings management. Should 

it be considered as earnings management when the company did not initially 

conduct an R&D activation in unit B, although the company had started conduct-

ing activations in unit A? The company did not use similar methods in its busi-

ness units, so should this over conservative behavior in unit B be compared to 

unit A and unit B looked on as being an example of earnings management? Or 

should it be considered earnings management when the company suddenly start-

ed the R&D activations in unit B? This was when the company abandoned over-

conservatism in unit B, and retrospectively interpreted the project as an R&D 

project that should be activated and then conducted the activations. Or should 

both issues be considered as earnings management? This would imply that the 

choice not to conduct the activation as well the activation itself could be consid-
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ered earnings management. We have to remember that the choices are always 

justified and argued inside the company and also to the auditor, as in this R&D 

case. We could also ponder what would be the amount (the monetary value) of 

earnings management relating to the R&D activation. Various potential activa-

tion methods were discussed between the actors and these different methods 

would have generated different amounts of balance sheet activations and differ-

ent amounts of income recognition, i.e. different earnings. It was widely empha-

sized that all these methods were based on substantial discretion and that they 

could have adopted a different view. Thus, if it is concluded that earnings were 

managed in this R&D case, the natural question would be: What should be con-

sidered unmanaged earnings, i.e. the neutral earnings in this particular case? Alt-

hough I conducted a deeper analysis and attempted to discover the reasoning be-

hind the decisions, and despite the fact that the IFRS gives rather detailed direc-

tions on how the issue should be handled, I was not able to unambiguously an-

swer that question because the outcome depends on the conceptions the actors 

have and the negotiations between actors. I could conclude that earnings were 

managed in this particular case, but the amount of earnings management also 

requires interpretation, indicating that the concept of unmanaged earnings is far 

from unambiguous.  

Here I focused on R&D activation and demonstrated that the handling of R&D 

expense activation is far from obvious and it includes a lot of discussion and in-

terpretation regarding discretion. This study indicates that this finding can be ap-

plied in many discretional issues, for example, stage of completions, different 

provisions and goodwill impairment, etc. Relating to all of these discretional is-

sues the unilateral conception of the correct level was widely questioned and it 

was emphasized that the estimations are highly interpretative and actor-

depended. However, based on a deeper analysis this study highlights the broad 

scale of different discretionary behavior that is available and which could be 

classified as earnings management relating to the above items. There are differ-

ences on how these items are perceived in published financial reports, but all the-

se issues can at least be found in annual financial statements. Therefore, in prin-

cipal, the statistical models could be able to recognize them. However, my find-

ings indicate that if the analysis was based only on completed financial state-

ments, it would be highly speculative to conclude that those items on the finan-

cial statement came about as a result of opportunistic earnings management be-

havior. I believe that, in order to make such a conclusion, more information from 

inside the case company is needed. In general, both CFOs consider that it is quite 

difficult for outsiders to identify some earnings management item – if EM has 

been conducted carefully, furthermore justifications can always be presented. 

This could be considered to be in line with Beneish (2001) who finds that if man-

agers have incentives to manage earnings, they are likely to do so in a way that is 
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difficult to detect, thus reducing the previously applied models’ ability to detect 

earnings management.  

Broadly the findings of this study are in line with the literature that has criti-

cized the mainstream earnings management literature for concentrating too much 

on statistical methods and called for different research methodologies (Jorissen & 

Otley 2010; Beneish 2001; Fields et. al 2001; Dechow & Skinner 2000; McNich-

ols 2000). My findings give support to the findings by Jorissen and Otley (2010) 

which reveal that the management of accounting figures can involve all types of 

financial and management accounting information as well as strategic, invest-

ment and operating decisions. They conclude that research methods need to be 

extended if they are to discover the different types of earnings management re-

garding the accounting figures presented in their study. This study strongly sup-

ports their conclusion, and in addition, taken into account the extent and the di-

versity of the methods and the potential for earnings management, this study 

suggests that richer research methods, including case research, in earnings man-

agement literature should be used in order to better capture and understand the 

phenomenon.  

Furthermore, my findings indicates that by conducting an in-depth case com-

pany analysis I was able to discover earnings management behavior that would 

have probably been beyond an analysis based only on completed financial state-

ments. If such an analysis were to have been undertaken, it would have been 

highly speculative and difficult to draw conclusions about earnings management 

with regard to certain items. More importantly, this case study highlights that it 

appears that the determination of the unmanaged earnings is highly interpretative. 

Specifically, this study highlights the interpretative nature of the accounting dis-

cretion and various discussions and negotiations between the actors, indicating 

that the conception of earnings management is, to some degree, interpretative and 

that a clear distinction between managed and unmanaged earnings is far from 

obvious. This is broadly in line with Hines (1988; 1991), who argues that reality 

is constructed and depends on actors’ conceptions.  

4.2.2 New situations and the potential for earnings management  

During my empirical period the company faced new kind of situations that de-

manded substantial discretion from the management, and in these situations earn-

ings management issues were intensely discussed. First, I discuss goodwill im-

pairment testing and the allocation of acquisition costs. Second, I discuss acquisi-

tions, especially from the viewpoint of the target company.  
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Relating to goodwill impairment testing, the prior literature has focused gener-

ally on asset write-offs,
55

 but goodwill impairment under the IFRS has been stud-

ied by only a few researchers in comparison.
56

 Jarva (2010) examines a sample of 

non-impairing firms in which there are indications that goodwill is impaired. He 

does not find convincing evidence that firms are opportunistically avoiding 

goodwill impairments. Nevertheless, he finds some evidence that goodwill write-

offs lag behind the economic impairment of goodwill. Ramanna and Watts 

(2009) provide evidence that non-impairment is increasing in financial character-

istics that serve as proxies for greater unverifiable fair value-based discretion, 

although they fail to find evidence that the non-impairment is due to the manag-

ers’ possession of favorable private information. This study contributes to this 

literature by indicating that the impairments seems to be avoided by using discre-

tion in testing parameters, but also by using different interpretations of the IFRS. 

These interpretations of the IFRS, include 1) considering corrective business-

related actions to avoid the impairment; 2) trying to affect the levels for the tests, 

i.e. using the aggregation level to avoid the impairment; 3) considering the issues 

of whether the tests should be conducted against market values or against the 

internal estimation – if there is no justification for the low market values due to 

the extreme market situation, i.e. during a financial crisis.  

Furthermore this study widely documents earnings management related behav-

ior and potential that relates to goodwill impairment, which includes managing 

testing parameters; estimations management and budget management; consider-

ing the testable units (i.e. the levels for the tests); avoiding impairment loss 

recognition by conducting corrective actions; considering whether the tests 

should be conducted against budgets or against market values. These issues are 

highly discretional and negotiable and a management’s internal estimations and 

conceptions are crucial. In addition, the goodwill impairment is usually an item 

that could destroy the whole annual profit of a company, thus increasing its rele-

vance from an earnings management perspective.  

This study demonstrates substantial discretion issues relating to the allocation 

of acquisition costs. However, to my knowledge, prior earnings management lit-

erature has not paid serious attention to that. In the case company the allocations 

were considered the most discretionary and interpretative issue and the eventual 

allocations also depended on the company’s preferences. As stated, the company 

explicitly tried to recognize as many as possible tangible and intangible assets in 
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order to minimize the increase of goodwill. That method naturally increased the 

yearly depreciations and therefore decreased earnings. It was widely emphasized 

that they could have adopted a different perspective, i.e. allocate less tangible and 

intangible assets and increase goodwill. That would have increased the profit 

substantially and thus increased management profit-dependent yearly bonuses. 

However, the risk of goodwill impairment in the future would have increased. It 

is also worth mentioning that the allocations have a long-term effect on the bal-

ance sheet as well as on the income statement.  

Goodwill impairment testing as well as the allocation of acquisition costs are 

issues in which estimates related to fair value measurements are crucial. There is 

still continuing debate about whether fair value measurements in financial state-

ments are appropriate (Jarva 2010). Opponents of fair value accounting argue 

that allowing unverifiable estimates into accounting numbers can seriously com-

promise their usefulness and increase the likelihood of opportunistic disclosure. 

For example, Watts (2003) argues that the assessment of the value of a firm and 

its implied goodwill is extremely subjective. Proponents of fair value accounting 

believe that asset liability measures that reflect current economic conditions and 

update future performance expectations will result in more useful information for 

making economic decisions (see: Barth 2006). Holthausen and Watts (2001) ar-

gue that fair values, when not based on actively traded market prices, i.e. when 

unverifiable, can increase the likelihood of opportunistic disclosure. Agency the-

ory suggests that managers will use unverifiable discretion opportunistically 

(Ramanna 2008). Monitoring and reputational cost can mitigate opportunism, 

however, Ramanna (2008) points out that contracts are unlikely to prevent oppor-

tunism, since unverifiable estimates are difficult to challenge ex post. Generally, 

the standards that rely on unverifiable fair value estimates either increase the 

management of financial statements or increase the agency costs of monitoring 

managers (Ramanna & Watts 2009).  

In general, my findings are in line with Ball (2006) who found that fair value 

accounting under IFRS generates increased opportunity for manipulation. My 

results should be interpreted with caution and they might also be context-

dependent. However, they document a huge discretion and earnings management 

potential. I conclude that the IFRS offers substantial discretionary possibilities 

and it appears that the practices are not yet established, thus there is even more 

room for different interpretations. Furthermore, new situations, such as financial 

crises may require new kinds of discretion. This is in line with Nelson (2003) 

who pointed out that relatively young standard-setting regimes, such as IFRS, 

appear more principle-based because they have not had as much time to accrete 

rules, but over time there appears implementation guidance, interpretations and 

technical rules, and the standards tend to be become more rules-based. Also Jean-

jean and Stolowy (2008) point out that the application of accounting standards 
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such as IFRS involves considerable judgment and the use of private information, 

and provides managers with substantial discretion. Callao and Jarne (2010) re-

cently found that earnings management has intensified since the adoption of 

IFRS in Europe, as discretionary accruals have increased in the period following 

implementation. Their results suggest that the IFRS have unwittingly encouraged 

discretionary accounting and opportunistic behavior, with a consequent impact 

on the quality of financial information. They find that these results seem to con-

firm that principles-based accounting models leave more scope for earnings 

management (Callao & Jarne 2010).  

With regard to acquisitions, this study provides evidence of earnings man-

agement when merging an acquired company into the acquirer as well as issues 

relating to the earn-out period. Prior literature on earnings management relating 

to acquisitions is very thin. Ronen and Yaari (2008) find only three studies that 

have investigated earnings management by acquirers
57

 and there is no evidence 

about whether the target firm manages earnings. Erikcson and Wang (1999) did 

not find statistically significant earnings management by target firms. Easter-

wood (1998) finds that firms subject to hostile takeover attempts will try to man-

age earnings upward in order to thwart the attempt. This study contributes to that 

literature by highlighting earnings management issues and earnings management 

behavior in acquired companies, especially when an earn-out system is used, in 

other words, when the potential additional purchasing price is paid based on the 

future performance of the target company. Specifically, before the earn-out the 

acquired company may have incentives to conduct income decreasing earnings 

management, if there is a time gap before the earn-out period starts. During the 

earn-out the acquired company has an incentive to conduct income-increasing 

earnings management in order to increase the additional purchasing price. It is 

worth noting that an acquisition appears to be successful if the target firm’s earn-

ings are managed down prior to the takeover and upwards during the earn-out. 

However, this will increase the earn-out payoffs, which leads to real economic 

costs for the acquirer, particularly if the managed earnings are unsustainable.  

Broadly, goodwill impairment testing, the allocating of acquisition costs as 

well as acquisitions are all issues that companies face. However, in general they 

are rather unexplored areas in earnings management literature. This study 

demonstrates that goodwill impairment testing and the allocation of acquisition 

costs include substantial discretion from management and offer huge potential 

for earnings management within the limits of the IFRS. In addition, with regard 

to acquisitions, some earnings management issues appeared to be clearly observ-
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able, or even prevalent. However, all these subjects have yet to be analyzed in-

depth in prior earnings management literature. Therefore, taking into account the 

importance of earnings management potential (especially, the large amount of 

discretion) and the discretional behavior that this study indicates, I suggest that 

earnings management literature should begin to explore the issue in more depth. 

This suggestion resulted from a comprehensive case analysis that can be consid-

ered a building block for future earnings management research.   

4.2.3 The use and the change in earnings management potential  

Ibrahim (2010) states that it appears unlikely that managers would inconsistently 

manipulate the components of accruals. For example, the manager does not have 

the incentive to increase accounts receivable on the one hand and increase ac-

counts payable on the other, which has a dilutive effect on bottom-line earnings. 

This inconsistent pattern of behavior, if found empirically, most likely captures 

measurement error in the discretionary accruals measures (Ibrahim 2010). This 

study strongly supports Ibrahim’s (2010) finding about consistent earnings man-

agement,
58

 but provides additional insights by highlighting that consistent earn-

ings management necessitates that the behavior is, at least to some degree, domi-

nated by actor. In this study that individual would be the CFO. For example, the 

conception of the CFO’s back pocket indicated that a manager may explicitly 

map the different possibilities for managerial discretion and then that potential is 

consistently used if needed. Thus, management needs to be aware of all modifia-

ble items and all the possibilities that can be used. In addition, in certain situa-

tions there was a very intense and purposeful search for the possibilities for man-

agerial discretion, such as consistently checking for the potential to increase the 

result if it was just below some critical threshold. Furthermore it was demonstrat-

ed that management may selectively use accounting discretion in a preferred 

manner. For example, it was illustrated that when profitability was below that 

which was desired but turnover was over the public guidance, the management 

(i.e. the key actors) preferred cost-decreasing managerial discretion that in-

creased earnings but left the turnover unchanged. Thus the performance of the 

company has an effect on the preferred type of earnings management. 

The nature of the potential for earnings management relating to the items var-

ies a great deal and the manageable items are used very differently for earnings 

management purposes when compared to each other. Some items are used main-
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ly in quarterly level earnings management, whereas some items are used in annu-

al level earnings management. During the accounting period, the bonus provision 

appeared to be a key instrument for earnings management in interim reports. 

However, they could not be used on an annual level. The stage completions, 

guarantee work provisions and R&D expense activation can be considered as 

both a quarterly level as well as an annual level earning management tool. With 

regard to the above-mentioned items there was potential to both increase and de-

crease the result. However, the goodwill impairment testing does not include any 

positive potential, instead there is only a chance to avoid conducting impairment 

loss recognition. In line with Gunny (2010) the accounting figures were influ-

enced by conducting real business related actions, although their effect was not 

instant and took some months if not more. Thus, after that particular period, the 

accounting numbers cannot be affected by real activities but by an accounting 

related maneuver. 

The prior literature has provided some evidence about using different earnings 

management methods during accounting periods. Generally, it is argued that dur-

ing the accounting year managers use accruals management to meet analyst’ ex-

pectations, but since the annual reporting process is subject to a more rigorous 

audit compared to the interim quarters, it is more difficult for managers to ma-

nipulate accruals upward at the end of the year, i.e. in the fourth quarter (Fan et 

al. 2010; Brown & Pinello 2007). Brown and Pinello (2007) provide evidence of 

increased expectations management in the fourth quarter, whereas Fan et al. 

(2010) provide evidence that classification shifting is more prevalent in the 

fourth quarter than in the interim quarters. To the extent that managers have al-

ready managed accruals upward in previous quarters, the ability to further man-

age accruals upward in the last quarter is constrained, therefore earnings man-

agement through income classification shifting may provide a better alternative 

or the only alternative (Fan et al. 2010). Prior literature also provides evidence 

that the frequency and magnitude of special items are significantly greater in the 

fourth quarter (Burgstahler, Jiambalvo & Shevlin 2002; Kinney & Trezevant 

1997). Fan et al. (2010) make the conjecture that these results indicate that not 

only do managers have more incentives to employ classification shifting in the 

fourth quarter, but they also have greater opportunity to camouflage core expens-

es with other (true) special items. That is consistent with managers adopting al-

ternative earnings management techniques in the fourth quarter (Cohen, 

Mashruwala & Zach 2009), and that it is more difficult to achieve earnings 

thresholds using accrual manipulation in the fourth quarter (Brown & Pinello 

2007). Fan et al. (2010) also find that classification shifting is more prominent 

when managers appear to be constrained in their ability to manage current-period 

accruals because of prior upward accrual manipulation (Barton & Simko 2002). 

This is consistent with the reasoning that managers have a portfolio of choices 
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for manipulating reported performance and that when one option for manipulat-

ing earnings is limited, managers will turn to the next (Fan et al. 2010). 

Although the fourth quarter is subject to a more rigorous audit compared to the 

interim quarters, this study does not support the assertion that during the fourth 

quarter accruals management would be conducted to a lesser extent. On the con-

trary, I find that accruals management and other types of earnings management 

behavior seem to be more prevalent in that quarter. Regarding classification 

shifting, during my empirical period the company reported extraordinary costs 

only once, in quarter one during the first year of my empirical period. However, 

that was announced beforehand and certain costs were transferred from quarter 

four to quarter one, as well as from quarter two to quarter one. In addition to 

shifting in time, I found classification shifting inside financial statements, i.e. 

classifying certain costs as extraordinary costs.  

Generally, this study demonstrates that a company’s potential for earnings 

management changes over time as its business operations develop, when it 

adopts new accounting methods or standards and when it changes or refines its 

accounting methods. The company constantly faces new situations and new criti-

cal issues (for example, the risk items in the balance sheet) that affect the poten-

tial for earnings management and these situations require substantial considera-

tion from management. Thus, new potential for earnings management constantly 

emerges and the management has to decide how the issues are handled, for ex-

ample goodwill issues, acquisitions and new accounting methods. In addition, the 

business and its profitability changes, even during short accounting periods and 

thus the relevant earnings management issues will change over time. Conse-

quently, the amount of flexibility will also change and new possibilities for earn-

ings management will arise and some possibilities will end, some of which make 

it possible to conduct income increasing or income decreasing earnings manage-

ment. Thus the potential for earnings management is not static; on the contrary, it 

is dynamic. This highlights the importance of identifying the essential items that 

make it possible to conduct earnings management. It also highlight the im-

portance to recognizes the possible changes in a company’s earnings manage-

ment potential in order to focus on the relevant earnings management items. Oth-

erwise there is a high risk of focusing on rather irrelevant items in measuring 

earnings management and making misleading conclusions about the occurrence 

of earnings management.   

4.2.4 Conservatism and earnings management 

The potential for earnings management depends on actors and actors may inten-

tionally increase the potential that can be used with regard to discretion over 
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earnings. I demonstrate that such behavior may include adopting new accounting 

methods and refining existing accounting methods. In particular, the adoption of 

a very conservative accounting method, compared to the initial aggressive meth-

od, entailed a buffer that could be used to increase future earnings if necessary. 

In this case the buffer was explicitly the aim of the actor. This finding relates to 

the discussion in prior literature about whether conservatism facilitates earnings 

management. Critics of conservatism claim that it facilitates earnings manage-

ment (see, for example: Penman 2001; Levitt 1998; FASB 1980; Devine 1963; 

AICPA 1939), however there is little evidence either supporting or refuting this 

claim (Jackson & Liu 2010). It is also worth remembering that, as already stated, 

the IFRS framework does not include conservatism; neutrality is mentioned as 

one component of reliability.  

My findings are generally in line with Jackson and Liu (2010) who provide 

evidence of a strategic process whereby firms gradually build up reserves on the 

balance sheet and then release those reserves into earnings when needed. They 

explore only an individual accrual account on the balance sheet (the allowance 

for uncollectible accounts) and its counterpart on the income statement (bad debt 

expense). They state that firms having conservative allowances also have the 

greatest amount of accounting flexibility in the sense that they can more readily 

release into earnings previously recorded over-accruals of bad debt expense that 

have accumulated in the allowance account on the balance sheet.  

This study therefore directly contributes to the discussion on whether con-

servative accounting facilitates earnings management and adds support to the 

suggestion made by Jackson and Liu (2010) that future research should more 

comprehensively analyze the relation between conservatism and earnings man-

agement. This study refines the issue and shed more light on the strategic process 

whereby firms build up reserves on the balance sheet and subsequently draw 

down those reserves to manage earnings. I demonstrate that this process may re-

late to many different accounts, thus providing evidence that many different 

items can be used in reserve building, for example bonus provisions, stage of 

completion methods and guarantee work provisions and R&D activation. The 

process may be very intentional and comprehensive, starting from the initial dis-

cussion of implementing a new accounting method in which the one intention is 

to adopt a method that makes it possible for managers to build reserves. Thus this 

building of reserves could be a wide-ranging phenomenon. I also demonstrate 

how the buffer is used i.e. the reserves are released. Such action includes and 

needs discretion and estimates from many managers as well as discussions with 

the business units i.e. discussing a projects’ progress. However, my findings in-

dicate that this is an actor-related issue and that there may be substantial differ-

ences between the opinions of the actors about the discretion possibility, i.e. flex-

ibility and how it should or should not be used. Consequently, actors may adopt 
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similar conservative methods that build reserves. Nevertheless, there are differ-

ences as to how actively these reserves will be used (i.e. released) afterwards.  

This study also indicates that conservative methods are used in order to avoid 

unpleasant surprises, which is in line with the observation by Hirshleifer and 

Teoh (2009) that managers prefer conservative accounting because it reduces the 

likelihood that they and others will be disappointed when the realization of sig-

nificant accounting estimates become known in the future. Their insights suggest 

that managers may establish conservative allowances to protect against the pos-

sibility that future write-offs will exceed the allowance, because such events can 

push earnings below important thresholds (Brown & Caylor 2005; DeGeorge et 

al. 1999) and adversely affect managers’ wealth (Matsunaga & Park 2001). 

The findings contained herein support those of Jackson and Liu (2010), who 

state that conservatism may facilitate earnings management and may partially 

counterbalance some of its claimed benefits and those made by Graham et al. 

(2005) that many executives admit to drawing down reserves to meet an earnings 

target. On the practical level, I also agree with Jackson and Liu (2010) that an 

important implication of the result is that stricter limits on the amount by which 

firms are allowed to understate net assets may reduce the ability of firms to man-

age earnings.  

4.3 Dynamics and the processes behind earnings management 

This study demonstrates different processes behind earnings management and 

some of those have already been handled in the discussion. The prior literature 

has not paid almost any attention to these processes, except the study by Jorissen 

and Otley (2010), which ex post demonstrated certain processes which triggered 

the decision to engage in financial misrepresentation in a quite extreme earnings 

management case company. 

This study provides evidence of a crucial process that could be interpreted as 

the legitimation of earnings management. This process relates to the fact that it is 

important to prepare and to be prepared to present official justifications of some 

accounting discretion to a company’s auditor, and probably for other actors as 

well. The unofficial (the real reason) is often known inside the case company, 

even if there are different conceptions of the reason inside the company. Never-

theless, the official reason is presented to the auditor, but the auditor may some-

times realize the unofficial reason. This is the justification, or the legitimacy of 

the discretion. Thus the management, at least apparently, operates according to 

the pre-determined rules and according to the IFRS that sets the framework. It is 

important to justify the discretion to the auditor who will eventually legitimate it 
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and then the discretion is broadly considered to be in accordance with the IFRS. 

This suggests that management wants to cover its own back.  

These justifications are important and the preparation of them is the key issue 

in the process. That preparation is sometimes a real art including all kind of esti-

mations and views from the management and from the business units. They may 

include a dialogue between the financial management department and the busi-

ness unit about the hour estimation of a project involved in a stage completion; 

they may consider the risk issues of a project that includes a provision for guar-

antee work; the estimation of some future performance that may have an effect 

on the bonus provision level; conceptions about issues related to an R&D pro-

ject’s justification to remain on the balance sheet or to be activated into the bal-

ance sheet in its first phase; views on how goodwill can be justified not written 

off; and so on. These considerations include a wide variety of issues that have to 

be justified, and these discussions are sometimes quite intense. Naturally the au-

ditor and the IFRS are important framework setters, therefore the requirements of 

the IFRS are usually literally followed. The management learns to present the 

correct justifications to the auditor and usually it is hard for the auditor to object 

to the justifications because the management has an information advantage com-

pared to the auditor. This information advantage was widely emphasized by all 

the actors in the company on many occasions. It was especially emphasized that 

the CFO decides whether or not something will be activated in the balance sheet 

or not. However, it was widely highlighted that such issues are almost always 

highly interpretative and that there is no unambiguous or objective truth, instead 

they are subjective and actor-dependent opinions.  

In constructing the financial reports the above mentioned legitimation is very 

relevant as management has to find the correct justification for any discretion to 

be able to argue their choice to the auditor. Hence, the financial reports are re-

leased with a final result or construction that is the result of a negotiation process, 

and which will have been accepted by the auditor. The management must be able 

to defend how they made their decisions and present arguments to convince oth-

ers of the choices made, and show that the reported result complies with IFRS 

rules and follows previously agreed practices.  

In the case company, the previous CFO was very active in this process and di-

rectly admitted to using discretion in order to achieve certain targets and consid-

ered it natural that earnings are managed. However, the CEO, whose role ap-

peared to be quite distant on accounting issues, always stated that all managerial 

discretions are made in accordance with IFRS and the pre-determined accounting 

principles and that earnings are not managed. Nevertheless, they both can state 

that the company was operating according to pre-determined rules and according 

to the IFRS.  
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I believe that earnings management emerges from the process in which justifi-

cations are generated and that there are some incentives for this behavior. There 

is a large difference in how active people are in this process and the key actor (in 

this case, the CFO) has a substantial role. As stated, the previous CFO was very 

active and initiated the preparing of these justifications, considering it a natural 

behavior. However, it appeared that the current CFO is not that active in prepar-

ing these justifications and, in fact demanded justifications from the business 

units regarding the R&D activation. 

I demonstrate the legitimation process in different situations, and one version 

of that process manifested when profit appeared to be lower than expected. In 

that situation a different kind of checking of provisions and other discretional 

items was conducted very actively and it was referred to as double-checking. An 

example of that kind of double-checking is the R&D expense activation in unit B 

during Q4 when they were actively searching for such items due to the low prof-

itability. Such checking or double-checking would not have been conducted if 

the profit had been at the expected level. All actors admit the checking, however 

there are differences about the concepts regarding the incentives behind it and 

how purposeful it can be and what kind of discretion is allowed. The previous 

CFO actively sought these possibilities and contacted business units. He consid-

ered that a natural search for flexibilities and stated that they actively searched 

for discretion possibilities. However, others were not that outspoken and stated 

that they actively explored items that could probably be incorrect and they made 

sure that everything was correct. This can be argued as being a choice of words, 

but there were differences between the actors. In any case, the justifications, 

good and bad, were used in order to justify the certain discretion.   

This study indicates that management may map new possibilities for earnings 

management and aspire to some margin to conduct earnings management. There-

fore, new earnings management potential may be intentionally acquired by the 

management. This process can be highly active as shown by the example of the 

previous CFO’s “back pocket”. Furthermore, I present the process of adopting a 

new accounting method or refining an existing method. Such a process may start 

from a legitimate need to adopt some new method or to refine an existing meth-

od. The initiative may arise from business-related issues (e.g. new kind of pro-

jects or unsuccessful projects) or, especially, an auditor’s request. In the case 

company, different alternative methods were discussed and presented regarding 

the implementation discussion. The implementation discussion was conducted 

amongst the management team, in which the role of the CFO was crucial, and 

took into account the accounting expertise needed for that discussion. Based on 

that discussion the appropriate accounting method was chosen and implemented, 

used and learned from. Nevertheless, later on, that method could be refined or 

changed. Generally, there is substantial discretion present in all of these phases 
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and if the key actor in the company is strongly earnings management oriented, he 

may prefer the methods that make it possible to use managerial discretion in the 

future by adopting a highly conservative method (i.e. constructing reserves) and 

then, if needed, using discretion to increase earnings by increasing income 

recognition (i.e. releasing reserves), amongst others.   

4.4 The role of actors and their incentives in earnings management 

I have already analyzed the role of different actors in earnings management and 

the importance of the actors’ role has already arisen in this discussion. Next, I 

specifically discuss the key role of the CFO, compare the two CFOs and briefly 

consider the incentives for earnings management in the case company.  

4.4.1 The key role of the CFO 

Generally, senior management has a leadership role in generating and reporting 

earnings (see, for example: Desai, Hogan & Wilkins 2006). However, Ronen and 

Yaari (2008) find that although boards of directors have to approve key manage-

rial decisions, the truth is that management makes operating, investment and fi-

nancing decisions, like the design and execution of a business strategy, capital 

investment, and budgeting as well as the issuance of dividends and the acquisi-

tion of debt securities. In the process of making these decisions, management 

also acquires superior knowledge of the economics of the firm. My finding 

strongly supports the statement by Ronen and Yaari (2008) and indicates that the 

role of the board is trivial with regard to accounting issues, and although it can in 

principle draw some lines, in the end, neither  the board nor the audit committee 

of the board of directors are able to question the operative discretionary choices 

made. 

In comparison with the prior literature, this study highlights the importance of 

the CFO in relation to the CEO. The CFO focuses on accounting and economic 

related issues, thus a CFO has the best information and is probably the most 

competent person to deal with such issues. In this case it was indeed the CFO 

who “ran the game”, in other words, is most deeply familiar with the balance 

sheet and who decides what is activated in it. Therefore, in the end, it appears 

that the CFO decides the company’s perspective on accounting related issues and 

positions the company on the conservative-neutral-aggressive continuum in each 

situation. It appeared that inside this company there was no one with the compe-

tence to really challenge the CFO’s opinion, not even the audit committee, and it 

appeared that the auditor was the only one who has the competence to discuss the 
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issues with the CFO. However, the CFO has an information advantage compared 

to the auditor. This could be a case-dependent issue, but I find that more attention 

should be paid to the CFO than has been done in prior literature. This is in line 

with Jiang et al. (2010) and Geiger and North (2006) whose findings suggest that 

the role of CFOs is crucial in earnings management, because the CFO’s primary 

responsibility is financial reporting, and therefore the CFOs can significantly af-

fect accounting quality. In fact, Geiger and North (2006) state that despite 

longstanding acknowledgement regarding the involvement of CFOs in the finan-

cial reporting process, little academic research has been conducted to examine 

the effect of the CFO on a company’s reported financial result. The role of CFOs 

is apparent in Graham’s et al. (2005) survey, since most of their respondents 

were CFOs, although Graham et al. do not specifically consider that. 

As stated, the extant literature has focused primarily on how CEO’s incentives 

affect earnings management, but this study suggests that more attention should 

be given to the CFO’s incentives for earnings management. The evidence by 

Jiang et al. (2010) suggests that that CFO equity incentives play an independent 

role in companies’ earnings management activities, even after controlling for 

CEO equity incentives, and that the role of the CFO equity incentives is greater 

than that of the CEO. Although I do not measure the effect of the different ac-

tors’ incentives for earnings management, I agree with the Jiang et al. (2010) that 

the CFO’s incentives could be the dominant incentives in earnings management. 

However, as Jiang et al. (2010) state, their findings may reflect the impact of oth-

er lower level executives in the organization, and therefore one should be cau-

tious in attributing their findings about the relationship between CFO equity in-

centives and earnings management solely to the actions of the CFO. This study 

also revealed that wide-ranging discussions between the financial administration 

and the unit managers occur and it suggests that the incentives of unit managers 

could also have a role to play in earnings management behavior. Unit managers 

also have an information advantage compared to the CFO with regard to their 

business units. 

4.4.2 Comparison of the two CFOs 

In this study I had the unique possibility to compare the two CFOs and their con-

ceptions of earnings management. To my knowledge, the differences between the 

CFO’s conceptions of earnings management behavior in the same company have 

rarely been studied. Geiger and North (2006) investigate the association between 

the incoming CFO and earnings management and find that the incoming CFOs 

tend to be associated with a lower level of earnings management, in other words, 

they demonstrate a significant reduction in companies’ reported discretionary 
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accruals.
59

 They suggest that a change in a firm’s CFO significantly affects the 

firm’s reported result. Geiger and North state that their study extends earlier re-

search by providing empirical evidence that individuals in CFO positions wield 

significant influence over the firm’s reported financial result. My findings sup-

port Geiger and North (2006) in that the incoming CFO engaged less in what 

could be termed earnings management. However, more interestingly this study 

strongly supports their finding that the change of the CFO affects the firm’s re-

ported results, indicating the CFO’s importance in earnings management.  

As already stated this study indicates that discretional behavior is highly CFO-

related and that there are clear differences between the CFOs’ activity in using 

managerial discretion and in using flexibilities i.e. using earnings management 

potential. Certainly, the attitude to the overall use of discretionary as well as to 

the CFO’s back pocket was different. The current CFO found the concept very 

questionable and clearly found it manipulative. However, the previous CFO con-

sidered it an important tool for managing figures in the short run. He considered 

the active use of flexibilities and earnings management consideration a natural 

and normal practice. 

I believe that this difference relates to the responses that Graham et al. (2005) 

got in their survey. Graham et al. state that several CFOs argue that, "you have to 

start with the premise that every company manages earnings". However, these 

executives are not talking about violating the GAAP or committing fraud. They 

are talking about "running the game", in a manner to produce smooth, attainable 

earnings from year to year (Graham et al. 2005). Thus, I find that the previous 

CFO was more active in "running the game" than the current CFO.  

This study also demonstrates that one important reason for the previous CFO 

to adopt very conservative accounting methods in the first place was the fact that 

conservative methods create a buffer that can easily be used if needed. However, 

the current CFO finds that conservative accounting methods are used only for 

internal risk management purposes. There are also differences between the CFOs 

attitude to activation in the balance sheet. The previous CFO was more aggres-

sive in balance sheet activation, for example, regarding the activation of an R&D 

expense, whereas the current CFO is clearly more carefully about the issue and 

insists on extensive calculus and justifications before anything can be activated.  

Certain characteristics became evident when constructing the annual financial 

statement and it appeared that the previous CFO would have constructed it quite 

differently. He would have generated larger earnings lured by larger bonuses, but 
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 It is widely documented in the prior literature that new CEOs are more likely to reduce the reported 
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also larger dividends would have been paid in his plan.
60

 Naturally larger earn-

ings would have required larger balance sheet activations. Thus it generally ap-

pears that the picture of the company would have been quite different if the pre-

vious CFO would have constructed the annual financial statement. It is worth 

emphasizing that the prior CFO considered personal bonuses very important, 

which affected his attitude to constructing the annual financial statement. There 

were clear differences between the CFOs in how they considered the incentive 

schemes and that affected earnings management behavior. 

In addition, there is a clear difference in the CFOs’ attitude to disclosure poli-

tics. The previous CFO finds that disclosure politics, especially numerical public 

guidance is very important for increasing investor confidence in the company in 

the markets. He also argues that smoother and more predictable earnings, espe-

cially in quarters, are important and he also uses discretion over earnings more 

actively in order to meet targets. Therefore, the previous CFO can be said to have 

been strongly oriented to the stock market and to have operated quite aggressive-

ly. In contrast, the current CFO is more business-oriented and operates quite con-

servatively. In fact, a difference in the outlook between the CFO’s was perceived 

inside the company. However, the current CFO used very substantial discretion 

in considering avoiding the goodwill impairment loss recognition, firstly by con-

sidering the corrective actions, secondly, by avoiding impairment during the fi-

nancial crisis.   

I find that only a part of the difference is explained by the incoming CFO ar-

gument presented by Geiger and Norton (2006). Instead, I conclude that there are 

other differences between the CFOs that affect their earnings management be-

havior, such as how aggressively they try to achieve their personal bonuses. 

More broadly these findings indicate, in line with Hines (1988; 1991), that the 

picture of a firm is actor-related, in this case CFO-dependent. Furthermore, I 

agree with Jorissen & Otley (2010) that the definitions of earnings management 

point to the central role of top management in these decisions. However, ac-

counting literature has not taken into account heterogeneity among top managers 

and its possible impact on earnings management (Jorissen & Otley 2010). They 

emphasize the central role of the CEO and provide evidence that a deeper 

knowledge of the characteristics of the CEO and of the factors that determine the 

distribution of power among corporate managers is required to advance 

knowledge of financial misrepresentation or earnings management. As the key 

actor in my case appears to be the CFO, I more generally agree with Jorissen and 

Otley (2010) and conclude that a deeper knowledge of the characteristics of the 
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key actor is required in order to better understand earnings management behav-

ior.  

4.4.3 Incentives for earnings management 

The discussion has already considered certain incentives for earnings manage-

ment in the case company and broadly the incentives are in line with the prior 

research. This study demonstrates that there are various incentives inside the 

company and that the incentives have a substantial effect on earnings manage-

ment behavior. In constructing the annual financial statement the dominating in-

centive for earnings management related to bonuses. However, it seemed that 

there were differences between the CFOs in how actively they use accounting 

discretion in order to receive bonuses. The previous CFO actively tried to use 

discretion in order to receive bonuses, whereas the current CFO seems to be 

much moderate.  

During the accounting period it was important to meet the public guidance in 

the interim reports, especially for the previous CFO. Also the current CFO stated 

that checking for possibilities to use accounting discretion is conducted if the 

result is below public guidance. During the accounting period the previous CFO 

also found it important to generate smooth earnings in order to be considered a 

lower risk and more predictable company. However, that was only emphasized 

by the previous CFO. It seemed that the previous CFO took it personally if public 

investor guidance was not reached. It appears that personal reputation, or some 

kind of compulsion to show that everything is under control affected his discre-

tional behavior. However, the current CFO is apparently more moderate. Thus it 

was quite natural that the previous CFO was eager to adopt numerical public 

guidance because he was ready to use “flexibilities” in order to meet the public 

guidance targets. By conducting income smoothing, and thus meeting the earn-

ings estimates on the interim and on the annual level, it could seem to outsiders 

that the company is a lower risk investment compared to a situation where earn-

ings estimates are not met or not even published. This again highlights the im-

portance of the CFO but also reveals that the picture of a company that is given 

to the markets depends on the actors who are in charge of financial management.  

To sum up this chapter I conclude that it presents many findings related to 

earnings management. Some of the findings support the prior literature and some 

provide additional insights or refine prior findings. However, some findings con-

tradict previous results and some findings provide new insights on earnings man-

agement that have not been discussed in prior literature. In next chapter (i.e. the 

chapter 5) I present the conclusions and an evaluation of the study.   
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND EVALUATION OF THE 

STUDY 

5.1 Conclusions 

This is the first study that pays serious attention to earnings management behav-

ior in the actual process of preparing corporate financial reports and analyzes 

earnings management ex ante, during its making as well as ex post. This study 

increases our understanding of earnings management by shedding light on earn-

ings management behavior in the process of preparing corporate financial re-

ports, i.e. focusing on the context in which earnings management takes place.  

Broadly, this study demonstrates different kind of behavior related to earnings 

management, numerous different methods for earnings management, different 

kinds of processes relating to earnings management, various potential for earn-

ings management and also different incentives for earnings management. In gen-

eral, the discussion demonstrates that the findings are to some extent in line with 

prior conventional earnings management literature. In addition, they are in line 

with the methodology which allowed certain prior conceptions of earnings man-

agement to be refined and "tested". However, I mainly classify my study as theo-

ry discovery-oriented and state that this especially relates to opening the black 

box of earnings management, which is an action that is very explorative in na-

ture. Therefore, the general contribution of this study is to open the black box of 

earnings management. More specifically, the contribution is threefold.  

First, this study contributes to our understanding of the concept of earnings 

management i.e. what earnings management is. Previous earnings management 

literature has commonly adopted a concept according to which the difference 

between managed and unmanaged earnings is unambiguously dichotomous. That 

is quite an understandable assumption taking into account the positivistic nature 

of mainstream earnings management research. In contrast, this study takes a 

more subjectivistic point of view and reveals the conceptual and situation de-

pendent negotiations between the actors and the highly interpretative nature of 

the use of accounting discretion. This study indicates that the premise of earnings 

without management is not a clear cut concept.  

Thus the main contribution of this study is that the concept of earnings man-

agement is not as unambiguous as the prior literature has assumed. Earnings 

management is deeply intertwined with the process of preparing corporate finan-

cial reports and in that process there is large diversity of earnings management 
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related behavior and an extensive variety of earnings management potential. This 

study reveals that the picture that is given to the capital markets as well as the so-

called true picture of the company is the result of much interpretation and negoti-

ation and is actor dependent. Therefore, the dichotomy between managed earn-

ings and unmanaged earnings is far from obvious. Earnings management is so-

cially constructed, interpretative, depends on the concepts held by actors and it is 

not an absolutely dichotomous concept. Thus earnings management is an out-

come of negotiations between different actors, and these negotiations and discus-

sions include a large variety of issues to which different processes are related, 

including the legitimation of the accounting discretion. This finding suggests so-

cially constructed and interpretative earnings management is the norm and chal-

lenges the prevailing uniformity of prior earnings management literature about 

"true" or "neutral" earnings, i.e. the concept of managed vs. unmanaged earnings.  

In general, this finding has relevant implications as every earnings manage-

ment study has to adopt some definition of earnings management and thereby 

commit itself to the matter of how to measure earnings management. This finding 

also suggests that only extreme earnings management, if even that, can be relia-

bly recognized and modeled directly from financial statements. Therefore, there 

is a high risk for misleading and limited conclusions about earnings management 

if an analysis is only based on public financial statements. 

Second, this study contributes to the knowledge about the role of individuals 

in earnings management and their importance in conducting it. Prior literature 

has mainly emphasized the importance of context in earnings management be-

havior, whereas the role and the importance of the actors have remained, to some 

degree, unclear. This study also emphasizes the role and the importance of actors 

in conducting earnings management and indicates that earnings management is 

much more actor-related than prior literature has assumed.  

This study highlights the fact that the key actor in conducting earnings man-

agement is the CFO. The CFO is in charge of the discretional accounting deci-

sions, has control over the profit and loss account and the balance sheet and ulti-

mately decides the company’s perspective on managerial discretion and also pro-

vides arguments for the accounting discretion and justifies it to the CEO. I argue 

that the CFO has an information advantage with respect to the financial state-

ments compared to the CEO when discussing the use of accounting discretion. 

Therefore, there is a case for saying that the CFO is the key actor in conducting 

earnings management. This finding contradicts the common assumption of the 

prior literature about the CEO’s key role in conducting earnings management. 

My findings suggest that focusing only on the CEO in earnings management will 

lead to misleading conclusions and that more attention should be given to the 

CFO. In fact, the CFO’s attitude on earnings management should never be ne-

glected and more attention should also be paid to the interplay between different 
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actors and the way they influence each other, especially between the CFO and 

the CEO.  

Furthermore, this study highlights the high information asymmetry between 

different actors in the negotiation of accounting discretion. A key actor in earn-

ings management could rather strategically and systematically use his infor-

mation advantage and his expertise in accounting discretion related discussions 

and in constructing the result. In addition, the comparison of the two CFOs indi-

cates highly different behavior and attitudes to earnings management. In particu-

lar, their attitude to various incentives, both implicit and explicit, is highly differ-

ent and has influenced earnings management behavior. This comparison 

strengthens the conclusion that earnings management is actor-dependent. All this 

suggests that it is important to identify the key actor or actors of earnings man-

agement. This study also indicates that to some extent the actor, rather than a cer-

tain context, could be more broadly considered as the explanatory factor in earn-

ings management behavior. Therefore, studies should pay more attention, not 

only to actors’ incentives, but also to actors’ personal characteristics and history 

in order to better explain earnings management behavior. 

Third, this study contributes to knowledge about the processes and potential 

for earnings management by revealing possible practices that had not been previ-

ously recognized in academic research. Generally, this study demonstrates differ-

ent and new types of processes behind earnings management and shows that 

there are different situations that generate a variety of possibilities and new pos-

sibilities for earnings management. Relevant earnings management issues and 

earnings management potential vary over time reducing the possibility to reliably 

recognize earnings management from the financial statements with the aid of a 

mechanical model. For example, this study demonstrates new situations, new 

kinds of discretionary behavior, processes and earnings management potential 

that relate to goodwill impairment testing and acquisition related issues. Alt-

hough these issues are familiar and usually significance, they have rarely been 

analyzed in-depth in prior earnings management literature and are currently only 

very vaguely reported in financial statements in the IFRS world, thus increasing 

the potential for earnings management. This finding has clear legislative and en-

forcement implications suggesting that more research and disclosure is required 

on these issues, in order better to serve investors and other interest groups.   

Generally, it appears that balance sheet management as well as disclosure 

management played an important role. To some extent balance sheet manage-

ment can be seen as a primary object, although it naturally has an effect on earn-

ings. Taking into account also the large intensity of disclosure management 

demonstrated in the case, my suggestion is that earnings management should be 

seen in broader terms than literally just earnings management. Furthermore, in-

creased uncertainty in a rapidly changing world has partly led to unrepeated 
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changes in disclosure politics and segment reporting. In the case company, that 

meant changes in the picture of the company on a year to year basis and made it 

very difficult for outsiders to analyze it, especially with regard to comparing 

years and quarters. Such inability to accurately compare accounting periods has 

also increased earnings management potential. In addition, the huge amount of 

interpretation that IFRS allows and requires from management, as well as the fact 

that IFRS practices are not yet well established, offers huge potential for earnings 

management.    

 The opening of the black box of earnings management has proved that earn-

ings management is a very complex phenomenon that includes many dimensions. 

I conclude that most earnings management behavior will not be perceived if 

analyses are only based on completed financial statements. In addition, it seems 

that a large proportion of earnings management is not captured by quantitative 

models and therefore there is a high risk of random and misleading conclusions 

regarding earnings management. Thus several fruitful possibilities for gaining 

additional insights into earnings management are available.  

5.2 Evaluation of the study and future research opportunities  

Generally, this research attempted to open the black box of earnings manage-

ment. To my knowledge, this is the first study that analyzed earnings manage-

ment ex ante, during its making as well as ex post. I have attempted to compre-

hensively analyze earnings management and thus the scope of this study is quite 

broad. Although I have analyzed a highly complex phenomenon, I have kept the 

analysis level rather straightforward in order to be able to focus on the main pur-

pose of this study. I have not tried to create a list of all possible factors potential-

ly having an effect on earnings management, because would not have been rele-

vant for this study. The focus of the study has been to open the black box of earn-

ings management and I find that I have succeeded in that. 

As we recall, the contribution of the study is threefold, including: the interpre-

tative nature of the concept of earnings management; the knowledge of the actors 

and their role in conducting earnings management; the processes and potential 

for earnings management. In addition, there are many more detailed findings pre-

sented, some of which support the prior literature whereas some do not. Although 

many findings of this study are in line with the prior literature, there are several 

findings that clearly add to our knowledge of earnings management. All this sug-

gests that the exploration of this study is successful. However, this study leaves 

certain issues open and offers several building blocks for future study.  

This thesis naturally has some potential limitations. It is always relevant to 

evaluate the reliability and quality of the empirical data. This is especially im-
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portant in evaluating this study, since it relies strongly on the observations made 

in the target company. Therefore, it is natural to evaluate the data gathered from 

the case in a critical way.  

In general, the subject of this study is sensitive, therefore it is possible that 

some of the interviewees do not tell the truth, or understate their personal incen-

tives for earnings management. As demonstrated in the empirical section there 

were some contradicting views on issues related to why some discretion is con-

ducted, what kind of managerial discretion is used in certain situations, or how 

important certain thresholds are. Some actors admit that discretion is used in or-

der to meet earnings thresholds and they admit that the incentives may have an 

effect on discretionary behavior. However, some actors deny that incentives have 

any effect on discretional behavior. These differences can be partly explained by 

the differences in peoples’ characteristics, what had actually occurred and why it 

occurred, and how directly they explain the courses of action and decisions tak-

en. These differences may relate to different responsibilities regarding the issues 

and thus some actors may not want to admit to anything. It also appears that 

some actors are not familiar with the huge flexibilities that the IFRS allow, and 

thus they may see quite limited earnings management potential. In addition, their 

role in constructing the financial reports may be rather distant, and thus they 

were not familiar with the discussions that were conducted during the process of 

preparing a financial statement. Generally, actors possess different information 

based on where and how they operate and what they make their decisions on, 

thus ensuring that information asymmetry between actors is prevalent and there-

fore a relevant issue.  In general, the IFRS is still quite a new set of international 

accounting rules and it offers a huge amount of discretional issues, and therefore 

many actors know it only cursorily. Thus their views might be flawed because, as 

demonstrated, the company consistently faces new business-related issues or sit-

uations that require new interpretations of the IFRS, and these new issues are 

only discovered when they arise. 

By considering the above mentioned considerations, the quality of the data 

that was gathered through interviews was consistent, which contributes reliability 

to the study. The data collection intensity and the amount of interviews could 

have been higher. This could have provided additional elements, especially re-

garding the analysis of earnings management "during" its creation. It could have 

brought out some additional insights and more detailed stories. However, I be-

lieve that it would likely not have influenced the main conclusions due to the fact 

that I had several interviews with the CFOs and with the financial manager and 

their findings were, in general terms, strongly in line with each other, thus indi-

cating that the findings are reliable. I also find that I reached saturation during 

my field work. In addition, the empirical period of the study was rather long and 

it was possible to verify and ask for more specifics on the initial findings and 
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concepts. Thus I had several opportunities to discuss the issues at hand and then 

further elaborate on them and specify the findings and reflect on them regarding 

the different actors’ views. During the research process certain initial notions 

were confirmed, while many others were modified or rejected. Certain issues 

were verified afterwards with the company. In addition, the key issues of the 

study were discussed and validated during the interviews with APAs who do not 

audit the case company. Additionally, triangulation has improved the validity of 

the research in general.  

I consider my results to have high validity and to be relevant to the issue of 

earnings management. I adopted a broad definition of earnings management and 

followed that definition consistently throughout the study. The purpose was to 

analyze earnings management in the process of preparing corporate financial re-

ports. Therefore, for example, accrual accounting issues are discussed and con-

sidered in the empirical part because earnings management occurs and is inter-

twined with accrual accounting issues in different forms. In addition, the findings 

of this study, to some extent, support prior earnings management literature. 

However, they also provide certain additional relevant insights, especially re-

garding the previously unambiguous concept of earnings management.  

When evaluating the generalizability of the results, the inherent limitations of 

the single case study to provide (at least statistical) generalizations are acknowl-

edged. Therefore, case studies usually attempt to counterbalance the impossibil-

ity of applying statistical inferences by pointing out the large theoretical or prac-

tical relevance of the research subject, the thoroughness of analysis and interpre-

tation, and the triangulation of research methods (see: Lukka & Kasanen 1995; 

Spicer 1992; Scapens 1990; Silverman 1985; Yin 1984). For example, while con-

sidering the role of case study research in accounting research, Scapens (1990) 

points out that instead of making statistical generalizations, we should look at  

theoretical generalizations that aim to generalize theories so that they explain the 

observations made. 

Lukka and Kasanen (1995) approach the question of generalizability in ac-

counting research by adopting a broad perspective and argue that generalization 

to a reasonable extent is possible from a properly conducted case study. They list 

the following elements that form the preconditions for generalizability in any 

properly conducted accounting study: 1) theoretical knowledge of the subject 

area, 2) prior empirical studies and their interpretations, 3) the empirical results 

and their interpretations based on the study in question. Only if all these issues 

have been thoroughly analyzed, and then synthesized into a convincing story, 

will the reader even consider what the scope of the results could be (Lukka & 

Kasanen 1995). Finally, Lukka and Kasanen state that in order to be able to make 

generalizations they need the argument, made by Martin et al. (1983), that com-

panies are fundamentally quite similar, at least in similar conditions. Thereafter 
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Lukka and Kasanen (1995) introduce three different types of generalization rhet-

oric: statistical, contextual, and constructive. With regard to this study the con-

textual rhetoric is the most relevant. Contextual generalization rhetoric provides a 

way to move from the isolated observations to results of a more general status. 

According to contextual generalization rhetoric, a successful case study may pro-

vide the possibility to widen the validity of the research results beyond the prima-

ry observations by the efficient triangulation of the data elements. A necessary 

condition for the power of contextual generalization rhetoric is the attainment of 

a thorough understanding in the main case analysis and its credible reporting. 

Lukka & Kasanen point out that to make such a rhetoric work, the researcher has 

to understand and communicate the real business context and uncover the general 

structural relationship. Therefore the key point is a meaningful and convincing 

connection of the study with the real-world phenomena surrounding the case in 

question, such as history, institutions and markets. Thus Lukka and Kasanen 

(1995) argue that substantial knowledge from the real world plays a key role 

when attempting to gain both generalizable and substantially relevant results.  

I have communicated the real business context and all the results have a mean-

ingful and convincing connection with real-world phenomena. The contribution 

of this study derives from practical issues that could be considered relevant in 

almost every listed company. For example the discretionary accounting issues 

and their highly interpretative nature are issues that are common to almost all 

companies that follow the IFRS. That interpretative nature was widely demon-

strated on various occasions and in relation to many accounting issues. Thus, ac-

cording to the contextual rhetoric, it seems that it is highly possible that the re-

sults could be generalized to a wider context, although they derive from this sin-

gle study. In addition, although certain detailed findings are, to some extent, 

IFRS specific, many findings could be considered more abstract and to have 

broader implications.      

Broadly, Lukka and Kasanen (1995) state that one of the most important char-

acteristics of a successful case study is that it can convince the reader of the va-

lidity of the case description and analysis, i.e. it makes a credible impression. 

Furthermore, credibility and common interest have to be shown by linking the 

research problem and results with relevant issues from the accounting viewpoint, 

and by showing that the results are, in one way or another, meaningful either in 

developing accounting theory or practice (Lukka & Kasanen 1995). In line with 

these arguments I find that the research problem and results in this study are 

linked with relevant issues from the accounting viewpoint, and that the results are 

meaningful in developing our understanding of earnings management in terms of 

both theory and practice. Having presented this point of view, the value of the 

study remains to be decided by the reader.  
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The issues studied and the limitations presented offer several further research 

possibilities. I encourage scholars to conduct case study analyses that would in-

clude more observation inside firms and more interviews. This could also include 

assessing a specific issue presented in this study and combining management 

accounting theories with earnings management studies. Comparative case anal-

yses could be also fruitful. In addition, I find that my criticism of quantitative 

models can be seen as a challenge to create more sophisticated models that could 

better take into account some of the insights of this study. In the future, new 

models should be better at taking into account, for example, the roles of key per-

sonnel in the preparing of financial statements.  
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APPENDIX: INTERVIEW DATA 

Person (position in which interviewed) Date Interview meth-

od 

Interview 

time 

1. CFO 

2. CFO 

3. CEO 

4. Financial manager /controller A 

5. Business unit B manager 

6. Chief accountant 

7. Business unit B controller 

8. CFO 

9. Authorized Public Accountant (x) 

10. Principal Auditor of the case 

11. CFO 

12. Financial manager  

13. CFO 

14. CEO 

15. Authorized Public Accountant (x) 

16. CFO 

17. Financial manager 

18. CFO 

19. CFO 

20. Authorized Public Accountant (x) 

21. CFO 

22. Authorized Public Accountant (y) 

6.11.2006 

20.4.2007 

27.4.2007 

26.6.2007 

29.6.2007 

18.9.2007 

31.10.2007 

6.11.2007 

9.11.2007 

20.11.2007 

28.2.2008 

8.4.2008 

21.5.2008 

29.5.2008 

3.6.2008 

15.7.2008 

23.7.2008 

19.8.2008 

12.12.2008 

6.2.2009 

12.2.2009 

6.11.2009 

Theme 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi Structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

Semi structured 

2:05 

3:25 

1:30 

2:20 

1:25 

0:50 

2:00 

2:00 

1:40 

1:15 

2:10 

1:45 

1:35 

1:30 

1:45 

2:10 

2:35 

1:50 

1:25 

1:40 

1:00 

1:55 
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